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Chapter 12

A discussion of the pattern of the Holocene eustatic curve

Note; Throughout this chapter, in order to facilitate comparisons, all time/
altitude diagrams have been plotted with the same ratio between abscissa and
ordinate scales. This standardisation from the heterogeneous formats in which
published diagrams have appeared has produced superficial differences in
appearance from the originals, but the information content remains unmodified.

The present chapter is in four parts. After considering the general

nature of eustatic sea level change in the Holocene in (i), the views of Jelgersma,

which differ fundamentally from those arising from the present study, are examined

in (ii). Then the overall trends of Holocene eustasy are investigated, (iii),

before a detailed model is proposed in (iv).

(i) The general nature of eustatic sea level change in the Holocene.

As was suggested in Chapter 4» it is widely accepted that world sea

level movement in the Holocene has involved an overall rise, marking the restoration

to the oceans of water that had been locked up on the continents as land ice during

the last glaciation.

The maximum depth to which this abstraction of water had lowered ocean

level appears to have been about 130 metres below the present level. Many workers

consider that transgression began about 19,000 years ago (viz. Wright and Frey, Eds.,

1965), but some of the most recent oceanological work (e.g. Emiliani, in Milliman

and Emery, 1968) suggests that it did not get under way until between 15000 and

14000 years ago.

Figure 12.1 reproduces the composite graph first introduced in Chapter

4 to illustrate the diversity of recent opinion on Holocene sea level change, while

Figures 12.2 to 12.12 identify the individual curves from which it was constructed.

It will be seen that there is a fair measure of agreement that 10,000

years ago ocean level was unlikely to be less than 30 metres below the present

level, and that the rise continued rapidly until at least ca. 6,000 years ago.
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The only curve that is in complete conflict with this is that of Auer

(1959), Figure 12.2. He proposed this on the basis of data from Patagonia, from

an area that he considered to be stable, but the contrast with all other available

information suggests strongly that considerable land uplift must in fact have taken

place there during the Holocene (cf. Figure 12.1).

Although there is some agreement on the general trend prior to 6,000

B.P., most other aspects of recent eustatic change are still a matter of dispute.

There is, for example, little agreement as to when world sea level

first reached its present level in the Holocene, as Figures 12.3 to 12.12 show.

Thus, Umbgrove (19-47), assumed that this occurred at some time around 7,000 B.P.j

Moran and Bryson (1969), Schofield(1964), Thompson (I96-4), and Fairbridge (1961)

favoured the period around 6,000 B.P., while Godwin, Suggate and Willis (1958),

MeFarlan (1961), Fisk (1951) suggested 5,000 B.P., with Rosendahl (1958) and

Morner (I969) at 4,000 B.P. Others again consider that during the Holocene sea

level did not reach its current level until "the present day. This school of

thought includes Shepard and Curray (several of their individual papers and one

written jointly, expressing this view, are listed in the bibliography), together

with Bloom and Stuiver (1963) and Jelgersma (1961, 1966), among others.

In contrast, however, some hold that during the Holocene the oceans

have exceeded their present level. Thus, as the graphs indicate, in the works

cited above Thompson, Umbgrove, Rosendahl and Fairbridge have all suggested that

the present level has been surpassed by 3 or more metres, while several others

(including Godwin, Morner and Schofield, inter alia) have suggested lesser amounts.

Opinion is also divided as to whether eustatic change in the Holocene

progressed smoothly or was characterised by fluctuations.

It will be noticed that despite the standardisation of the horizontal

to vertical scale ratio in Figures 12.1 to 12.13, some of the published graphs



show marked oscillations, while others exhibit smooth curves. Frequently the

smooth curves are trend lines, run through a scatter of plotted points by authors

who wish to make a general statement about their data. It is often clear from

the papers accompanying the graphs that the authors consider that fluctuations are

probable, but that they regard their data as insufficiently precise to define these

adequately. It is, for instance, particularly difficult (cf. Chapter 4) to allow

for local and regional variations in the height of data when assembling information

from widely dispersed parts of the world. Fairbridge (1961) has been criticised

for attempting to show detailed oscillations on such a basis (e.g. Jelgersraa 1966,

Shepard and Curray 1966). Shepard and Curray however make it clear in that paper

(and also elsewhere, e.g. notably in Curray 1965) that they accept that it is

probable that Holocene sea level underwent distinct fluctuations. Other Americans

who concur in this include Hadfield and Rubin (1962), Coleman and Smith (I964),

Newman and Rusnak (I965).

This point of view would appear to find support not only among

American workers, but in most areas where research is in progress on the topic.

Thus, although some Australasian workers (notably Russell 1961) have published

findings that conflict with specific aspects of Fairbridge's evidence, the

principle of irregular eustatic change seems well accepted there (e.g. Schofield,

I960, I964j Suggate 1968). The irregularity of postglacial eustatic change is

emphasised specifically by Zenkovitch, Leontyev and Nevesski (i960) as being a

cardinal factor in the recent development of the extensive coasts of the U.3.S.R.

Many western European workers also accept this irregularity. Both

those concerned with areas of uplift and areas of subsidence are well represented

(e.g. Berglund 1964, Godwin 19AO, 1966, Grattl 1958, Marthinussen 1962, Moraer 1969,

Muller 1962, T. Nilsson 1948, Thompson in Schofield 1964, van Straaten 1954, among

others).
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The time pattern of the western European evidence examined in Chapters

5 to 11 of the present study would appear to confirm the view that eustatic change in

the Holocene was marked by distinct short term fluctuations. Certainly, it would

seem difficult to reconcile the agreement in the timing of events over such an

extensive area otherwise.

Thus, as indicated above, the periods dominated by evidence of trans¬

gression showed considerable internal consistency and were almost invariably

separated by notably clearly defined divisions. Indeed, as shown in Chapters 8, 9

and 10, the alternation of transgression and regression periods was so strict that

the dates involved frequently formed mutually exclusive groupings, while where this

was not the case the individual overlapping determinations almost invariably lay

within less than one standard deviation of each other. That this was so generally

the case, across so considerable a range of environments and land movement regimes

would appear to suggest that the dated events reflected the control of eustatic

fluctuations that were both well defined and of some magnitude.

It would thus seem that field evidence from many parts of the world,

and also the present analysis of the western European radiocarbon chronology of

changes in marine influence, suggest that eustatic ocean level movement in the

Holocene was characterised by its irregularity.

This view has not passed unchallenged, however. The clearest state¬

ments against it have been made by Jelgersma (1961, 1966). Because of the

meticulous nature of her fieldwork in the Netherlands (involving 50 C^ dates),

her opinion merits close attention.

ii) Jelgersma's views on Holocene marine change

It is Jelgersma's contention that sea level rose in a continuous

smooth curve throughout the Holocene (Fig. 12.3» Curve I). The possibility of

minor fluctuations was considered (Curve II) but rejected despite the complex yet



chronologically systematic interdigitation of peat and marine clay layers

throughout the coastal sequence of the Low Countries. In her own words (1966,

p.65), "The whole Holocene sequence gives evidence of transgression and regression

periods. In our opinion, however, important fluctuations of sea level have not

taken place in the Netherlands. Minor fluctuations of sea level may have occurred

but cannot be recognised because of the sources of error taken into account in

constructing the 38a level curve." An attempt to explain the alternations in the

sequence solely in terms of the variations of precipitation, without involving

sea level fluctuations, then follows. This was essayed on the basis of what

Jelgersma took to be the climatic origins of alternations of peat growth and blown

sand in the dunes backing the coast. The paper was delivered at the 1966

conference of the Royal Meteorological Society, and in the ensuing discussion

Godwin pointed out an apparent non-sequitur in her argument and suggested that

on the analogy of conditions in present day dune packs the evidence could equally

well be explained in terms of the backing up of run-off in the dunes by

fluctuations in sea level, The point was neither conceded nor disproved by

Jelgersma.

In his argument, Godwin was in fact merely extending the concept

originally used by Jelgersma herself in deriving her sea level curve. It will

be recalled that it is probable that both bedrock subsidence and compaction of

Holocene deposits are likely to be important in the Netherlands, and that to

minimise the effect of the latter, Jelgersma based her curve not on direct marine-

contact samples, but on the samples classified "W" in Chapter 5 of the present

survey, i.e. peats formed directly on relatively incompressible Pleistocene

material when their sites were affected by freshwater watertables rising under

marine influence.

Although this practice had the advantage of essentially eliminating
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the compaction factor, as Jelgersma was clearly aware (op.cit.) it had the
disadvantage of its indirectness. Borne of the Class W peats might well have

started to grow at higher levels than others, because of local bulges in the water

table due to upwelling water from the hinterland, or accumulations of ground water

in local topographic depressions. On the other hand, it was very unlikely in pre-

Polder Dutch conditions that the natural watertable would lie below the contemporary

sea level. Accordingly, Jelgersma states that in interpreting the data she always

favoured the lowest determinations (1966, p.62). She continues: "This results in a

smooth curve. Following this method it is clear that all aberrations are considered

as errors and not as fluctuations of sea level." (The underlining is by the present

writer.)

It would thus seem that the technique used was one that could not do

other than produce a smooth curve, and that this result hence does not tend to

invalidate the conclusion reached by other workers, both elsewhere (see i) and

indeed in Holland itself (e.g. Bakker 1954» Bennema 1954, van Giffen 1954* van

Btraaten 1954) that the Holocene was characterised by multiple sea level fluctuations.

As Jelgersma's own Curve II (Fig. 12.2) shows, if it is accepted that

samples other than the lowest ones need not necessarily be assumed to be in error,

an oscillating curve that is compatible with the Class W evidence can indeed be

drawn. The amplitude of the oscillations is however distinctly smaller than is

suggested elsewhere, or indeed at sites within her fieldwork area in the Netherlands,

where other classes of evidence are represented. A possible reason for this will

be proposed in (iv) below, when the magnitude of detail fluctuations is considered.

Before that stage is reached, however, it is necessary to consider the general

trends in Holocene ocean level change.

(lil) The major trends in Holocene eustatic change

It is desirable to assess the general form of the eustatic curve in
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terms of a comparison of several independent lines of evidence, because of the

nature of the information available.

In preparing the material examined in Chapters 5 to 11, data on the

absolute and relative heights of the radiocarbon dated samples, and on the thick¬

nesses of the strata in the sequences to which they referred, were assembled in

the punched card reference system. Subsequently, the sites (approximately 500 in

number) were divided into geographical regions and large scale (110 x 60 centimetres)

time-depth diagrams were prepared on some thirty transparent work-sheets. The

standard deviation of each date was shown graphically, and sequences at multiple-

date sites were distinguished by linking lines. By superimposing the transparencies

and moving them parallel to the ordinate (i.e. height/depth axis), the relative

magnitude of height differences and strata thicknesses could conveniently be

compared for different periods of time. In many cases the altitudes of the samples

relative to present mean sea level are known, and regional variations of present

altitude could also be compared by superimposing the sheets with the altitude

scales in coincidence.

The value of this approach was greatest in estimating the probable

amplitude of the individual minor oscillations-that appear to be superimposed on

the overall trend of Holocene marine change, in that it allowed information from

a large number of sites to be compared and collated in a rapid and convenient

manner. Furthermore, as suggested in Chapter 4-, the postponement of this phase

in the investigation until after the timing of the short term rises and falls of

sea level had been established in detail (Chapters 5 to 11) facilitated the

interpretation and comparison of height data. In some previous studies, attempts

have been made to distinguish both the timing and the height range of

fluctuations simultaneously, despite the number of variables (e.g. Curray I960,



Fairbridge 1961, Mornar 1969» inter alia), while in other cases as noted in (i)

above, eustatic curves have been prepared from syntheses in which little attempt

has been made to allow for any short term rises or falls. In principle at least

it would seem reasonable to hope that the approach used here should result in more

reliable assessment of the short term eustatic oscillations.

This approach, however, has shortcomings if it is used in isolation.

Certainly, comparison of the relative heights of samples dating from the beginning

and end of a closely defined event may give a useful empirical indication of the

magnitude of that individual event. However, the variety of the land-movement

regimes represented in the western European data makes it difficult to assess

whether cumulative errors are developing if an attempt is made to deduce the

overall shape of the eustatic curve solely by combining the estimates of the

apparent size of the individual rises and falls.

Before assembling the detailed information from the worksheets, it

therefore seems desirable to seek a more widely based indication of the general

trends in Holocene eustatic change.

Fortunately, estimates of recent ocean level movements may be derived

in several different ways. As indicated in Chapter 4# most approaches have

inherent limitations. The procedure adopted here is therefore to compare the

results from three approaches of different kinds ( (a), (b) and (c) below), on

the grounds that while it is difficult to eliminate the uncertainties

characteristic of each different approach individually, some confidence may

nevertheless be felt in conclusions based on cases where several independent lines

of evidence converge.

(a) The basic pattern of the data considered in Chapters 5 to 11 represents one

such line. The graphs shown in Figure 11.20 present a convenient summary of this,

while Figure 12.14 shows the Difference Curve on the same time scale as Figure 12.1.
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The main problem of this approach is that the number of radiocarbon

dates available for different periods of the Holocene reflects such factors as

the accessibility of the relevant strata, and the research interests of the workers

securing the samples. This ne ans that for present purposes there is little to be

gained from comparing widely separated parts of the Holocene in terms of the

absolute size of peaks on the graph.

Thus, it will be noticed that while on present day knowledge (e.g.

summaries in Milliman and Emery, 1968, Moraer 1969* Andrews 1970) there seems little

doubt that the first four millennia of the Holocene contained a much larger rise of

sea level than any succeeding period, the fact that outside Scandinavia so much of

the evidence is deeply buried and submerged means that the number of samples dated

from this period is not representative of this. The necessity of omitting much

Baltic evidence (viz. Chapter 7) exacerbates the underrepresentation of the major

early Holocene changes. On the other hand, while the period of regression centred

about 4300 B.P. is clearly important, it will be recalled that it is represented by

a disproportionately large number of dates, largely because of the interest

shown by Dutch workers in the easily accessible peat layer that represents it in

the Low Countries.

Despite such limitations, it nevertheless seems feasible to derive an

indication of the trend of the marine changes from the Difference Curve, provided

attention is focussed on comparison of the relative representation of evidence of

transgression and regression rather than on the absolute sizes of peaks on the graphs.

When considering an individual period in this way, it seems likely

that the relative proportions in which evidence of transgression and regression

are represented may give some indication of the relative importance at that time

of rises and falls of ocean level.

Thus, it will be seen from Figure 12.14 that from 9500 B.P. until



just after 6000 B.P. the Difference Curve indicates a heavy imbalance in favour

of evidence of transgression. As noted above, throughout this sector of the

Holoeene, and particularly in the earlier part of it, much of the accessible

evidence occurs in Scandinavia. Mapy of the sites contributing to the graph were

thus undergoing rapid and substantial glacio-isostatic land uplift during this

period. That they nevertheless registered transgressions would appear to

emphasise the overall importance of rise in sea level then. Indeed, despite this

uplift, it will be recalled from the earlier chapters that no Class R or 1

evidence of regression is available anywhere in Western iiurope for fully a

millennium of this time (centred area 7750 B.P.).

This approach to the graphs would thus appear to lead to a conclusion

consistent with the consensus of recent opinion on tha early Holocene (summaries

cited in (i) above) in suggesting that the period up to about 6000 B.P. was marked

by rise of sea level on a substantial scale.

This period would seem from the graph to have ended by Phase F. The

transgression of that Phase ended circa 5950 B.P. (Chapter 11) and by 5750 the

Difference Curve has crossed to the regression side of the abscissa, where it

remains (except for the tip of the peak of Phase 5) until just after 4000 B.P.,

i.e. almost two millennia (5750 - 3770).

Although, as noted above, the absolute size of the largest peak of

regression evidence is definitely inflated by the Dutch contribution, there seems

little doubt that regression was dominant throughout the seaboard at this time

(e.g. Chapters 6, 8, 9, 10, 11). Almost one in three of the multiple-date sites

incorporated in the present survey is represented by dates falling within these

two millennia, and examination of the dated stratigraphy confirms that the trans¬

gressions that did occur be tween 6000 end 4000 B.P. were of minor importance

compared with those of the preceding four millennia.
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Daring the whole of the period after 4000 B.P., there are no marked

differences in the accessibility of evidence, such as characterised the early

Holocene. Indeed even the most deeply buried of the relevant strata are at only

a fifth or at most a quarter of the depths at which early Holocene evidence is

often found.

Between 4000 and 3000 B.P., the Difference Curve favours the trans¬

gression side of the abscissa, then between 3000 and 2000 this tendency is reversed,

and it does not leave the regression side to any substantial extent until the period

between 2000 and 1500 B.P., when it once more lies wholly on the transgression side.

After that, its oscillations are more evenly balanced on the abscissa.

(b) The general validity of the interpretation of the Difference Curve would

appear to be supported by the way in which the major changes in the balance between

transgression and regression suggested by the curve appear to conform to the

pattern of relative sea level movements at a wide range of western European sites.

Outside the areas of major uplift, for example, it is notable that on

the worksheets the most marked common feature of the time/altitude profiles of

multiple-date sites between North Germany and the English Channel is a well defined

change of gradient close to 6000 B.P. Prior to that time, the profiles rise

steeply, while the stratigraphy of the sites indicates that deposition of marine

beds of substantial thickness characterised most of the transgression phases up

to Phase F. With the end of that phase just after 6000 B.P., it will be recalled

that the Difference Curve suggested an important reduction of marine influence,

and the trend of the relative sea level traces in fact flattens markedly.

In this area of potential postglacial subsidence, the turning points

of the profiles at 6000 B.P. typically lie near, but somewhat below, present shore

levels. Often indeed the whole of the Holocena profile prior to the present day

is below today's sea level. Even in this part of the sea board, however, despite



the possibility of subsidence, there are some indications of sea levels reaching

slightly above that of the present day, particularly just after 4000 and just

after 2000 B.P. Alongside the evidence, it is interesting that as early as

194-0 Godwin proposed sea levels slightly above that of the present day at these

two times, on the basis of extensive interdisciplinary investigations into the

palaeoecology and archaeology of the Fenland. As indicated above, at each

occasion the Difference Curve shows a marked short term increase in marine influence.

The areas characterised by postglacial uplift also show patterns of

relative sea level movement that appear consistent with the interpretation drawn

from the Difference Curve, Because of the complications caused by the Baltic

Lake stages (cf. Chapter 7), attention will be concentrated here on the coastline

open to the ocean between Denmark and Arctic Norway, Numerous shoreline displace¬

ment diagrams have been published for different parts of this area, and these

proved of considerable value in interpreting the patterns of the radiocarbon

worksheets. In this, Feyling-Hanssen's correlation data for Norway (1964) was of

value since some of the earlier diagrams were based primarily on varve and pollen

analysis.

The displacement diagrams proved to be of two kinds. Where the

highest postglacial shorelines were 50 metres or more above present sea level,

relative sea level changes appeared to be dominated by the land movement component,

and the resulting curves tended to approach the simple concave upward form

characteristic of the progress of postglacial land uplift (cf. Andrews 1970).
An example of this is Hafsten's curve for Oslo (1956). Where the land movement

was less extreme however, the displacement curves took on a more complex form,

typically showing a slight fall at the beginning of the Holocene, followed by

convex upward humps in the mid-Holocene, Examples include: damsa, Arctic Norway

(Marthinussen i960)j Bomlo near Bogna (Faegri 1944) and Lista near Stavanger



(Andersen i960) in west Norway* Goteborg (Sandgren and Johansson 1931), Onsala

(Sandgron 1952) and other west Swedish sites (Morner 1969).

A pattern may be observed in these humped curves. Their peaks tend

to fall into two groups, the earlier being just before 6000 B.P., and the later

around 4000 B.P. Furthermore, where the highest mid-Holocene shoreline i3 above

10 - 12 metres (e.g. Gotebcrg, Onsala) the peak in the former group is higher

while at the other sites where it is lower the opposite is the case.

The occurrence of this pattern over so widely dispersed areas

suggests that it is unlikely to be due to systematic irregularities in land

movement, but rather that it reflects the eustatic component in the interaction

between land and sea. Certainly the timing of the peaks coincides with firstly

the culmination of the main period of postglacial sea level rise at 6000 B.P, and

secondly the brief increase in marine influence, about 4000 B.P. that were

suggested, along with the intervening general decrease in marine influence, by

the Difference Curve.

The systematic relationship of the relative heights of the two peaks

to the absolute height of the shorelines would appear to offer potential for

dissecting the uniform eustatic component from the differing local land uplift

patterns. While investigating this, the writer's attention was drawn (pers.

comm. A. Good) to a paper on the same problem by H.R. Thompson of the Applied

Mathematics Laboratory of the New Zealand Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research.

Thompson (1964) used the assumption that amounts of isostatic rebound

at different sites tend to be proportional to each other. Andrews recent monograph

(1970) appears to support this.

On this assumption, (Thompson, op.cit. p.361), "if we let the unknown

value of the sea level J thousand years ago be Xj and the strandline level at
|i
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locality i for time j be Xij (both Xj and Xij related to present sea level), then

isostatic rebound is Xij - Xj", implying

"Xij - Xj X.j - Xj X9j - Xj
= -1 = -& = ••• = Kj, say

Fi P1 F2
for the different values of j, where the Fi are proportionality constants for

localities 1 and 2 etc., and Kj are similar constants for points of time. If

departures from proportionality are merely due to local random disturbances and

errors of observation, we can set up a modei for each locality and time:

Xij - Xj = FiKj + Eij = model 1

where Eij is the random error, and find the set of Xj which best fits the model by

the method of least squares, minimising the error sum of squares."

Using data from Fjallbacka (west Sweden, Hessland 19X6) and Oslo,

Bomlo, Lista, Goteborg and Gnsala (op. cit.) but omitting Hamsa and Morner's sites,

Thompson calculated the eustatic curve shown in Figure 12.X.

His use of constant 1000 year intervals in the calculations led to

the curve being plotted in terms of stations which are not necessarily entirely

typical of the intervening periods. In addition, in terms of the stratigraphy of

site3 elsewhere in western Europe, and indeed also in Scandinavia, the final part

of his trendline seems difficult to accept. The way that, having risen above the

present sea level at 4QQ0 B.F., it then remains at a higher level until today,

raises complex problems at a large number of the sites included in the worksheets.

The relative heights and dates of many of these sites are fixed with considerably

greater precision than the final millennia of the six land displacement curves

from which Thompson drew his data. Hafsten, Hessland, bandegren, Faegri and

Andersen had all devoted more attention to the earlier parts of postglacial time,

and indeed their papers tend towards the late-glacial period rather than the

present day. The divergence between this part of his curve and the other lines
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of evidence does not therefore occasion serious difficulties.

Except in these respects, the general form of the curve derived by

Thompson agrees substantially with the results from the alternative approaches,

in that it shows a strong early Holocene rise that culminates about 6000 B.P.,

and is then followed by a period of reduced marine influence until 4000 B.P.

when the level rises above that of the present day.

(c) Although many factors influence world ocean level, as indicated in Chapter

2 it has long been accepted that the interaction of ocean volume with the volume

of water locked up in glacier ice (glacio-eustasy) has been the dominant

component in the Holocene. Recent work based on C ^ dates (e.g. Farrand 1966*

Andrews 1970} see (Iv) below) has suggested that there may indeed be a quite

detailed relationship between short term glacier fluctuations and short term

ocean level variations, as well as the acknowledged broad relationship of the long

term trends. Thus, although this approach also has intrinsic shortcomings (see

below), it is desirable to compare the results that it offers with those obtained

by the alternative approaches outlined above.

The estimation of former ice-mass volumes from the evidence now

available on the ground involves uncertainties and approximations, while the

holistic interpretation of the data necessary to secure an estimate of the over¬

all effect of the changes on world ocean level presents further difficulties

(e.g. Charlesworth 1957, Schofield 1967, Andrews 1970). It is thus perhaps

hardly surprising that different schools of thought have existed.

One of the longest established of these (e.g. Daly 1934, Umbgrove

1947, Rosendahl 1956, inter al., see Figure 12.1) diverges in important respects

from the conclusions drawn from the lines of evidence adduced above. This

school envisages no reduction of marine influence during the two millennia

following 6000 B.P., but rather holds that postglacial sea level simply rose
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to a single high stand during the Climatic Optimum (the Hypsithermal ocean level)

and then fell until the present day. By 1957, however, Cotton (p.759) could write

that "the supposed evidence .... seems to be wearing thin," and subsequently other

work has suggested that so simple a concept of the pattern of events following on

deglaciation is likely to be misleading (e.g. Zagwijn 1961, West and Sparks 1961,

Farrand 1966).

More recent papers show a fair measure of agreement with the sequence

of trends suggested by the other lines of evidence considered above. Farrand

(1966) and Moran and Bryson (I968) present specific curves (Figures 12.6). Both

papers suggest that world sea level was between 35 and 40 metres below the present

level about 10,000 years ago and that it then rose steeply for some four thousand

years. This conforms well to the conclusions reached above. These papers also

agree that the main rise was substantially complete by 6000 B.P. on the radiocarbon

timescale. Moran and Bryson, in their more generalised curve, show the oceans

actually reaching their present level at 6000 B.P. Farrand suggests that while

world ice caps probably first reached their present volume about 7000 B.P., world

sea level was still only approaching the present level in 6000 B.P., although it

was probably within two metres of it then.

These writers do not give specific views on whether ocean level has

exceeded its present level during the Holocene, as the Daly school of thought

holds. Their calculations certainly suggest however that it is very unlikely

that this could have occurred prior to 6000 B.P. Furthermore, if they are correct

in putting the first close approach of world sea level to the present level at

6000 B.P., the Increase in land-ice volume that immediately followed that date

would appear to render an ocean level higher than the present unlikely between

6000 and 4000 B.P.

Thus, although the final great North American and European ice sheet
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remnants melted out by 7000 - 6000 B.P. (e.g. Wright and Frey 1965, Rankama 1965,

Andrews 1970), mountain glaciers remained, and throughout the world (Porter and

Denton 1967, Denton and Porter 1970) these readvaneed substantially between 6000

and 4000 B.P. This would appear to be consistent with the reduction in marine

influence at this time suggested by the Difference Curve and the analyses of the

height patterns of western European relative sea level changes.

After this period of general readvance, mountain glaciers retreated

rapidly all over the world (Denton and Porter 1970) and were much reduced in extent

between 4000 and 3000 B.P. On several grounds (cf. Zagwijn 1961, West and Sparks

1961) there would seem to be some possibility that the oceans may then have

exceeded their present level.

In addition to the consideration of shoreline height patterns, and

glacier ice volumes per se, one additional glaciological indication that this

could have been so may be seen in height changes registered by the firn line.

This marks the critical boundary between the areas dominated by accumulation and

by ablation in snowfields and glaciers, and its height is accordingly a sensitive

indicator of the extent to which precipitation is retained on land as snow and

ice, or returned to the oceans.

A particularly detailed study of firn line variations has been

carried out by Liestol (i960). He showed that in West Norway, it was about

1300 metres above present sea level 10,000 years ago, and that it then rose

rapidly until between 7000 and 6000 B.P., when it stabilised at about 1800 metres.

After 6000 it fell to about 1750 metres, but then rose to a Holocene maximum of

about 1900 metres between 4000 and 3000 B.P. This pattern is consistent with

much of the available evidence of a similar type in other parts of the world

(e.g. Ahlman 1953, Denton and Porter op.cit.) and its implications alBo appear

to conform in both sense and timing to the sequence of eustatic trends deduced
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from the Difference Curve, and other lines of evidence (see above).

The apparent proximity of the oceans to their present level at 6000

B.P. would seem to suggest that a higher level in a later period might well have

succeeded that of the present day. Liestol's conclusion that in the period

between £000 and 3000 B.P. the lower limit of the firn line rose fully 100 metres

above that prevailing at 6000 B.P, would thus certainly appear to be consistent

with the occurrence of a eustatic level higher than that of the present day in

the 4000 - 3000 B.P. period, as the alternative lines of evidence noted above

suggested.

After the 4000 - 3000 retreat, Denton and Porter show that world

mountain glaciers readvanced substantially until a maximum was reached between

3000 and 2000 B.P. At this time Liestol's firn limit descended abruptly to well

below 1600 metres. This would seem to imply that if ocean level did exceed that

of the present day in the mid-Holocene, the duration of the period at which it

remained above the present level must have been much more restricted than the

Hypsithermal high-stand envisaged by Daly, Umbgrove or Rosendahl.

Again according to the recent surveys by Denton and Porter, about

2000 B.P, there was a marked retreat of glaciers on a world scale and for a brief

period (about 1800 to 1500 B.P,) the glaciers appear to have definitely been

reduced below their present extent, suggesting that sea level was then near the

present level, or conceivably again above it.

This sequence would appear to conform to that exhibited by the

Difference Curve (noted above). Thus when between 4000 and 3000 B.P. the amount

of land ice decreased, the Curve favoured the transgression side of the abscissa.

When the glaciers readvanced between 3000 and 2000 B.P., the Curve lay dominantly

on the regression side. Then during the ensuing reduction in ice volume (to

1500 B.P.) it once more lies wholly on the transgression side.
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As noted at the beginning of this section of the Chapter, while

each of the individual lines of evidence available have inherent limitations,

the shortcomings of each approach are of different types, and are largely unrelated

to each other, (e.g. difficulties in estimating past ice sheet volumes; problems

regarding the accessibility of buried or submerged peat beds, etc.) This being so,

the general convergence of the diverse lines of evidence would appear to offer

some grounds for confidence that the overall trends of ocean level change in the

Holocena followed the pattern distinguished in the preceding discussions.

Against this background, the detailed form of the eustatic curve will

now be considered.

(iv) The detailed form of the Holocene eustatic curve

In the four parts of this section, the timing (a), shape (b) and

size (c) of the short term oscillations will be considered, and then, in (d), a

specific model of Holocene eustatic change will be proposed.

(a) The timing of the short term changes in marine influence apparent in western

Europe has already been discussed extensively, and the conclusions (summarised in

Chapter 11) need not be restated in detail here. It may be noted, however, that

a preliminary reconnaissance of dates from elsewhere in the world (principally in

the journal Hadiocarbon) suggested that the events identified as "Gustatic" on the

basis of the western European evidence did appear to be widely identifiable else¬

where in the world, with close agreement in timing. It is, however, outside the

scope of the present enquiry to undertake an extensive study of radiocarbon dates

from beyond western Europe, and an eclectic approach courts dangers that the

holistic investigation reported in Chapters 5 to 11 sought to avoid. Euch

conclusions must thus be viewed with caution, particularly in the case of isolated

single dates. The way in which long sequences of events coincided in timing with

the sequence of phases identified in Europe nevertheless seamed reassuring. Two



examples, drawn from contrasting parts of North America, will serve to illustrate

this.

On the coast of central Louisiana, in the bayou country, Coleman and

Smith (1964.) radiocarbon dated a sequence of buried peat beds. The dates that they

obtained show that all the dated bed3 corresponded to periods identified as marine

regressions in Europe i.e. between phases D and E, E and F, § and H, H and I

(with some indication of the minor unnamed transgression then), and N and 0.

In the very different conditions of Arctic Canada, Andrews (1970)

has proposed dates based on the radiocarbon scale for shorelines on Baffin and

Ottawa Islands. These appear to be related characterically to readvance3 of the

ice. If Farrand (1966) and others are correct, and the secondary oscillations

as well as the general trends of Holocene euatatic movement are related fairly

directly to glacier variations, then Andrews's dates might be expected to corres¬

pond to marine regressions. In fact, 18 corform to the timing of the regressions

or stillstands identified in western Europe to within 50 years or less and 23

(out of a total of 24) conform to within 100 years or less. The regressions

represented are those between Phases B and £, C and D, 2 E, |j and F, F and £»

G and H, minor and I, I and J, J and K, L and M, N and 0; and the stillstand is

that of phase K.

Examples of this type seem to suggest that the events distinguished

as "eustatic" in the present study are indeed of more than local importance, and

that the timing deduced for them in the previous chapters is likely to be an

adequate basis for the construction of a eustatic curve.

(b) Little direct evidence seems available on the specific shapes of the short

term eustatic oscillations, but some general indications may be obtained by

indirect means. For example, the general similarity of the form of the TW and

EI curves, together with the equally well defined timing of both the beginnings

and the endings of transgressions, would seem to suggest that these fluctuations



in general involved both positive and negative movements of ocean level, rather

than the wholly step-like process of sea level rise envisaged by Muller (1962),

Figures 12.7. If -hat had been the general case, as he Implies, it would seem

likely that the timing of regression contacts would have tended throughout to

have shown less well defined groupings than the timing of transgression contacts.

In general this is not so, although (as shown in Chapter 11) it seems likely that

on perhaps three occasions virtual eustatic stillstands did occur.

Muller worked from buried evidence of a dominantly transgresslve

sequence on the shores of the German Bight, and his borings ordinarily showed

regressions only as layers of peat intervening in marine clays. In the absence

of detailed studies of the morphology of the successively buried landscapes

involved in such stratigraphy, it is suggested that little indication can be gained

of the detailed form or amplitude of the fluctuations involved. His field evidence

hence does not intrinsically mm counter to the conclusion that positive/negative

oscillations were more common than a stepped rise.

In view of the shortage of detailed information it has been

considered preferable to represent each individual rise or fall by a simple straight

line in plotting the eustatic diagram put forward here. At the present state of

knowledge it seldom seems possible to justify the use of complex curves, although

the possibility that each short term oscillation was in fact more subtle in form

than indicated here remains open.

(c) The actual sizes of the rises and falls were estimated individually from the

transparent worksheets, principally as described in the opening part of section

(iii) above, that is by comparing and collating relative heights or strata thick¬

nesses for the five hundred or so sites from which data were available. In doing

this, priority was given to the multiple-date sites listed in Chapters 8, 9 and

10, because comparison of the height ranges of sequences offered more effective
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control for interpretation than comparison of 3ingle-date sites.

As suggested in (iii), the close definition of the timing of the

episodes of transgression and regression that was available, following the

chronological study reported in Chapters 5 to 11, considerably facilitated the

correlation and interpretation of the height data. On the one hand, the limited

number of sites that did not conform to the time pattern identified as "eustatic"

could be recognised as being anomalous and disregarded. On the other, in assessing

the implications of relative heights in order to establish the probable amplitude

of an oscillation, allowance could be made for the fact that the data often

referred to different stages in the change, i.e. some heighted samples dating from

the beginning of the rise, others from the end, others again from intermediate

parts of it, and the same being true of those referring to the ensuing fall.

The Class W evidence presented a special case of this type. As noted

in section (ii) above, when discussing Jelgersma's use of this category of evidence,

relative sea level curves can be drawn using this category of evidence alone, but

they tend to exhibit either no oscillations at all (e.g. Jelgersma's "Curve 1",

though as pointed out in (ii), other factors contribute to this also) or a curve

(e.g. Jelgersma's "Curve II") with oscillations of a distinctly lower amplitude

than that suggested at neighbouring sites where other types of evidence (e.g.

Classes T and ft say) are represented. Van Straaten's work (1954) at Velsen in

Jelgersma's field work area illustrates this.

It will be recalled from Chapter 6 that Class W samples tend

consistently to date from the beginnings and ends of the peaks of Class T evidence.

As Figure 12.15 shows, this inevitably tends to reduce the apparent amplitude of

oscillations on a cunre interpolated on the basis of an unqualified use of Cla3S W

data. This had to be taken into account, along with the less direct height

relationship of these watertable samples to their contemporary sea level, when
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comparing Class W evidence with the more immediate marine contact samples of

Classes T and R.

fd) The proposed model of Holocene eustatlc change

In practice, the model proposed here was evolved in three stages on

the basis of the principles discussed in this Chapter.

Firstly; preliminary investigation of the general trends on the basis of the

approaches described in (iii) above.

Secondly; collation of the Information available on the amplitude of the individual

oscillations, with particular emphasis on comparison of the height ranges of

sequences of changes at multiple-date sites.

Thirdly; refinement of the estimates of the overall trends, and final assembly

and adjustment of the details of the curve.

The result is shown in Figure 12.16. It is suggested that ocean level

was about 35 metres lower than at present at the beginning of the Holocene, and

that it then rose rapidly though irregularly until about 6000 B.P., when it

approached but probably did not quite achieve the present level. The overall

trend of the curve then appears to have flattened out markedly, although in detail

remaining irregular. In general oaean "level appears to have stayed slightly below

the present level during the greater part of the later Holocene. It seems quite

likely however that this level was briefly exceeded on two occasions, firstly

for about 500 years starting shortly after 4000 B.P., and then for perhaps 250

years starting about 1800 B.P.

Figure 12.17 shows the curve derived here superimposed on others

published in recent years by other workers (these are identified individually

in Figures 12.2/ia), It will be seen that the present proposal does not represent

an extreme view but, rather, tends to occupy a central position in the range of

opinions that have been expressed. From this, together with, firstly, the curve's



foundation on the detailed chronological study of Chapters 5 to 11, secondly its

consistency with the several lines of evidence discussed in (iii) above, and

finally its immediate derivation from extensive comparison of the large number of

sites plotted on the worksheets, there would appear to be some grounds for

confidence that a useful approximation to the pattern of Holocene eustatic change

has been obtained. However, the fundamental problems of defining any eustatic

curve, discussed in Chapter 4, apply also to this attempt. Jelgersraa's view

(1966, p.55) "that "we may never be able to construct a good curve of the eustatic

sea level changes during the Postglacial" is perhaps, as she herself admits, "a

bit too pessimistic" (op.cit.). Nevertheless, it is clearly preferable to regard

the model proposed here as provisional. Accordingly its application to Scottish

data in the chapters that follow should be viewed essentially as an experiment.
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Figures 12.2 to 12.12 identify the graphs
incorporated in 4-«l and 12.1. All have been re¬
drawn to a common abscissa/ordinate scale ratio,
from the sources indicated.

12. 2 Auer 1958
12. 3 Jelgersma 1961, 1966
12. 4- Thompson 1964-
12. 5 (a) Umbgrove 194-7 (b) Rosendahl 1956
12. 6 (c) Farrand I966 (d) Moran and Bryson I969
12. 7 Muller 1962
12. 8 (e) Suggate I968 (f) Schofield 1964.
12. 9 Fairbridge 1961 (his Figs.14 and 15

superimposed).
12.10 (g) Curray 1965 (h) Shepard & Curray 1967

(i) Shepard 1963 (j) Bloom & Stuiver 1963
(k) Milliman & Emery I968.

12.11 (1) Fisk 1951,1956 (m) McFarlan 1961
(n) Godwin,Suggate & Willis 1958.

12.12 Morner I969
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Figure 12.13 Other European curves not
incorporated in 4-*l/l2.1,
included for purposes of
comparison
(o) Graul 1959
(p) Seifert 1955
(q) Nilsson 194B



Figure 12.14- Difference Curve on same time
scale as 12.1.
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Figure 12.15 Suggested relationship of Class ¥
date/depth data to sea level change.



 



12.16 Proposed curve of Eustatic Sea Level
Change during the Holocene.
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Figure 12.17 Proposed eustatic curve (12.16)
superimposed on other recently
published graphs (12.1).
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CHAPTER 13

Relative sea level change in Scotland

PART I: The Forth-Tav Area

Introduction to Chapters 13. 1L and 15

In the first part of this work (Chapters 1-4)» it was suggested

that, in the present state of knowledge, a broadly based study of the radio¬

carbon dates relating to Holocene marine changes would contribute towards the

evaluation and future development of concepts involving the relationship bet¬

ween Scottish archaeological material and shoreline changes.

Accordingly, in the second part of the thesis, (Chapters 5-12),

data bearing on the relative importance of eustatic and local factors in coastal

changes on the western seaboard of Europe have been analysed, and an attempt has

been made to define the timing and relative importance of the episodes represeited

there.

In order to avoid the possibility of circular arguments, the avail¬

able Scottish evidence was excluded from that part of the study. Its relation¬

ship to the rest of the western European data will be examined in this third and

final part of the thesis.

The evidence of relative sea level changes, per se, in Scotland

will be considered in two stages. In Chapter 1, attention was drawn to the fact

that about 10,000 accurate measurements of late and postglacial shoreline heights

were available from the Forth-Tay area, and that these represented something of

the order of fifty times the number of measurements of equivalent accuracy

available for the whole of the rest of Scotland. As indicated there, the close

spacing of these measurements, as well as their individual reliability, greatly

reduces the likelihood of morphological miscorrelation of postglacial shoreline

fragments there, compared with other areas where only widely dispersed and



frequently less precise measurements are available. Since the Forth-Tay area

thus offers by far the most complete set of data so far available for any large

part of Scotland, the results from this area will be examined first (Chapter 13).

Then, in Chapters 14 and 15> the results from both the extensive

western European perspective, and the local, intensive, Forth-Tay study, will

be taken into account in a discussion of both geological and archaeological data

from Scotland as a whole. The references, for all relevant Scottish radio carbon

dates (including those mentioned in the present chapter) are listed together in

Chapter 14! 8 Appendix.

The present chapter contains five sections. In (i) the basic

sources and results of the Forth-Tay investigation bearing on the present enquiry

are outlined. In (ii) variations on the reliability of the Forth-Tay evidence

are examined. Cases in which the dates, as veil as the local heights, for former

shorelines seem dependably known are identified. Then, in (iii), this limited

number of cases is used as a basis for converting the pattern ofeustatic changec

identified outside Scotland (Chapters 5 to 12) into a detailed hypothesis of

relative sea level change, theoretically applicable to a point in the Forth-Tay

area. Next, in (iv), the pattern of events predicted from this hypothesis is

compared with the overall pattern of landforms and stratigraphy actually observed

in the field in the Forth-Tay area. Finally, in (v), from the results of this

comparison an estimate is made of the extent of the relationship between events

in the Forth-Tay area and the general pattern of events evident elsewhere on

the western seaboard of Europe.
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i) Basic sources and results of the Forth-Tav investigation

The investigations carried out in the Forth-Tay area by the team

led by J.B. Sissone have been the subject of numerous publications in recent

years, so it is not proposed to describe these in detail here.

The methods used are conveniently summarised in Sissonsp Smith D.E.

& Cullingford (1966 p9-10), and the same paper contains a concise account of the

results. Chapters 8, 9, 10 and 11 of "The evolution of Scotland's Scenery"

(Sissons 1967) contain extensive sections relating to the Forth-Tay investigation,

while U.S. Smith's PhD thesis (unpublished, Edinburgh 1965) sets out the evidence

on the north side of the Forth in great detail. Papers of particular relevance

include Sissons 1963* 1965* 1966, 1969; Sissons & Smith D.E. 1965; Smith D.E.}969#
Important pollen analyses are reported by Newey (1966).

These papers identify other workers (e.g. D.E. Kemp) who have cont¬

ributed to the investigation, and also list supplementary references.

At present, more information is available about the Forth than the

fay part of the area. Although R.A. Cullingford has completed comprehensive

fieldwork on the postglacial shorelines of the Tay estuary, the analysis of these

data is still in hand, and detailed results were thus not available to the

present writer.

The most comprehensive synoptic diagram of the shorelines of south¬

east Scotland yet produced by these workers is reproduced in Figure 13*1 (after

Sissons, Smith D.E. & Cullingford, 1966 Fig.1 p1l). This height-distance diagram

is based primarily on the Forth data, This is partly because work remains to be

done on the Tay analysis, but as these writers pointed out (op. cit. p10), a

more widespread and complete sequence of changes can be elucidated in the For^h
valley than that of the Tay, because it extends much further west. The increase
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of isostatic uplift towards the west tends to simplify the differentiation of

shorelines there (it will be noted from the Figure that the shorelines converge

towards the east). The diagram was constructed by projecting shoreline heights

into a plane aligned N72°W - S72° 'd This line was selected as being the one

most nearly at right-angles to the isobases, as far as they are known. The

trend of the isobases may well have changed somewhat through time, but it would

seem unlikely that this would affect the general validity of the postglacial

part of the diagram of interest here.

All the shorelines above the "Main Postglacial Shoreline" (Fig 13«1)

are late-glacial in age, as is the "Buried Gravel Layer". They will accordingly

not be discussed further.

The "High Buried Shoreline" is apparently closely related to the

Menterth Readvance Limit, and may thus date from the very beginning of the

Holocene, (see below). If this is so, at least eight Holocene shorelines, inc¬

luding that of the present day, are represented in the area, /ill the workers

involved have stressed to the writer (pers. comm) that the diagram shown in

Fig 13.1 is provisbnal. dome elements of evidence suggesting that the sequence

of changes may have been even more complicated have already been noted in Gha|ter 1•

The order of formation of the known shorelines seems well attested,

on stratigr phic and morphological grounds. From the oldest to the youngest the

sequence is:

a) "High 3uried Shoreline"

b) "Main Buried Shoreline"

c) "Low Buried Shofceline"

d) "Main Postglacial Shoreline", i.e. "P.G.1"
e) "P.G. 2"

f) "P.G. 3"
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g) "p.a. 4"

h) "Present Shoreline"

The gradient shown for the "High Buried Shoreline" is hypothetical

(op.cit. p15). The short length available for measurement appears to be influenced

by alluvial fans built from nearby high ground (Sissons 1966). The modern present

day shoreline shows a slight gradient, apparently due to tidal effects in the

estuary. The ancient shorelines presumably also contain a slight element of

slope due to this cause.

These points aside, it will be noticed that, broach speaking,

the tilt of the younger shorelines is less than that of the older ones, as would

be expected with glacio-isostatic rebound decreasing through time. It will be

observed however that these decreases are not even in amount between the diff¬

erent shorelines, for example, the "Main Postglacial, I'.G. 1" "P.O. 2" and

"P.G. 3" lines have closely similar gradients, while "P.G. 4" shows a considerable

reduction in slope compared to these. This has some relevance to the dating of

the features, and will be discussed further below.

In all, twelve radio carbon dates now available refer to Holocene

marine changes in the Forth-Tey area.

One of these must however be rejected. This is from a sample

collected by the Geological Survey, at Airth Colliery in Stirlingshire, from

the b se of a buried peat layer. The top of the layer yielded a date of Q280

8421+.157, which was acceptable in view of the attribution of that sample to

early in Zone VI of the pollen sequence. However, the base of the layer, which

according to the pollen begin to form in aone V, yielded a completely anomalous

date of .;281 11,024+199. bince the pollen analysis showed "very large amounts

of derived organic detritus and of spores from more ancient geological formations,

the content of derived inactive carbon is presumably responsible for the erroneous



date," (ref. Radiocarbon v.3» 1961, p63j Index 1967 p131).

The eleven remaining radiocarbon dates are unfortunately most

unevenly distributed through the ten raillenia of the Holocene. Half of the

total in fact all refer to a single period of about 400 years (between circa

8300 and 8700 B©). In part, this concentration reflects the accessibility in

the banks of the Forth and Earn of outcrops of peat covering buried beach

deposits.

The distribution of the other six dates through time also tends
1L.

to reflect the availability of material for C determination. For instance,

no dates are available at all after 3000 BP, because of the difficulty of

obtaining suitable samples from the later parts of the sequence.

So far, the most comprehensive attempt to provide a complete

model of the timing of Holocene changes in this area is that made by Sissons,

(1967, Fig.82 p185)» in the form of a graph. This is reproduced bn Figure 13.2.

It will be seen that this is a height-against-time diagram showing aea level

changes relative to the land, throughout the last 10,300 years, at a point in

the Forth valley immediately east of the Menteith moraine. The graph will be

referred to in this section, then discussed more fully in (ii) below.

As indicated above, the earliest feature in the Forth area that

may refer to the Holocene is the "High Buried Beach" (viz Sissons 1966, 1969,

inter alia). All three buried beaches have layers of peat oh their surface,

but the layer on the "High" feature i3 thin, and has a3 yet neither been radio¬

carbon dated nor subjected to pollen analysis. It is however possible to set

limits for the date of this feature on morphological grounds, in that it does

not occur inside the Menteith moraine, although the later (and lower) "Main"

and "Low" beaches do so.

Since the deposits of the "High Buried Beach" partly cover late
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outwash, and yet do not penetrate within the line of the moraine, it would

aeem that the beach must have accumulated at the time the ice stood at the

moraine. The readvance of the ice appears to have coincided with pollen Zone

III, and Sissons (1967, p177) accordingly concludeo "the moraine is believed

to have been formed about 10,300 years ago ... we can say that the beach was

probably produced about or shortly after this date".

This conclusion rests primarily on two pieces of evidence (Sissons

op.cit. p146).

The first of these is radiocarbon dating of marine shells in the

Monteith moraine and in the equivalent feature in the Loch Lomond area. The

average of these dates, after the correction used in the present work for the

apparent age of sea water is applied, (cf Chapter 5) is about 11,450 BP. This

revision does not affect Lissons' conclusion that the shells imply that the

sea extended into the kenteith and Loch Lomond areas during Zone II, and that

the shell bearing deposits were then incorporated in the moraines of glaciers

that reauvanced into these areas during the -.one III cold phase.

The second piece of evidence is the result of pollen analysis

by Bonner (1957)* He found all three Late-glacial zones (Zones 1,11,111)

represented at central Scottish sites (e.g. Loch lahaick and Brymen) outside

the limits of the ice readvance. However, inside the area covered by the

Henteith glacier (at a lake near Gartmore), the earliest pollen he ' detected

referred to Zone IV. The Zone III/IV transition appears to fall about 10,300

years ago in this area (cf -issons 1967).

By the time the "Main Buried Beach" was deposited, it is clear

that the sea had access to the area previously occupied by the ice (e.g.

Lisaons 1966, 1969).

'iewey (1966) has shown chat a salt marsh succession was beginning



to colonise tho flat surface of thxs beach, as the sea withdrew, at a time that

"may represent Zone II, the Pre-3oreal, or perhaps the very beginning of Zone V".

(Newey, op.cit. p58). Since he wrote, two more pollen sites on the "Main Buried

Beach" of the Forth valley, nearer Stirling than Newey's Kippen site, have been

investigated by C.L. Brooks (pers. comm. J.3. Sissons). Both indicate the very

end of 2one IV, thus confirming Newey's estimate.

No direct radiocarbon date is available for the peat on the "Main

Buried Beach" at these pollen sites, but at Gcaleby Moss near Carlisle Godwin,

Walker & Willis (1957) dated the Zone IV/V transition with two samples:

Q155 9747^183 and ,154 9564+209

The validity of these dates has been confirmed by the Radiocarbon Index (p130,

44:64?. It would thus seem likely that the age of the abandonment of the

"Main Buried Beach" by the sea lies in that range.

• ork by J.3. bissons and R.A. Cullingford on stratigraphic and

morphological aspects of the correlation of the sever;! buried features in the

lay valley with tho. e in the Forth area is still in progress. However, it

would seem (Sissons, pers. comm.) that a buried beach site radiocarbon dated

by Curlingford in the Tay is likely to equate to the "Main Buried leach"

recognised in the Forth. Tho age of 9640+140 obtained by Cullingfora for the

base of the peat layer on that beach certainly agrees closely with the date

implied by the pollen studies by Hewey and Brooks.

As noted above, five radiocarbon dates fall within about four

hundred years, from about 8700 to 8300 BP. This period appears to coincide

with the time curing which peat accumulated on top of the "Low Buried Beach"

by the Forth (see below: I 1839, I 1838). However, the growth of "Main

Buried Beach" peat, at higher level, could range from about 9600 BP, to, say

ca 7500 BP, about which time the carse transgression may have regained its



altitude, after having already buried the "Low Buried Beach", Thus peat dated

in the raid-eight-thousands may be on either beach.

Thus, at Airth Colliery by the Forth, the peat dated Q280 8421+ 157

(the anomalous nature of Q281 has already been noted) certainly appears to be

on the "Main" feature, being at ca 24 ft, O.D., while the "Low Buried Beach"

there is at ca 13 - 16 ft. Q.D.

Sissons (pers, coram.) believes that the dates from the Earn may

very well also refer to material on the "Main Buried Beach". No details of

bed thickness, or placing of sample within the bed, are available at either

Eastfield of Dunbarney (Bridge of Earn), where peat with wood yielded

0421 8421+ 157, or Broombarns near Forgandenny, where oak wood gave Q422 33541143.

The latter site, however, appears to have been identical with that sampled

originally by Erdtraan in 1928, and certainly his classification of the peat there

as Boreal would 3eem to be confirmed.

The dates from the site on the Forth by Kippen, where Newey (1966)

carried out pollen analyses, certainly refers to the lower feature, however.

There, the bottom of the peat bed resting on the "Low Buried Beach" yielded

I 1339 8690+140, and the top, where the peat begins to merge into the overlying

carse clay gave I 1838 82701160.

There are some suggestions there that the fall in relative sea

level from the "Low" feature may in fact have occurred before the date suggested

by I 1839. Newey's pollen analyses seem to impl>y a somewhat earlier date than

8700, and, (while a possibility exists that the pollen zones in the Forth are

not synchronous with the radiocarbon dated Scaleby sequence of Zones) younger

roots from trees observed higher in the peat at Kippen may have contaminated

the sample sent for radiocarbon assay.

Newey's pollen work shows that both the clay that makes up the



upper part of that Buried Beach, and the base of the peat itself, are charac¬

teristic of Zone V, while the remainder of the peat belongs to Zone V7, Taking

into account the Scaleby and Roddans Port radiocarbon dates for the V/VI tran¬

sition, Sissons notes that the pollen suggests that "the Low Buried Beach was

formed in or slightly before the period 8300 to 9100 years ago" (1966 p27).

He also considers that the minimal local sea level between the abandonment of

that beach, and its subsequent resubmergence (when the peat was buried in carse

clay), occurred about 8500 years ago.

Prom then onwards, Sissons1 graph (Figure 13.2) shows relative

sealevel rising smoothly, though at a gradually decreasing rate, throughout

three millennia. The specific form of this section of his curve is however

necessarily hypothetical, since there is a shortage of dated horizons in this

part of the Forth-Tay sequence as yet. After 1-1838 (Kippen), no further

radiocarbon dates are available for over two thousand years, and there is also

a dearth of pollen data.

The next available radiocarbon date refers to a shellbed. The

date obtained was 624-0^120 i.e. 59351.14-5 BP after applying the standard cor¬

rection for the apparent age of sea water (cf Cahpter 5). This shell bed is a

major feature, and borings show that it is found over a wide area of the Forth.

Where sampled, the bed is about a metre thick, and is overlain by about 1,3m of

sand, topped by half a metre of carse clay. Only one shellbed is present, and

this is its characteristic context. This date was not used directly by Sissons

in constructing his graph, because as is so often the dase with shellbeds (cf

Chapters 5, 8, 9, 10 above) the specific interpretation of the feature in terms

of local increase or decrease of marine influence is unclear.

A more immediately informative date was obtained for wood peat

from near the base of Flanders Moss, 10-12cm above the upper surface of the
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carse clay of the earliest Holoceos marine feature not buried here by later
1L

transgressions, the ,fMain Postglacial Beach (P.G.1)." This G determination

is Q533 5492+130.

The similarity of this date to that for the shell bed might sug¬

gest that the visible morphological feature which the shell bed underlies at

Grangemouth might correspond to "P.G.1" at Flanders Moss, However, as Sissons

(1963) pointed out, the relevant shoreline at Grangemouth is the lowest visible

ancient surface feature, not the top one as at Flanders Moss, and it must accor¬

dingly be late, and indeed perhaps very late, in date. The shell bed and the

visible feature at Grangemouth thus represent quite different episodes.

No direct date is available for either "P.G.2" or ''P.G.3". However,

a radiocarbon date of 4-120+105 was obtained from a sample taken by J.B. Sissons

and the present writer from the base of Kincardine Moss, where it rests on the

slope that marks the transition from "P.G.2" to "P.G.3", and on this basis,

Sissons (1967) suggests that the "P.G.3" shoreline is probably about 4000

year3 old.

Two radiocarbon dates remain. These are both from Geological Survey

samples which were originally believed to refer to the usual sub-earse peats

(cf "Buried Beaches", above).

Q667 consisted of flattened wood outcropping under "carse clayfl"

on the bank of the Forth near Littleward (between Klppen and Flanders Moss).

(4666 was from the bank of the Teith at Heathershot near Bridge of Allan, It

consisted of wood fragments and shells of corylus from a 0.45m layer of carbon¬

aceous matter, lying under some 3 metres of "carse clays".

The dates however did not support the initial impression that

these samples referred to the main sub-carse peats. Q666 yielded 3656+150,

and Q667, 3249+160, that is, both were substantially younger than the date for



the upper surface of the cars© clay at nearby Flanders Moss*

That date, Q533 5492+130, quoted above, was only one of a series

taken in Flanders Moss in the course of pollen studies (Radiocarbon fV,1962 p67

et seq.). The others have not been quoted here, because only Q533 has direct

relevance to relative sealevel change. However, they give clear support to the

validity of Q533* They are stratigraphically consistent, and several, though

younger than 0.533, are still considerably older then Q666 and Q667*

In Radiocarbon, V.8, the Geological Guntey concluded that the

Littleward and Heathershot samples "are the result of a later phase of cutting

and reposition" of the carse clays. D.E. Kemp (pers. comm.} *i3ited the

Littleward site and put down hand bores from the top surface of the carse clay,

back from the river bank. He confirmed that there was no general peat layer,

at that point underlying the raain mas3 of the carse. The material sampled a

appears to have been restricted to the immediate environs of the incised

river channel.

Neither radiocarbon dates nor pollen determinations are available

for the most recent throe millennia. On his graph, Gissons places "P.G.4"

tentatively at about 2500BP, but notes simultaneously (1967 p184) that its age

"is not yet knowi-4 but since it is only a few feet above present high-water

mark it is presumably much younger than the third one" (i.e. "P.G.3"). Its

much shallower, eastward gradient would appear to confirm that it dates from a

period when isostatic uplift was much less important than in the case of "P.G.J .
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ii) Variations in the reliability of the Forth-Tay evidence

Sis8ons' graph (Figure 13.2) is of considerable interest in the

presert context, because it offers a provisional but complete hypothesis for the

Holocene changes in his area of study. As he is clearly aware, however, a diagram

of this nature is more reliable in some respects than in others.

On the graph, the heights of the measured shoreline features may be

accepted as representing the local heights to which deposits accumulated during

transgressions in a fairly consistent way. Thus, on the analogy of the modern

mudflats, the measured features probably each lay 3 to 4 feet below their con¬

temporary high water mark (Sissons, Smith D.E. & Cullingford, 1966).

On the other hand, the field evidence in the Forth-Tay area seldom

gives a clear indication of how far the sea fell relative to the land during

regressions. The heights of the convex-upward turning points of the graph are

thus almost certainly more meaningful than the levels of the intervening minima.

As shown above, the reliability of the placing of all these turning

points relative to the time axis of the graph is variable. In general, however,

it seems fair to conclude that the heights of the shorelines are more firmly

established than their dates. Indeed, very little or no direct date evidence is

available for some six millennia of the ten and a half millennia covered by

Sissons' curve (i.e. approximately 8250-6250BP and 4000BP to the present).

The dating of each episode represented in the Forth-Tay area will

accordingly now be examined. The reliability of the local evidence for each pro¬

posed date will be reviewed, and possible relationships to the events dated on

the western seaboard of Europe (Chapters 5 to 11) will be examined. This inves¬

tigation will be carried out in two phases. Firstly, the Forth-Tay events that

seem most reliably dated will be identified. The period of the "Low Buried

Beach" will be considered first.



As shown in Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 11, this period was also dominant

by evidence of regression elsewhere on the seaboard of western Europe. Indeed,

8700-8300BP coincides exactly with the period of regression between transgression

Phases B and C, as defined in Chapter 11. In that Chapter, it was concluded that

although C1^ evidence prior to Phase C is largely confined to FennoScandia

(because of the inaccessibility of the relevant strata outside the areas of major

isostatic uplift), there were nevertheless several indications that both the trans¬

gression of Phase B and the succeeding regression were likely to be eustatic.
The close agreement of the Scottish dates would appear to be generally

consistent with this view.

I 1838 (8270+160) from Kippen where the top of the peat begins to

merge into the overlying carse clay, certainly corresponds very closely indeed to

the start of the Phase C transgression,it 8300BP.

I 1839 869O+I4O at Kippen is also consistent with the view that the

regression between transgression Phases B and C affected Scotland, whether the

sample is interpreted as dating the base of the peat there, per se, or as being

influenced to some extent by material from the roots of the trees established

higher in the bed.

If the latter is the case, and the base of the bed in fact dates

(as Newey's pollen work suggests) from circa 9100-8800BP, this is interesting in

terms of the evidence from elsewhere on the western seaboard of Europe. It will

be recalled from Chapters 8 and 11 that during Phase B, evidence of transgression

was substantial from 9400 to 9100BP, but then, although positive evidence of

regression did not become dominant until 8700BP, there was a marked reduction in

the evidence of transgression between 9100 and 8750BP. It therefore seems likely

that the rate of sea level rise may have decreased about 9100BP (as was indicated

by the graph proposed in Chapter 12). Thus, after that date the rate may have
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been matched or surpassed by the rate of isostatic uplift prevailing at Newey's

site. Although at least the trees there apparently did not become established

until the beginning of the eustatic regression proper, circa 8700BP, the initial

colonisation of the mudflats may thus have occurred at the date implied by the

pollen evidence.

In terms of both local evidence and the pattern of radiocarbon dated

evidence from elsewhere on the seaboard of western Europe, it thus seems probable

that the "Low Buried Shoreline" of the area to which Figure 13.2 refers was aban¬

doned by the sea between circa 8700 and 9000BP.

Of the visible features, "P.G.1" ("The Main Postglacial Shoreline")

seems the most reliably dated. Mention has already been made of the Flanders Moss
1L.

series of C 4 dates which provide general confirmation of the reliability of

Q533 5492+130 by their stratigraphic consistency, which bears no suggestion of

contamination.

It will be recalled that Q533 refers to a wood peat, 0.10 to 0.12m

above the upper surface of the carse clay. The date thus provides a "terminus

ante quem" for the abandonment of "P.G.1". Since it does not refer directly to

a regression contact some doubt as to the actual date of emergence must remain

until, say, a sample from an initial salt-marsh colonisation of the surface is

dated. However, when the position of the sample close to the base of the bog is

considered in terms of the local rate of peat growth suggested the other dates

from the site (Radiocarbon IV), the date obtained (5492+130) appears consistent

with the view that the local regression may well have corresponded to the eus¬

tatic regression widely apparent elsewhere in Europe that ran from c5950 to

5300BP. On present knowledge, it would thus seem reasonable to equate the depo¬

sition of the'P.G.1" carse level with the eustatic transgression of Phase F,

which culminated between 6050 and 5950BP.
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As indicated above, neither "P.G.2" nor "P.G.3" are dated directly,

although the base of the peat of Kincardine Moss on the faint slope marking the

morphological transition between these features gave a date of 4120+105BP. Several

eustatic episodes were identified in Chapters 9, 11 and 12 between this date arid

that of Q566, discussed above. A date will therefore not be proposed for "P.G.2"

at this stage.

Sissons (1967 p1&4) concluded that "P.G.3" is'probably about /fiOO

years old" on the basis of the Kincardine Moss date. As shown in Chapter 10,

however, the pattern of the radiocarbon dated evidence elsewhere in western Europe

shows that the eustatic regression in progress at 4100BP continued until about

385OBP. It would thus seem likely that the distinct step in the profile of the

carselands identified as "P.G.3" dates from slightly longer after the Kincardine

Moss date than Sissons suggested, and reflects deposition in the course of the

important eustatic transgression of Phase 1. This lasted from 3850 to 36OOBP,

and the date of the abandonment of "P.G.3" by the sea is thus presumably closer to

36OO than 4000BP.

As noted in (i), there is a shortage of direct evidence for the

date of "P.G.4".

At the present state of knowledge, therefore, it seems that the

"Low Buried Shoreline", "P.G.1" and "P.G.3" are the features fir which the most

reliable estimates of date may be made.

44i) The construction of a model of relative sealevel change in the Forth-Tav area

The tccuracy with which the heights of the former shorelines have

been established in the Forth-Tay area offers valuable potential both for checking

these date estimates and for developing a fuller model of the relative changes of



sea level that affected the area.

In earlier chapters, it has been noted that the Majority of recent

opinion favours the view that postglacial land uplift in glacio-isostatically

affected areas has been smooth rather than irregular. It will be recalled, for

instance, that Lundqvist (1965) emphasised that this represents the consensus of

modern Scandinavian opinion, while a monograph by Andrews (1970) based on exten¬

sive studies in North America supports the same conclusion. It has long been

established (e.g. literature summarised in Charlesworth 1957) that when the weight

of the superincumbent ice is removed, the isostatic rebound of the depressed area

of the crust is at first rapid but that the rate of movement then quickly decreases

although uplift persists through many thousands of years after the disappearance

of the last local glaciers. Graphs of land displacement through time since de-

glaciation thus characteristically take the form of smooth concave-upward curves,

when time is plotted on the abscissa and altitude on the ordinate.

It seems reasonable to expect that a curve for Holocene land move¬

ment in the Forth-Tay area should conform to this shape.

In deriving a curve of land displacement from data on former shore¬

lines, four principal elements are involved:

a) The assumption that the local features identified were in fact related to

their contemporary sea levels in a consistent way.

b) Measurements of the present altitudes of the former shorelines.

c) Information on the dates of these shorelines.

d) Estimates of the altitude of eustatic sea level at the time of each shoreline.

With reference to the buried features, Sissons (1966 p22) has pointed

out that these extensive steps of fine water-laid material "appear to be explicable

only as lake deposits or as marine (or more precisely, estuarine) deposits" and

concludes "The former origin can be immediately excluded since the erection of a



barrier to produce the required lake would raise insuperable difficulties". This

is certainly equally true of the visible features. Furthermore, the homogenious

nature of the conditions in the greater part of the estuaries from which the results

are drawn makes it likely that, as noted in (i) above, the points measured on the

ancient features do ih fact bear a consistent relationship to their contemporary

sea levels. The comprehensiveness and accuracy of the measurements themselves has

already been stressed.

It has been shown fcbove that the dates of several features can appar¬

ently be estimated with a measure of confidence.. Along with the present day pos¬

ition of the shoreline, the heights and proposed dates of these features allow

the position of the proposed land uplift curve to be fixed at four primary points,

distributed fairly evenly over the Holocene (i.e. 9000-8700, 6000, 3600, present

day). An additional point, of a secondary order of reliability, will also be

considered at a later stage.

If these primary points seem inconsistent with a smoothly decreasing

rate of Holocene land uplift, in view of the apparent reliability of elements (a)

and (b), above, three major possibilities exist. The eustatic curve derived in

Chapter 12 may be in error; some factor such as hydroisostasy may have caused

local irregularities in the relationship between land displacement and time; or,

the confidence in the dating of the "Low Buried Shoreline", or "P.G.1" or "P.G.3",

may be misplaced.

In constructing a curve of land displacement,,because of the slope

of the shorelines the altitudes used must be related to a specific geographical

location. To facilitate discussion, the same point immediately east of the

Kenteith moraine used by Sissons for his relative sea level change diagram

(Figure 13.2) will be used for the present experiment.

At that point, because of the estuarine gradient, the present day
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shore level is approximately 2 metres above mean sea level as defined by Ordnance

Datum. It seems probable that a differential of this kind has been present

throughout the Holocene. Although this may have varied somewhat in amount as the

configuration of the estuary evolved and tidal access was modified, it is considered

that when compared with the amplitude of the eustatic and isostatic changes which

must be taken into account, any such variations may be regarded as negligible at

the present phase of investigation. +2m 0,D, is therefore used as the base level

for the derived curve. The eustatic levels quoted are those derived in Chapter 12.

All altitudes are given to the nearest half metre.

At the point where Sissons' diagram is drawn, the "Low Buried

Shoreline" is 5 metres above the present shoreline. If it dates from about 9000BP,

eustatic sea level was apparently 22 metres lower than at present, and this implies

that to raise the feature to its present position land uplift of some 27^ metres

would be required. On the other hand, if it continued to form until the beginning

of the eustatic regression proper at 8700BP, the corresponding ocean level was

about 20 metres lower than at present, implying uplift of some 25^ metres since

the latter date.

"P.G.2" is 12£ metres above the present shore level. The end of

the Phase F transgression to which it was attributed occurred at 5950BP, and

seems to have reached to one metre below present ocean level. This would suggest

subsequent land uplift of about 1>§- metres.

"P.G.3" is now 8^ metres above the present shore level. The trans¬

gression of Phase I, to which it apprears to belong, ended at 3600BP, at a level

that was apparently 1 £ metres above present ocean level. In contrast to the

preceding cases, the present level of this shoreline thus implies an amount of

uplift that is less than its current altitude, i.e. 7 metres of land movement.

The present shoreline completes the primary points.
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These are shown as black crosses in clear circles in Figure 13.3.

In each case, the small symbol indicates the time/altitude location of the shore¬

line feature, and the large shows the implied land uplift. Negative versions

(i.e. clear crosses in black discs) are used to distinguish points of a lower

degree of reliability.

The earliest of the primary points is at 9000BP. For completeness,

an attempt has been made to continue the land displacement curve beyond that

point in time, although the data can only be considered of secondary reliability.

These data will be introduced at this stage so that the discussion that follows

may treat with the Holocene as a whole.

The black discs shown refer to the "MAin Buried Beach", since the

evidence relating to is seems more securely established than that referring to

the "High Buried Beach". It will be recalled that the readvance of the ice that

formed the Menteith moraine occurred during pollen Zone III, and that the "High"

beach was apparently formed about the end of this period. However, the thin

peat on the beach surface itself has yet to be analysed, and no direct or

pollen date is available. Although Donner found Zone IV pollen at one site

(Gartmore) that had been occupied by the ice, establishing that the glacier had

gone by the time that vegetational stage prevailed, that site did not yield

positive evidence that the ice remained until the very end of Zone III. Negative

evidence from a single site can not be regarded as entirely reliable.

As noted above, work on the correlation of the Tay and Forth buried

beaches is still in progress, and thus the attribution of the Tay site dated

9640+140 to the "Main Buried Beach" can not yet be regarded as finally established

on morphological grounds, although the close agreement of the date with the

pollen results from the 3ites unambiguously located on that feature in the Forth

area suggest strongly that this is probable on chronological grounds. Even if



the results of these pollen investigations by Newey and Brooks are considered

alone, however, comparison of the classification of the base of the peat resting

on the beach with dates for the Zone IV/V boundary elsewhere suggests that

the "Main Buried Shoreline" was abandoned around 9750 to 9550BP. The Scaleby

Moss dates have already been quoted. These agree closely with the dates obtained

for the IV/V boundary elsewhere in western Europe on the latitude of southern

Scotland (e.g. Mttrner 1969, 9700BP; T. Nilsson 1964, 9550BP). Thus, the dating

of the peat on the "Main Buried Beach" can probably be considered to be fairly

reliable.

In Chapters 8 and 11, it was shown that the evidence of regression

terminating the proposed transgression Phase A was particularly well defined

about 9750BP. This seems compatible with the local evidence for the date of

the abandonment of the "Main Buried Beach" of the Forth. In those chapters,

doubt was expressed as to whether Phase A in fact represented a eustatic event.

The limited geographical range over which sufficient land uplift has occurred

for evidence from that period to be accessible for study at the present day

prevented any firm conclusion. That evidence compatible with a Phase A episode

is present in Scotland, as wall as from the Kattegatt to Arctic Norway, would

appear to increase the possibility that the changes in relative sealevel regis¬

tered at the time designated Phase A may have reflected eustatic control.

Accordingly, in Figure 13.3, the observed height of the "Main

Buried Beach" has been shown by a cross in a small black disc vt 9750BP, while

the similar large symbol above indicates the amount of land movement that would

be implied if the event was in fact eustatic.

It can be seen that the four primary points representing land

uplift may be join*4dbJsya smooth concave-upward curve. The secondary point

(from the "Main Buried Beach") suggests a considerably greater rate of land
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uplift than indicated by the later data. The curve may be continued smoothly

through that point also, however, and the overall result appears to be consistent

with the expected pattern; i.e. major land uplift following deglaciation, rapidly

decreasing in amount at first, but then persisting at a gradually reducing rate.

In principle, a result of this nature would seem to support the

view that the assumptions and data (listed (a) to (c)) used in deriving the primary

points are valid. Because of the small number of these points, however, one can

not altogether dismiss the possibility that the smoothness of the curve might be

the fortuitous result of errors in the data cancelling each other out. Thus,

while the height of the Forth-Tay features is in general more reliably known than

their dates, the opposite is so in the case of the eustatic fluctuations, and with

only four primary points, errors might conceivably combine to produce a spuriously

smooth curve.

This possibility may be explored by using the proposed land movement

curve derived from the primary points, in combination with the full eustatic curve

from Chapter 12, to construct a hypothetical curve of relative sea level change

for the site to which Figure 13.3 refers. The pattern of events predicted from

this hypothesis may then be compared with the relationships actually observed in

the Forth-Tay area, and an estimate made of the adequtty of the hypothesis in terms

of the field evidence ae a whole.

Figure 13.4 is constructed on the same height/time graticule as

Figure 13.3# and shows the land movement curve derived from th t figure, with

superimposed opon it (heavy line) the curve of relative sealevel change calculated

from it on the basis of the eustatic curve derived in Chapter 12. The part of the

relative sealevel curve beyond 9000BP is dashed, rather than shown by a solid line,

beoause it depends on the assumptions involved in the derivation of the secondary

point.
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In the diagram the transgression Phases are identified by the letters

used throughout the preceding chapters. Horizontal lines have been drawn at the

levels of transgressions that appear to have attained levels that were not later

surpassed in the local interplay of land movement with sea level movement. The

areas of shading under these horizontal lines overlie those earlier events that

appear to have been exceeded in level in this area by the unsurpassed transgressions

(i.e. those events of which the evidence is likely to be buried by the later events).

MJ A comparison of the hypothetical model with the features observed in the

Forth-Tav area

Since the "Main" and "Low" buried shorelines, "P.G.1" and "P.O.3"

were used in developing the model, their heights, by constriction, automatically

correspond to the heights obtained from field data. The heights of all other

turning points on the relative sea level curve proposed in Figure 13.4- depend

however on the calculations from the land movement and eustatic curves.

On the ground, "P.G.1" is the highest visible Holocene shordine.

The model is in agreement with this, in that the amount of land uplift implied

by the attribution of the "Low Buried Shoreline" to a eustatic Phase B is insuf¬

ficient to elevate the levels attained by the transgressions of Phases 2/0, or

either part of Phase E, above that of "P.G.1" when that feature is equated with

Phase F (as Q566 suggests).

It will be recalled that Sissons (1967), Figure 13«2 distinguishes

no oscillations of sea level in the period of Phases C to E, On the basis of

the evidence cited in Chapters 8, 9 and 11, it seems clear that synchronous

fluctuations of ocean level were registered across a very wide range of land

movement regimes and environmental types elsewhere at this period. Since the



earlier Phase B ^nd perhaps Phase A) seem to have affected the Forth-Tay area,

as well as other parts of western Europe, the Forth and lay were presumably aleo

open to the influence of the later eustatic events. Yet these have not been

detected, while the earlier events are represented by features easily discernable

in bore holes.

It is suggested that one element in this discrepancy may be the

difference in the materials involved. The "High", "Main" and "Low" buried beaches

consist largely of compact, siltysand generally quite different from the overlying

soft carse clay, and, in contrast, relatively impenetrable to a hand borer. Marked

stratigraphic contrasts of this nature are almost wholly absent later in the

Holocene. From the end of the time of the "Low Buried Beach" onward until the

present day, the great bulk of the deposits in the two estuaries have been silts

and clays. Thus the differentiation of buried strata is much more difficult.

Another factor that may be involved is that, until the end of the

regression following the creation of the "Low Buried Beach", because of the con¬

siderable rate of isostatic uplift, once the now buried features were abandoned

by the sea, they remained exposed for some time and important peat beds developed

upon them. During Phases C/D and E, however, the rate of local land uplift was

slowing substantially, while the overall rate of eustatic rise remained rapid up

to Phase F. The chanco of easily detectable peat beds developing in this period

would accordingly appear to be less than in the earlier period, in which they are

in fact found.

In general, then, prior to 6000BP, the theoretical model and the

field evidence appear to be compatible.

In constructing the model, "P.G.1" was equated with the transgression

of Phase Jg ending 5950BP, and "P.G.3" with that of Phase I, ending 3600BP. It

will be seen from Figure 13*4 that the model shows that the transgression of
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Phase I would surpass the level attained by the transgression of the period

430Q-42003P, by approximately one and a half metres. It will be recalled,

however, from (ii) above, that Sissons, 3.E. Smith & Cullingford (1966) consider

that the contemporary and former high water marks lay 3 to 4 feet (i.e. up

to circa 1.3m) above the level of the breaks of slope that they measured. It

therefore seems likely that the high watermark of the 4300-4200 transgression

must have come very close to the level of the "P.G.3" break of slope. Even allow¬

ing for the slight decrease in differential uplift between the site for which the

model was constructed and Kincardine Moss, it thus seems likely that the date of

4120+105BP obtained for the clay to peat transition at the base of the moss, on

the faint slope just above the level of UP.G.3", may well reflect the reduction

of marine influence at the end of the 430Q-4200BP transgression. Any break of

slope relating to that transgression would however appear to be buried by the

Phase I transgression that created "P.G.3".

From the model, it would also appear likely (Figure 13*4) that any

break of slope corresponding to the minor Phase H transgression world be indis¬

tinguishable from the "P.G.3" feature, since the local level of the later feature

coincides with that of the earlier.

Thus, in terms of the model, the only break of slope likely to be

visible on the surface of the ground between Phase F (P.G.1") and Ph^se I ("P.G.3")
would be that of eustatic Phase G. According to the derived curves, the trans¬

gression of This Phase would reach a level of 1C% metres above lie present shore¬

line at the model site. Since the present shoreline there is at ca +2 metres O.D.,

this would appear to coincide very closely indeed with the height of about

12^- metres O.G. attributed to "P.G.2" there by Sissons (Figure 13.2). it would

thus seem the second major teimible step in the carse landscape was created during

the eustatic Phase G recognised elsewhere in Europe (Chapters 9 and 11). If this
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is so, it starting accumulating about 5300BP, and the "P.G.2" shoreline was

abandoned when the transgression was replaced by an eustatic regression about

4950BP.

The period between Phases F and I has now been considered. With

regard to Phase I itself, and Phase J, the dates from the sites at Heathershot

and Littleward are of interest. In (i) above, it was noted that the layers of

organic material exposed in the banks of the Teith and Forth vuider carse clay

belonged not to the major early buried peat beds, but to what the Geological

Survey concluded was a later phase of cutting and redisposition, apparently res¬

tricted at these sites to the incised river channels. The date from Heathershot,

Q666 3656+150, certainly falls during the period of eustatic transgression Phase 1,

defined in Chapters 10 and 11 as lasting from 3850-3600BP, and that from Littleward,

Q667 3249+I6O, during the 3500-3150BP 33 an of Phase J. The Geological Survey's

explanation could thus well be correct, particularly since, from the description

of the samples (Radiocarbon 7.8), it would ^eem that the material dated is likely

to be water-drifted debris rather than an autochthonous peat.

No morphological feature equivalent to Phase J has been identified

in the Forth-Tay area. However, as Figure 13.4 shows, while "P.G.I", "P.G.2"

and "P.G.3" all appear to mark the culmination of distinct local rises of sea

level (F,G,I), the eustatic rise of Phase J was only very slightly greater than

the rise of the land in the same period.

According to the model, from 3150 until about 2100, an almost un¬

broken fall of relative sea level occurred, as the slight but persisting land

movement counterbalanced the almost negligible eustatic rises of Phases K and L.

The transgression of Phases M and N reached a maximum eustatic level

at 1650BP, according to the model burying areas of which parts had been exposed for

much of a millennium. In this context it is interesting that Sissons, D.E. Smith



and Cullingford (1966) have noted that thin peat occurs below the lowest level

identified in the carselands, "P.G.4".

The transgression culminating at 1650BP is the most marked event

apparent in the model after 3000BP. As noted above, the considerable reduction

in the gradient of "P.G.4" relative to "P.G.3" suggests that "P.G.4" dates from

a time when isostatic uplift was substantially less, and thus implies that "P.G.4"

is a much more recent feature. This, the occurrence of the pe at, and the importance

of the Phase N transgression in the model, would appear to present a prima facie

case for equating "P.G.4" with that eustatic transgression. The validity of this

would seem to be confirmed by the way the height derived from the curves of the

model corresponds to the height obtained by Sissons (1967) by projecting the

regression line for "P.G.4" to the site used both for his diagram (Figure 13.2)

and the present writer's model. According to the model, the height of the cul¬

mination of the Phase N transgression is 4 metres above the fjpresent shore level

of +2 metres O.D., which agrees satisfactorily with Sissons' height of slightly

over 6 metres O.D. for "F.G.4".

v) The extent of the,, relationship befryeen yrgqts ip frhe Fortft-Tgy area, and the

general pattern of events elsewhere on the western seaboard odurooe.

In the present chapter, the "Low Buried Shoreline", "P.G.1", "P.G.3"

(and to a lesser extent the "Main Buried Shoreline") have been identified as the

cases in which the dates, as well as the heights, of features seem most reliably

known in terms of direct (i.e. Forth-Tay area) evidence.

Through the medium of a land-displacement curve (Figures 13.3, and

13.4) this limited number of cases has been used as the basis for converting the



pattern of seemingly eustatic changes identified elsewhere in western Europe

(Chapters 5 to 12) into a detailed hypothesis of sealev 1 changes relative to

the land, theoretically applicable to a point in the upper Forth valley. In the

preceding section (iv), the pattern of events suggested by the graph of hypothetical

changes (Figure 13,4) has been compared with the pattern of evidence actually

observed in the field in the Forth-Tay area,

The results may be summarised as follows:

a) Both the model and the field evidence suggest that the level attained by "P.G.1"

was not exceeded by other local levels of the sea relative to the land during the

Holocene.

b) It seems that the "Main" and "Low Buried Shoreline", "P.G.I", "P.G.2", "P.G,3"

and "P.G,4" may reasonably be equated, respectively, with the Phases B, F, G,

I and N, which were identified as eustatic events in the survey of changes in

marine influence registered elsewhere on the seaboard of western Europe,
1L

In addition, the Littleward and Kincardine Moss C * dates may reflect

further eustatic episodes (Phase J transgression; regression after 4300-4200 trans¬

gression respectively) although morphological features relating to these events

have not been Identified in the Forth-Tay area,

c) The nature of the pattern of relative changes indicated by the model, considered

in relation to local conditions of deposition, suggests that no fundamental diff¬

iculties arise from the apparent absence in the Forth-Tay area of features related

to the other eustatic changes registered elsewhere in Europe, The unrepresented

phases either appear to involve very small changes of relative level in the local

interplay of land and sea movement, or to be buried by later transgressions, in a

homogenious depositional sequence of carse mud that does not lend itself to the

differentiation of buried features.



The curve of relative sea level movement differs in several respects

from that propsed by Sis3ons for the same site (Figure 13.2), on the basis of the

local evidence* The greater complexity of the model proposed from the eusfcatic

data would appear to be compatible with (c) above* It has been noted already, in

(ii) above, that the field evidence in the Forth-Tay area seldom gives a clear

indication of hov? far the sea fell relative to the land during regressions. Dif¬

ferences in this respect between the graphs thus do not seem to raise fundamental

problems.

The heights of the shorelines that appear to mark the culmination

of transgressions in the Forth-Tay area are on the other hand particularly well

established there, and the closeness with which the heights predicted for "P.G.2"

and "P.G.4" correspond to their observed values would appear to permit some con¬

fidence in the overall validity of the relationship proposed between the Forth-

Tay area and the pattern of the data from elsewhere in Europe.

A comparison of the dates for the Forth-Tay shorelines shown on

Sissons' graph with those obtained from the model shows a high level of agreement.

The "High Buried Shoreline" was not included in the model because of lack of data,

but otherwise the proposed dates all agree to within 200 year's, except for "P.G.3"

and "P.G.4". The dating of "P.G.3" was, as shown above, only slightly later than

Sissons expected. The largest discrepancy is that of "P.G.4" (850 years), but,

as noted in (i) above, Sissons (1967 pl84) describes its age as "not yet known",

and the position in which he plotted it on his graph was accordingly tentative.

In general then, it would seem that the experiment of equating events

recognised in the Forth-Tay area with eustatic episodes represented elsewhere on

the western seaboard of Europe may be regarded as successful. Where modifications

of the opinions expressed by the fieldworkers in this are* seem required, these

changes of interpretation do not appear to be inconsistent with the positive
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elements in the local evidence.

The combination of eustatic data from outside Scotland with the

Bhoreline positions that were most securely dated in local, Forth-Tay, terms

produced a curve of land uplift of the ejected form. The way that the application

to that curve of the results obtained in Chapters 5 to 12 then produoed a model of

relative land/sea movement capable of accounting for the majority of the observed

features would appear to suggest that southeast Scotland is not exceptional, and

that events there in the Holocene were closely related to the pattern of marine

changes identified on the remainder of the seaboard of western Europe,
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Figure 13.1 Former shorelines of the Forth-
Tay area - after Sissons, Smith
and Cullingford 1966, Fig.l, P.11.



 



Figure 13.2 Relative sea level change during
the Holocene in the upper Forth
valley according to J.B. Sissons,
1967, Fig. 82, p.185.
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Figure 13.3 Proposed land uplift curve for
the upper Forth valley, at the
site of 13.2.
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Figure 13.4- Relative sea level change during
the Holocene in the upper Forth
valley according to the results
of the present survey.



 



Chafer 14

illative sea level changes In Scotland

Part II: The country as a whole

Introduction

As indicated in Chapter 1, the Forth-Tay area is the largest section

of Scotland in which the former shorelines have been subjected to an intensive

quantitative morphological and stratigraphic study.

From Chapter 13, it would seem that the features identified in this

area appear to relate closely to changes of marine influence registered widely

elsewhere on the western seaboard of Europe (Chapters 5 to 12), As the maps of

Chapter 11 indicate, the spectrum of land movement regimes and coastal environ¬

ments over which these changes may be identified in Europe often embraces a

considerably greater range of conditions than that represented round the coastline

of Scotland.

In general, then, it would appear reasonable to expect that the time

pattern of the Holocene coastal changes elsewhere in Scotland should also tend to

conform to the pattern of events on the remainder of the European seaboard.

The purpose of the present chapter and its Appendix is to examine

how far this may be true, and, in general, to consider implications of results

obtained in earlier chapters in terms of the general problem of relative sea level

changes in Scotland. Throughout, the aim is to contribute towards the evolution

of a model to supersede the "25 foot Raised Beach" as a basis for concepts

involving Scottish archaeological material. The eompatability of the conclusions

with currently available archaeological material is reviewed in Chapter 15.

In Chapter 1, it was suggested that with the recognition in recent

years of the complexity of Holocene relative sea level changes in Scotland, and

the according obsolescence of the "25foot liaised Beach" concept, the question of
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the extent to which the timing of coastal changes in different areas is likely to

have been synchronised by eustatic influences has become of cardinal importance.

If local factors were altogether predominant, changes in relative sea level are

likely to be of minimal interest to those concerned with developing chronological

frameworks for archaeological material, whereas if the synchronising influence of

eustatic changes was dominant, the opposite would tend to be the case.

The present chapter is in three sections. Firstly, the evidence from

the various aspects of the present enquiry bearing on this question is reviewed in

(1). Then published opinions that apparently diverge from conclusions suggested

by the data of the present study regarding the time-transgressive or synchronous

nature of postglacial shorelines in Scotland are discussed in (ii), before an

attempt is made to evolve a provisional model of relative sea level for Holocene

Scotland in (iii).

(i) It was concluded in Chapter 1 that the limited number of accurate morphological

measurements available outside the Forth-Tay area does not provide an adequate

basis for assessing how far events recognised in one part of the Scottish seaboard

are likely also to have occurred elsewhere. Similarly, in Chapter U it was noted

that in view of the apparent complexity of the Holocene changes the restricted

number and sometimes ambiguous stratigraphy of the available Scottish radiocarbon

dates was also insufficient for a reliable conclusion if these dates were

considered in isolation. The survey of radiocarbon dates of Holocene marine

changes throughout the western seaboard of Europe was therefore undertaken

(Chapters 5 to 12).
That so large a number of radiocarbon dates from so diverse a range

of coastal environments and land movement regimes should exhibit such strict

synchronism in a complex alternation of periods of transgression and regression

suggests strongly that throughout western Europe the common influence of eustatic
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ocean level variations did in fact prevail over more local factors in determining

the details of the timing of coastal changes daring the Holocerae.

That this occurred over a spectrum of conditions extending well beyond

those represented in Scotland (cf. Chapter 11) suggests strongly that Scotland

might be expected to conform, and that events registered in different parts of the

Scottish coastline are likely in general to tend to share the timing of events

registered elsewhere.

That it is in fact improbable that Scotland is anomalous in terms

of the pattern of evidence in the remainder of western Europe receives specific

confirmation from the consistency with which the evidence from the Forth-Tay area

appears to conform to the eustatic model derived from Europe (Chapter 13). The

evidence in that substantial sector of the country includes approximately a quarter

of the available Scottish radiocarbon dates and by far the greatest number of

accurate morphological measurements of both surface and buried features available

in the country as a whole. There would therefore seem to be at least a prima

facie case for expecting that the rest of Scotland should also tend to conform.

The radiocarbon dates from elsewhere in Scotland examined in detail

in the Appendix to this chapter would in general appear to be consistent with this

view. It is notable that most doubt tends to exist in the cases where the

reported stratigraphy of the sample seems ambiguous, Wiile the agreement seems

clearest when the context of the sample appears more specifically definable (as

in the cases of Birm 2, Birm 4> Q 640, Q 641, Q 637, Q 638, GU 64, GU 65, Q 818,Q 639).

In terms of the present study, it would thus seem reasonable to

conclude that concepts designed to replace the obsolescent "25 foot iiaised Beach"

view of Holocene shoreline variations in Scotland should be based on the probability

that the timing of the complex changes apparent around the coastline tends to

reflect the same synchronous euatatically dominated sequence that appears generally
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characteristic of the western European seaboard.

(ii) The views of some writers on Scotland are however at variance with this.

In particular, adherents to Wright's "isokinetic" theoiy believe that each former

shoreline identified in Scotland may vary widely in date from place to place along

its length. If individual former shorelines are indeed widely tirae-transgressive,

even on the regionally systematic basis postulated by Wright, this would be of

fundamental importance with regard to concepts involving archaeological material.

This possibility must therefore be discussed in some detail here.

Wright published the definitive statement of this view in 1928. Its

most recent advocates amongst those working on the geomorphology of Scottish

shorelines are Stephens and Synge (e.g. Stephens, 1968; Synge and Stephens 1966),

while through their indirect influence (via Nichols, 1967) the idea has figured

in a recent paper in the Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland

(Mercer 1968, published 1970, pp. 6-7).
As shown in Chapter 2, it is not clear that the archaeologist, Mercer,

is aware that Wright's theory arose largely from archaeological arguments that now,

forty years later, appear untenable. Wright, for example, classified Larnian

material as "Campignian" and assumed a much earlier date for the Obanian, on the

assumption that it was Azilian and directly contemporary to material at Mas d'Azil

regarded as early postglacial. As indicated in Chapter 3, there is now little

doubt that,cuturally, the Obanian material is much later than he envisaged, and

furthermore his assumption that the material in the Oban caves was necessarily

contemporary with sea at that level must be viewed with considerable reserve,

particularly in li^ht Underson'3 original report on the critical shingle

horizon (quoted in Appendix!). In addition, Wright's grounds for postulating

his isokinetic theory are also weakened by the fact that (as his 1928 paper

demonstrates) he was thinking essentially in terms of a single postglacial former
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shoreline (his "Neolithic or 25 foot beach") and he did not consider the

possibility that a complex of multiple postglacial shoreline features might be

present, as more recent work has demonstrated (viz. Chapters 1, 13).

Synge and Stephens (1966, p.101) admit that Wright's archaeological

dating is questionable, but accept his theory in principle. The basis of the

isokinetic theory is the view that in glacio-isostatically affected areas, where

the levels of both land and sea were changing simultaneously, strandliiMS would

tend to be produced where the rates of sea level rise and of land uplift coincided.

It Is assumed that towards the central area of the original ice-cap, glacial

overloading was greater, so the rate of Isostatic rebound would be greater there

than towards the periphery, where the original Isostatic depression was less.

In the early phases of deglaciation, world sea level rose rapidly and it was

presumed that it would then tend to keep pace with the central rather than the

peripheral rates of land uplift. However, as the rate of sea level rise decreased,

the central area of the rising crust would outstrip the sea, and the zone of

active beach formation was conceived as shifting progressively outwards, through

successive new zones where the rates would temporarily be in synchronism.

Wright called his 25-foot sea "the cliff maker par excellence"

(1928, p.99) • He had previously (191-4, p.382) expressed the view that, on the

basis of the amount of erosion suggested by features that he associated with

"the 25 foot beach", "its formation occupied a longer period than has elapsed

since it was raised to its present position". In the context of these ideas, his

Isokinetic theory offered an attractive way of reconciling the marked dovelopsjent

of the features with the constantly varying movements of relative sea level, in

that he envisaged the Interplay of land and sea movements not as a series of

ephemeral relationships but rather as the gradual expansion around the centre

of glacio-isostatic doming of a broad ring of approximately matched rates of
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rise, with the outward migration taking place sufficiently slowly for even

substantial erosional features to be developed.

It has become apparent, however, that many of the major rock-cut

shoreline features occurring within the height range attributed by Wright to his

"cliff maker" 25 foot sea are likely to pre-date the Holocene, even though

Holocene marine deposits occur at similar levels, (e.g. McCnlltefc 1937, Stephens

1957, Gailey 1959, Walton 1959* Sissons in Craig 1965, McCann 1966).

This introduces the possibility that the mechanisms producing the

genuinely Holocene features may have required much less time to operate than

Wright envisaged in framing hie hypothesis. That this was indeed so is suggested

by several lines of evidence. For example, sequences containing numerous

distinct Holocene shorelines (both exposed and buried) at single localities have

now been widely identified both in Scotland (Chapters 1, 13) and elsewhere (e.g.

Karthinussen I960, Donner 1970, Zenkovitch et al I960, Feyling-Hanssen 1964,

Lundqvist 1965, Korner 1969, among others). Often in these cases, whole flights

of shoreline features are well developed, yet their very number within the short

span of the Holocene suggests that they must have developed rapidly, and their

radiocarbon dates (cf. Chapters 6 - 10) confirm this. Andrews (1970) has recently

drawn attention to a paper by Elson (1967) in which the latter shows that although

the beaches of L-ke Agassiz are well developed features, their average life was

only 80 years. Andrews (p.93) goes on: "even though individual stages may have

lasted for 300 years, the important consideration is that major strandlines were

formed in relatively short periods of time. A similar conclusion may be drawn

by the speed at which modern fresh-water reservoirs are fringed by well-defined

beaches. It is thus apparent that major observable shore forms, such as beach

ridges, wave-cut terraces and delta surfaces do not necessarily require long

periods of stable water level; intervals of 50 to 300 years are sufficient."
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It would thus seem that not only is the concept (i.e. the 25 foot

beach) in terms of which Wright framed his theory obsolete, and his archaeological

argument unacceptable, but the underlying reason for devising the hypothesis can

now been seen to be irrelevant in that the major rock-cut features probably pre-date

the Holocene. It thus seems unnecessary to seek a theoretical mechanism for

securing a long erough period cf relative stability for these to be eroded during

the Holocene, since many other features that genuinely date from that period

appear compatible with relatively rapid coastal changes.

These arguments are however essentially negative. There are also

several types of positive evidence that suggest that widely time-transgressive

individual shorelines are not characteristic of the Holocene, at least in the

western European context to which Scotland belongs.

At a general level, the data assembled in Chapters 5 to 11 would

appear to curry a strong implication that changes occurred essentially

synchronously along the seaboard of western Europe. In particular, the way that

sequences at multiple-date sites located in areas with widely differing land

movement regimes tended to agree closely in their timing through the Holocene

(Chapters 8, 9, 10; cf. Chapters 6 and 11) appears difficult to reconcile with

the isokinetic theory.

It might be argued that the restriction of evidence to ocandinavia

during the early Holocene (see Chapter 11) supported the theoiy,by suggesting that

only there was land uplift sufficiently rapid to match the early Holocene rate of

sea level rise. However, even within ocandinavia the variability (over a 200

metre range) of the present heights of closely synchronous dates defining

ancient waterplanes (Chapters 8 and 11) would seem to confirm the effectiveness

of eustatic fluctuations in controlling timing. Indeed, as early as 1944 in a

major paper on east-central Sweden, Sten Florin showed that stratigraphic evidence
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of distinct transgressions is present even in areas of great isostatic uplift

in Scandinavia# This has been confirmed more recently by I(yppa (1963)* and is

implicit in many of the Class T dates examined in Chapter 8. This, together

with the evidence concerning both transgressions and regressions discussed in

Chapter 11, would appear to suggest that the synchronising influence of eustatic

changes tended to pervade the full range of conditions present in western Europe,

and on balance it seems reasonable to accept that the initial restriction of

radiocarbon dates to bcandinavia reflects principally the inaccessibility of the

early Holocene coastlines elsewhere, buried or submerged in the areas of lesser

land uplift.

Discussions in the literature on whether individual former shorelines

are synchronous or time—transgressive features are often difficult to evaluate

(cf. Zeuner 1958, Charlesworth 1957). Generally the features under consideration

have not been followed continuously and it seldom seems possible to be reasonably

confident that miscorrelations have not taken place when large areas ore discussed.

The difficulty of reaching firm conclusions is exacerbated by the relative coarse¬

ness of the pollen zonations used as the principal timcscale in most papers before I960.

Only in a small number of cases have complexes of Holocene shorelines

been followed in detail and closely dated over long distances in western Europe.

The most outstanding of these studies are by Marthinussen (I960, 1961, 1962) and

Horner (1969), from north Korway and the Kattegat area, respectively. Fortunately,

both areas are clear of the complication of the Baltic Lake stages, and both

involve a range of Holocene land movement directly comparable to that apparent

in Scotland. Furthermore, both workers employ equidistant shoreline diagrams,

rather than relation diagrams.

The general level of complexity of toe shoreline changes reported by

these workers agrees with the findings of the present study, and in specific terms
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the majority of their dates (incorporated in the discussions of Chapters 8,

9 and 10) accord well with the overall time pattern of the transgressions and

regressions identified in Chapters 5 to 11.

Karthinuasen traced Holocena shorelines for almost 150 kilometres,

and his predictions of their dates, on the assumption that they were not time

transjressive, proved in general to be reliable within close limits when further

radiocarbon dates became available (e.g.t op.cit., and Radiocarbon vols. IV, VI

inter alia). Determinations which did not conform to his estimates (e.g. T 267,

T 380) tended also to be in conflict with nearby dates, and suggested redeposition

or contamination, rather than systematic age variations along the length of

individual shorelines.

Moraer's study involved the tracing of shorelines over some 300

kilometres of coastline, and was supported by over a hundred late- and postglacial

radiocarbon dates. lis concluded (op.cit.) that his evidence did not support the

concept of time-transgre ssive individual shorelines.

It is interesting that a similar conclusion has also been reached

with regard to Holocene shorelines in a recently glaciated area outside Europe.

In a recent monograph, Andrews (1970, p.94) specifically criticises Wright's
»■

isokinetic theory and concludes "it certainly can not be universally applied.

This conclusion is related to the writer's own research in Arctic Canada, where

the evidence points to synchronism of strandlines in areas that experienced

considerably different rates of postglacial uplift."

Andrews notes that even with radiocarbon dating, the envelope of

confidence is such that shorelines can not be dated much cloe r than to + 200

years in practice. Departures from synchronism of this order are clearly possible.

However, on balance it would seem reasonable to conclude that variations in date

of some thousands of years along the length of an individual former shoreline (as
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envisaged by Wright) seem unlikely to exist in Scotland,

Dormer acknowledged Wright's hypothesis on theoretical grounds, but

recently (1970, p. 34) concluded that "no differences in age between the culmination

of the Flandrian transgression in the central and marginal parts of Scotland could

be observed on the basis of the stratigraphical material "

Thus, as suggested at the opening of this section, Synge and Stephens

are the remaining major protagonists of Wright's view (Stephens 1968} Synge and

Stephens 1966), They recognise that the "2$ foot beach" concept is obsolete, and

propose multiple late- and postglacial shorelines in the southern half of western

Scotland. Some of these they suggest are of essentially the same age throughout

the part of Scotland studied (e.g. their "LI" shoreline), but others are attributed

wide age ranges (e.g. "L2", over two millennia).

There seem several grounds for doubting their view (1966, p.121) that

"for tee most part the evidence substantiates Wright's isokinetic theory." Firstly,

(1966, pll6j 1968, p443) they group together, as referring to single shorelines,

evidence that covers periods embracing several transgressions and regressions that

registered as distinct events at numerous localities elsewhere in Europe (Chapters

6 - 12), and in the Forth-Tay area (Chapter 13)• The radiocarbon dates teat they

used were discussed in detail in tee Appendix to the present Chapter, where it

was seen that the dates were in general compatible with the overall European model

(most doubt tended to exist in tee cases where the stratigraphy was ambiguous,

and least when the context was positively diagnostic).

Secondly, the principal basis of their correlations is a shoreline

relation diagram of the form proposed by Tanner in 1931 (op.cit., 1966, p,113)»
As noted in Chapter 1, more recently Scandinavian workers (e.g. Andersen, Holtedahl,

Marthinussen, Horner, inter al., cited in Chapter 1) have expressed serious doubts

as to the validity of conclusions drawn from that form of diagram, while Synge and



Stephens (1966, p.113) themselves admit that "The accuracy of a diagram of this

type depends very much on precise measurements of the reference level#

Unfortunately such records are not plentiful ," As indicated in Chapter 1,

their own measurements 3eem too widely spaced and of too limited accuracy to

support their conclusions convincingly.

In his comments on their 1966 paper (Trans. I.B.C. 1967, v.4-0,

pp. 163 - 8), Sissons criticises not only their measurements but also inconsistencies

and apparent non.sequitur in their use of evidence in proposing shoreline

correlations. In addition to the points that he makes there, it may be noted that

in several cases Synge and Stephens appear to date visible shoreline features in

terms of peat beds buried beneath marine deposits in the neighbourhood. As the

evidence of the Forth-Tay area (Chapter 13) and numerous multiple-date sites

elsewhere in Europe (Chapters 8 - 10) shows, the date of a surface feature often

relates to an episode several thousand years later than a peat bed or beds buried

nearby beneath marine sediments.

On balance, then, it would seem that Wright's theory arose from

morphological and archaeological interpretations hat are now generally accepted

to be misconceptions, and furthermore that a wide range of more modern evidence

appears to run contrary to his view. In this light, it is suggested that the

opinions put forward by Synge and Stephens are not sufficiently strongly supported

to invalidate the conclusion that the individual Holocene shorelines of Scotland

are likely to reflect distinct eustatic events in a way "that is broadly synchronous

throughout their lengths,

(iii) It would thus seem that a provisional model of relativ- sea level change

for Holocene Scotland should differ from the traditional "?5 foot Raised Beach"

concept in several respects.

Primarily, it must be more complex. Morphological and stratigraphic
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evidence now accumulating in Scotland (reviewed in Chapters 1 and 13» and in

the Appendix to the present Chapter) combines with the evidence from the western

seaboard of Europe (Chapters 5 to 12) to confirm this.

From the survey of the western European radiocarbon dates and the

arguments discussed in (i) and (ii) above, it would however seem reasonable to

expect that in the more complex sequence of changes now becoming apparent,

events recognised in one part of the Scottish seaboard are likely to correspond

in timing to events elsewhere.

Although it seems reasonable to assume that individual postglacial

shorelines in Scotland are likely to have formed approximately simultaneously

throughout their lengths, this does not necessarily mean that the highest Holocene

marine limit is everywhere the same age. Despite Earp, Francis and dead (1962)
and some papers by Dormer (1959, 1963), it is now generally accepted (D.E. Smith,

1965, Sissons 1967, Donner 1970) that the postglacial former shorelines of

Scotland exhibit a glacio-isostatically dominated doming, with earlier shorelines

sloping more steeply than later ones. It is thus possible that younger shore¬

lines intersect with older ones as they are traced outwards from the iso3tatic

centre, and that the Holocene marine limit may thus be younger towards the

periphery of the country.

That this pattern in fact occurs in recently glaciated areas ha3

long been established in Scandinavia (e.g. Sauramo 1939)» and the very detailed

work there of Marthinussen (i960 etc.) and Korner (1969), noted in (ii) above,

confirms that it may occur within the range of uplift represented in Scotland.

Certainly M.E.S. Morrison and Stephens (1965, p.2^0) report that the postglacial

raised beach deposits nearby on the east coast of Ireland appear to be "made up

of a number of synchronous beaches, iWLch, if considered as a whole, form a

metachronous feature from north to south. This would account satisfactorily for
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a oub-ilorcal date for the maximum of the transgression at Button (Go. Dublin)

whereas an Atlantic date would seem more correct on the Co. Down coast."

It will thus be necessary to take into account possibilities of this

kind in the future when considering concepts involving relationships between

Scottish archaeological material and marine change. The possible geographical

distribution of Holocene coastal features of different ages will accordingly be

explored provisionally here. The tentative nature of this exploration must be

emphasised, however. As indicated in the opening chapters of the present work,

and elsewhere (e.g. Morrison 1969* Bissons 1967, D.E. Bmith 1965), the study of

Bcottish former shorelines is currently at a transitional stage. The shortcomings

of the "25 foot raised beach" concept have been recognised, but as yet the number

and quality of morphological measurements, and of local radiocarbon dates or

pollen studies is Inadequate to secure its full replacement. As suggested in the

introduction, the aim here is merely to seek a somewhat more profitable provisional

hypothesis for future investigation than that provided by the traditional concept.

As shown in Chapter 13, in the Forth-Tay area the main level of the

carse lands, which there marks the Holocene marine limit, apparently corresponds

to Transgression Phase £ of the overall western European sequence. This Phase was

terminated by the onset of an eustatio regression about 5950 B.P. According to

the investigations by Sissons, Cullingford and D.E. Gmith, the buried earlier

Holocene shorelines, because of their steeper isostatic gradients "will clearly

not intersect the visible postglacial shorelines however far they are projected

eastwards'1 (Sissons 1967, p.188). Even at the westward and of the estuaries,

where the uplifL was greatest, although they approach to within a few metres of

the surface they remain buried beneath the deposits of the main carse shoreline.

Bissons (op.cit., p.188) remarks that whether they emerge in the vicinity of the

centre of isostatic recovery is "uncertain, but it appears a possibility,"



Insufficient evidence is available for the construction of an isobase

map for Scotland in the early Holocene. However, it soems reasonable to suppose

that the centre of uplift was in the same general area of the south-west Highlands

suggested by the isobase map derived by bissons from later Holocene date (Sissons

1967, p.212, fig. 87, reproduced here as Figure 14.1)•

Unfortunately, as will be seen from parts (d) and (e) of the Appendix
1A

to this Chapter, the available early Holocene C H dates nearest to this area

(Birm 3» 4* 120, 121) do not establish whether or not otherwise buried shorelines

emerge there*

At Aros Moss near Machrihanish, Nichols (1967) considered the

possibility that sard underlying peat than runs from Zone IV onwards into post-

Atlantic time might be either marine or glacial in origin. No positive evidence

was available either way, but he favoured a marine origin on the grounds that

postulating a fluvio-glacial source of supply during Zone III appeared to present

difficulties*

The bog at Aroa lies in a trench with two bedrock walls, and Nichols

considers that there are some suggestions that "there was some barrier to seaward

of the Moss - perhaps a sand bar - which prevented marine incursion into the "Carr"

basin* The verification of this possibility was inhibited by the sand dunes lying

to the west of the Moss, which may themselves have performed this role in earlier

times." (1967, p.172) He discusses* in the light of a correspondence with bten

Florin regarding certain iron deposits in bogs near the Baltic, the possibility

that similar changes in the Moss basin may in fact have reflected the indirect

influence of marine transgressions outside, concluding (p.172) "It is interesting

to note that the ferric material is intercalated in humified peats of middle and

late Zone VI, and spans the Boreaji-Atlantic transition." He points out that more

than one apparently postglacial abandoned shoreline is evident in the neighbourhood
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at levels up to six metres higher than the observed base of the peat.

It would thus seem probable that the local maximum level of Holocene

transgression was both higher and later than the sand deposit under the Moss, and

that in the particular conditions at Aros the growth of the peat was able to

surpass or at least match the local relative rises of sea level (perhaps indeed

occurring under the stimulus of watertable rises influenced by the sea, as the

details of the iron layers suggested to Florin and Kichols).

As described in detail in the Appendix, Part (i), the base of the

peat on Holocene marine material at Kether Lochar in Lochar Moss on the Solway

has also yielded a date (Q 638, 6645 +, 120) earlier than the highest Holocsne

marine limit of the Forth-lay area, but, as shown in the Appendix, it seems

clear (Jardins 1964* Sissons 1967, cf. Sissons and D.E. Smith, 1965) that here

too special local conditions allowed bog growth to keep pace with deposition of

marine sediments nearby at levels higher than the base of the peat.

In general, then, it would seem that as yet there is no clear

evidence of early (i.e. Boreal) Holocene shorelines emerging above the levels

later attained by the sea relative to the land in Scotland. There seems little

reason to dispute Sissons's conclusion that if this does occur, it is most

likely to be in the vicinity of the centre of isostatic uplift. In terms of the

relationships that have been demonstrated in the Forth-Tay area, and the general

pattern of doming suggested by Figure 14.1* the region for which this possibility

seems most likely to exist appears to be restricted to the upper reaches of Loch

Fyne, Loch Long, the Gare Loch and the Clyde between Gourock and Glasgow.

Elsewhere, as the Aros and Kether Lochar sites show, special conditions may in

restricted areas replace marine deposition with peat growth, thile marine

deposition continues nearby. In general, however, both the available dating

evidence (see Appendix, and below) and what is known of the land uplift pattern



suggest that it is unlikely that early postglacial shorelines will emerge to

form the highest and main visible Holocene feature.

In the Forth-Tay area, the main postglacial shoreline, PG1, which

forms the Holocene marine limit, slopes away eastward (Figure 13.1) but is not

intersected by the later visible shorelines. It remains the upper Holocene

shoreline throughout the area for which measurements are available, although it

falls from just uitfer 15 m.O.D. to about 6 m. O.D. From the diagram it seems

that provided there wa3 not a radical change in the pattern of decreasing uplift,

it would tend to maintain its topmost position until the amount of uplift was

becoming negligible, when it might be expected (on the basis of Chapter 12) to

intersect with PG 3 and 4 slight ly above present sea level. It will be recalled

that the eustatic level with which PG 1 has been associated (Chapter 13) was

slightly below present ocean level, whereas the eustatic base levels for PG 3 and 4

were considered to be slightly above (ca. + 1 m.) the present level.

Comparison of Figures 13.1 and 14.1 would appear to suggest that it

is possible that over a substantial part of the country the main and uppermost

Holocene shoreline feature may be equivalent in date to that of the Forth-Tay

area. Clearly, as indicated in Chapters 1 and 4» local differences in material-

supply, exposure, and conditions of erosion must complicate the picture.

Nevertheless, the results of Chapters 5 to 13 and parts (i) and (ii) of the present

Chapter combine to suggest that it is reasonable to hope that some consistency

in the timing of features from area to area may exist.

In the discussion that follows, the inner isles and mainland will

be considered first. Then the evidence from the Northern and Outer Isle3 will

be reviewed.

As noted in the Appendix to this chapter, the majority of the most

informative Scottish coastal radiocarbon dates are from sites in the area south
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of a line through Dundee and Glasgow. North of this there is a marked shortage

of non-archaeological date determinations.

The limited value in the present context of the date recently

obtained by McKie from Qronsay material is discussed in part (c) of the Appendix.

Blackburn's pollen diagram from Loch Mor on Soay, immediately south

of Skye (Blackburn 1940, republished in Godwin 1943, and in Harrison 1948) shows

peat formed in Zona VI burial by marine clay and diatom mud during Zones VI and

VII. Godwin (1943, 1945) comments that the maximum effect of the inundation

there was almost completed by the earlier part of Zone VII a, and this is accepted

by Nichols (1967) and Donner (1970), taking into account later pollen work in

Scotland. This appears to agree well with the evidence from the Forth-Tny area,

where pollen analyses by Newsy (1965) for instance at Dunbar, show that the main

postglacial transgression(referred to here as PG1) culminated in Zone Vila.

The results of Durno's recent pollen work at Mercer's washing limit

site at Lealt Bay in Jura also appear in agreement with this. Mercer states the

result there as follows: "Present interpretation is that it was not until the

Boreal period was over, and the alders dominant at Lealt Bay, that this (i.e.

maximum Holocene: I.M.) transgression attained its maximum stand along the N.E.

Jura coast - later the sea's level began to fall away from its maximum stand; at

Lealt Bay this movement began during the Atlantic period, perhaps by the middle."

(p.43, Mercer 1963, published 1970).

If the Florin-Nichols correlation of the ferric horizons in Aros

Moss with rises in water table due to marine transgression is correct, the fact

that the highest of these layers fall in Zone Vila would suggest that at

Machrihanlsh, too, the date of the highest Holocene stand of the sea relative to

the land also corresponded to that of the Forth-Tay area.

Several of the radiocarbon dates described in the Appendix to this
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Chapter date the progress of the Holocena submergence in different parts of

south-west Scotland.

Some show only that their sites underwent substantial marine trans¬

gression after dates in the Boreal period, without indicating directly when the

highest local marine material was deposited. This is true for instance ofj

Q 642 a and b at Irvine, Appendix, part (f)j Q 640 and 641 at different sites

near Girvan, Appendix, part (g); Q 815 and Q 637 at Redkirk in Dumfries-shire,

Appendix, part (h)j GU 64 and GU 65 in the Lochar area of Dumfries-shire,

Appendix, part (i).
Other determinations however give a somewhat closer indication of

the time at which the highest local marine incursions took place at their sites.

This is so, for example, in the cases of Q 818 at Gatehouse of Fleet, Appendix

part (k), and Q 639 at Newton Stewart, Appendix part (1).

As shown in the Appendix, both these samples (dated respectively

6244 1 140 and 6159 + 120 B.P.) refer to the period Just before the onset of

Transgression Phase F (6050 - 5950 B.P.), and they are immediately overlain by

silts which may reasonably be attributed to that transgression. In neither case

is there any evidence of unconformities or later transgressions in the overburden.

It is interesting that at Racks Moss, near Dumfries, Nichols (1967)

found that the highest transgression registered during the Holocene terminated

after the Boreal/Atlantic transition, in pollen zone Vila. This seems consistent

with the implication of Q 818 and Q 639.

It is clear that until many more radiocarbon dates, better integrated

with detailed georaorphological and stratigraphic studies, became available, no

definitive decision will be possible as to whether the highest Holocene marine

features are in fact of a similar age over a wide area of Scotland. Nevertheless,

in view of the way in which PG1 in the Forth-Tay area maintains its topmost
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position throughout a height band equivalent to the land uplift range represented

in much of Scotland (Figures 13.1 and 14.1), the C^ and pollen evidence from

Soay to the Solway indicated here, would seem to suggest that there is at least a

prima facie case for suspecting that this may be so. If this is correct, the

Holocene marine limit over much of the country would appear to be represented by

shorelines and deposits dating from pollen zone Vila, or more specifically (if

the conclusions drawn in Chapter 13 are accurate) from marine incursions

culminating in the eustatie transgression of Phase £, about 6000 B.P.

Some work in areas immediately beyond Scotland's borders appears to

support this. For instance, in north-west England, Oldfield (I960) reports

pollen analyses from Silverdale Moss in Lonsdale that show that deposition of clay

associated with the postglacial marine transgression there began and ended in

the first half of Zone Vila. Since Vila is now generally taken to span the

period between 7000 and 5000 B.P. (e.g. Sissons 1967, p.215) this would appear

to be consistent with the date of around 6000 B.P. suggested above for the

general Holocene marine limit in Scotland.

In north-east Ireland, many pollen studies suggest that the main

Holocene submergence of the land proceeded during the Boreal period (Jessen 1949»

Movius 1953, Mitchell 1951 and 1958, M.E.S. Morrison and Stephens I960, Stephens

and Collins I960), and then soon ended. Mitchell (1951) confirms that his pollen

work suggests a maximum of halinity in the earlier part of Zone Vila. As already

noted above, M.E.S. Morrison and Stephens (1965) have more recently reported

that in County Down the maximum Holocene transgression indeed occurred in Zone Vila.

It will be recalled, however, that they find that as one proceeds

further from the centre of iaostatic uplift, by the time Dublin is reached the

uppermost shoreline appears to be one of Sub-Boreal age. It would thus seem, as

they suggest (op.cit. p.2Z0), that one synchronous shoreline feature has supplanted
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another between north-east Ireland and Dublin.

This* together with the general pattern of the evidence cited above,

would appear to suggest that the topmost position of the ca. 6000 3#P. feature is

likely to be maintained well beyond the present limits of Scotland* in a direction

south of the centre of uplift.

This does not necessarily apply to the northward, however. As the

map prepared by Sissons (Figure 14..1) shows, the main postglacial shoreline features

are located at distinctly lower levels around northern coasts than in southern

Scotland and north east Ireland, so it can not be assumed that the earlier shore¬

lines do not fall beneath the level of later ones towards the northern periphery

of Scotland.

Sissons (1967, p.213) has indeed remarked that win the outer islands

the maximal sea level is the present one." This certainly appears to be so in

the Shetlanda, where several workers have drawn attention to the absence of

raised shorelines, and to signs of submergence in progress (e.g. peat banks

disappearing beneath the sea, etc.) Their evidence is reviewed in the Appendix,

part (a), where the implications of Hoppe's (1965) radiocarbon dates from a peat

deposit, submerged some 9 metres below high water mark off Whalssy, are discussed

in detail. As shown in the Appendix, the possibility that that particular

material is allochthonous can not be entirely eliminated, and it thus can not

be considered a reliable basis for quantifying the amount of subsidence.

Nevertheless, there seems little doubt that Shetland has indeed undergone more

submergence during the Holocene than much of the rest of Scotland. Some workers,

of whoa Flinn (1964) is a recent representative (others are listed by

Charlesworth, 1957) have suggested that the glaoio-isoatatic depression associated

with the Scottish and Scandinavian ice sheets was accompanied by peripheral

uplift, and that recovery from this has contributed to the sinking of She Hard.
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In the Orkneya, there are some suggestions of low level raised

beaches (e.g. Wilson 1935, Godard 1965) but it would seem that they may well pre¬

date the Holocene.

In the Outer Hebrides, although the evidence remains inconclusive,

theib would seem to be some grounds for doubting that the maximal sea level is

the present one. There are certainly submerged archaeological remains of

relatively recent date there (Chapter 3, and Chapter 15, below), but because of

the fluctuating nature of ocea»-\ level change in the Holocene (Chapters 6 to 12)

this does not necessarily eliminate the possibility of relative sea levels slightly

higher than at the present day being represented there also.

Several lines of evidence suggest that this may in fact be so. For

example, the data collated by Siesons (Figure 14.1) suggests that the 15 foot O.D.

contour derived from the heights of major postglacial shoreline remnants on the

mainland and inner isles runs down the Minch, west of Skyeand close to the eastern

coasts of the Outer Isles. Indeed, if the surface implied by the contours of that

figure is projected outwards, it crosses the Mineh coastline of the Outer Hebrides

at between + 3 and +4 metres 3.D., and is still close to + 2 metres O.D. on their

Atlantic coast. Extrapolations of this nature are of limited value, however,

because the heights of the features from which the contours were drawn included a

component varying according to how each shoreline fragment related to its

contemporary mean tide level, and the data available aw insufficient to permit

wliable adjustments to be made to allow for this, either on the mainland or in

the islands.

The high levels to which modern wave action is effective on the coasts

of the Outer Hebrides (e.g. Ritchie 1966) makes it difficult to judge on the

ground whether they have in fact been subject to Holocene sea levels slightly

above that of the present day. There are however some indications that this may



be so, in the forts of low level former beaches, generally in sheltered localities

on the east coast. These appear to be Holocene in date, but do not seem the

product of present marina action, although the possibility of misinterpretation

can not be eliminated, Gregory (1930) reported one example by Loch Maddy, Worth

Uist, and Baden-Powell and Elaton (1937) another at Galston in Lewis, while more

recently Godard (1965) has confirmed the Loch Maddy case and located others in

South Uiat, and at eight places in Lewis, He concludes (op.cit. p, 246.) "II y a

tres probablement d'autres vestiges d'anciens rivages, maia nous n'avona pas eu

le loisir de prospecter 3ystematiqueaent toutes les cotes ,,, Get ancien riveau

est vraisemblablement postglacialre, car il attaque le materiel morainique sans

etre jamais reconvert de drift ou de head,1'

Unfortunately, as shown in part (b) of the Appendix, the stratigraphy

of Ritchie's radiocarbon date from Behbecula is such that considered in terms of

the eustatic curve proposed in Chapter 12 it suggests only that little land uplift

can have taken place in that area at least in the last six millennia, and gives no

data on the amount of any subsidence.

Basing his conclusion on an allowance for tidal range in relation to

peat exposed at low water, Sissons (1967, p.2U) concludes from a pollen site on

Calvay, South Uist (Harrison and Blackburn, 1946) that sea level was at least ten

feet lower than at present there during Zone Vila, Unfortunately, however, it is

not clear that so positive a conclusion is feasible, Harrison and Blackburn

(op.eit, p.126) make clear that half a metre of the underlying Zone VI is exposed

on Cslvay at low tide at present. Above this in the peat cliff is one metre of

Zone VII peat, capped by half a metre from Zone VIII, According to the eustatic

curve proposed in Chapter 12, the ocean level of the present day was first attained

during the Holocene briefly about 5000 B.P. (i.e. about the Zone Vlla/VIlb boundary)

and was first exceeded (apparently by ca 1 - lg metres) at about 3800 - 3200 B.P,
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(i.e. in mid to late Zone Vllb). From this it would certainly seem likely that

during Zone VII the land must have stood higher relative to the sea than at the

present day. However, the studies by Sissons and D.E. Smith (1965) and most

probably also the sites at Aros Moss and Nether Lochar (Appendix), indicate that

in sheltered conditions peat growth may match or outstrip a rise of sea level.

The site at C^lvsy is so thoroughly land-locked as to make it difficult to

eliminate this possibility with confidence. Calvay lies in a narrow and winding

loch, Loch Zynort, some three and a half kilometres above the point where the loch

now communicates with the Minch through a shallow connection which is only about

150 metres wide even at high tide. In itself, therefore, this 3ite would thus

seem a questionable basis for estimates of possible recent sinking of the land.

In addition to discussing his date site, Ritchie in his I966

paper also suggests that west of the Tlists the seabed seems largely bare of loose

sediments from 0 to 40 fathoms, and offers the hypothesis that it was cleared by

normal coastal processes sweeping postulated morsinlc material landwards during

the general late- and postglacial rise of ocean level. This theory offers an

interesting approach to the problem of the stability or otherwise of the land

level in the Outer Isles during the Holocene, but unfortunately many uncertainties

remain to be resolved. For example, it is not clear that loose material present

below the 40 fathom mark is indeed morainic, or that a general cover of moraine

did in fact exist between that level and the present sea level. Even if this was

the case, as Ritchie himself points out (p.82), controversy exists over the

depths to which wave action can carry material landwards. It would seem that an

extensive investigation is required before the validity of this approach can be

assessed. In the short term, additional Investigations of the peat deposits of

the Outer Isles would seem more preferable.

Submerged in situ tree remains occur widely in the Outer Hebrides,
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for example off Pabbay and Berneray in the Sound of Harris, off Vallay in North

Uist, in Upper Loch Eport and off Kilphedar Beach in South Ulst, as well as around

Benbecula. Some of these peats certainly extend to greater depths than those

sampled by Ritchie, Blackburn and Harrison, and indeed Jehu and Craig (1926)

report that peat has been dredged up well off shore by fishermen. Until samples

are dated from some of the more deeply submerged sites, the amount of land move¬

ment that may have occurred can not be accurately assessed. However, the

implic tions of Sissons' map, the reports of traces of what appear to be raised

beaches, and the nature of the eustatic curve proposed in Chapter 12 (viewed in

relation to both the archaeological and the peat sites so far investigated),

would all appear to suggest that the amount of actual land subsidence (as opposed

to the component in the submergence due to the overall eustatic rise of ocean

level) may have been less than is sometimes thought.

If this is so, and shore deposits above the present level are indeed

represented there, then it would seem likely that these refer to episodes later

than toat about 6000 B.P. According to the eustatic curve proposed in Chapter 12,

at the time about 6000 years ago when what is now the top Holocene level of the

Forth-Tay area, and apparently much of toe rest of Scotland, was forming, ocean

level was still lower than at the present day. Ritchie's C^ evidence suggested

that little if any uplift can have taken place in the last six millennia, and

in fact subsidence seems more likely. Thus what is apparently the main shoreline

found elsewhere is likely to be below present sea level in the Outer Isles, and

any shore levels above toe present one appear likely to date from periods when the

oceans were above their present level, i.e. from Chapter 12, ca 3800 - 3200 and

18JO - 1400 years ago.

It will be recalled from Chapter 12 that the amount by whibh the

present ocean level was exceeded appears to have been similar in each of the cases
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(ca + 1 ia). Presumably, therefore, if little land subsidence has taken place in

the last four millennia, the deposits traced by Godard and others may be of either

date (or compound), whereas if any significant subsidence has taken place in the

last four millennia they are more likely to date from the latter period,

ite, 1800 - U00 B,P.

Unfortunately, estimates of recent movement in the Outer Isles diverge,

and do not appear to offer aid in assessing this (of. Valentin 1953# Ha|emann 1954#

Taylor and Smalley 1969)• Nevertheless, whether the interpretation suggested here

is accepted, or a greater amount of land subsidence is suspected, it would seem

that the Zone Vila shorelines of the Outer Hebrides have been surpassed by later

incursions of the sea.

It is thus necessary to attempt to define where earlier and later

shorelines may intersect. As yet very little specific information of direct

relevance to this is available. Blackburn's work on Soay (noted above) suggests

that the Zone Vila transgression was not exceeded in level at a later date there,

so any intersection of tilted waterplanes presumably took place between the Inner

and Outer Hebrides. This view would appear to be compatible with the shoreline

height information contoured in Figure 14.1. Soay lies close to the 25 foot O.D.

zone for the main postglacial raised beach features, and both the detailed Forth-

Tay measurements, Figure 14.2, and the general distribution of the southern Scottish

and Irish Sea sites, would seem to suggest that the Zone Vila (probably ca 6000 B.P.)

transgression limit maintains its uppermost position, relative to other Holocens

transgressions, into areas beyond the 20 foot O.D. (ca ♦ 6 m. O.D.) contour on

Figure 14.1. The contour encloses the south and west coast of Scotland as far north

as Loch Broom, together with the Inner isles (except for H.W. Skye), cuts off

Sutherland, Caithness and the northern isles, and on the east coast sweeps south

through Lossiemouth, Montrose and Dunbar, enclosing the Moray Firth and Forth-Tay areas.
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The question arises as to how far the Vila marine limit may extend

beyond the 20 foot Q.D. Line. The Forth-Tay shoreline diagram ceases at Dunbar,

but the relationship of the shoreline gradients that it illustrates suggests

that, other things being equal, the plane of PG1 is unlikely to lose its topmost

position until well below 20 foot O.D. Indeed, if the shorelines recorded in the

Forth-Tay area are projected as straight lines, PG1 would not be intersected by

a later shoreline until it met PG4, at about Ordnance Datum.

This however would take no account of the different heights of ocean

level that appear to have prevailed when the various shorelines formed (Chapters

12 and 13)• It will be recalled that the eustatic level believed to prevail at

the time of PG1 appeared to be slightly lower than at the present day, whereas

during the periods of PG3 and 4 it seemed in each case to be somewhat higher than

now. It would thus seem likely that in areas where isostatic uplift decreased

to smaller amounts than represented in the Forth-Tay area, shorelines equivalent

to PG3 and 4 would tend to level out above present sea level, while PG1 continued

to descend (cf. discussion of Outer Hebrides, above). The estimates of euatatic

level suggest that the intersection might occur at a minimum height between + 3

and + 5 foot O.D., but variations in such factors as tidal range and exposure

(cf. Chapters 1 and 4) could clearly raise this figure.

Thus, although the uppermost Holocene marine limit may be Zone Vila

in age to well beyond the area circumscribed by the 20 foot O.D. contour on

Figure 14*1, it would seem preferable to assume until further evidence becomes

available that toe uppermost Holocene marine features may well be very much later

in date anywhere outside that line.

As indicated in Chapter 1, it Is becoming generally accepted that

multiple postglacial shorelines say often be distinguished below toe Holocene

marine limit in Scotland. As yet, outside toe Forth-Tay area very little accurate
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height data, and virtually no direct evidence on the date of these features is

available. Presumably, however, on the basis of the findings from elsewhere in

western Europe (Chapters 5 to 11), the dates of these features will in general

tend to equate to specific eustatic events, as elsewhere (particularly since this

appears to be so where detailed data are available within Scotland, Chapter 13)*
Because of the potential archaeological interest of the multiple

shorelines, a provisional attempt will be made to assess which of the eustatic

episodes seem most likely to be represented in Scotland. Clearly, with so little

specific local data outside the Forth-Tay area, this is speculative. It is offered

here merely as a suggestion for exploration when further evidence comes to hand.

As shown in Chapter 13, at 1<ast four Holocenc shorelevels (including

PG1) are visible above the present shorelines in the Forth-Tay area. The

estuarine conditions there are particularly favourable for registering and preserving

indications of changes in relative sea level. Nevertheless, sets of three or four

distinct shorelevels have been recorded quite extensively elsewhere. Synge and

Stephens (e.g. 1966) have for instance reported three from Lorn, Mull and also

l3lay, and four in parts of mainland Argyll (e.g. west Kintyre). As would be

expected, most of the accounts of three or more features refer to areas where the

Holocene marine limit is relatively high. However, particularly since 1936 when

the Scottish Geological Survey accepted that a "15 foot raised beach" as well as

the "25 foot raised beach" occurred (Chapter 1: Phemister 1936), many reports

indicate that over a broader area at least one other well marked ore line is

visible between the main postglacial feature and the present beach. As Sissons

(1967, p.213) puts it, it is perhaps significant that frequent references have

been made in the literature to a raised beach at about 15 feet, which causes one

to suspect that there may be a rather widespread feature a few feet hove high-

water mark."



oissons (op.cit. p. 213) speculates that this seemingly widely

distributed low level formation may be equivalent to FG4 of the Forth-Tay

sequence, on the grounds that this has a very gentle gradient. Aspects of the

present study would seem to suggest that while this certainly seems partly time,

the situation is probably more complex.

As Siasons, D.K, Smith and Cullingford point out (1966, p.18), the

present shoreline in the Forth exhibits a gradient, apparently due to the tidal

effect in the estuary. This component is presumably present in the older shore¬

lines. If it is subtracted from PG4, this implies an even wider distribution of

equivalent shorelines outside the estuariee than Figure 13.1 would seem to

suggest at first sight (the same presumably applies to PG1, 2 and 3. Furthermore,

if (as it would appear from Chapter 13) PGA dates from the slight eustatic high

stand of 1800 - 14,00 B.P., then presumably it is continued in features slightly

above those of the present day even in areas where recent land uplift has been

negligible, and only drops below present sea level where actual subsidence has

taken place in the historical period.

If this is correct, features at least partially of that age may

probably be expected throughout the mainland of Scotland, and (as shown above),

perhaps as far west as the Outer Hebrides. As already noted, Shetland seems to

lack raised beaches. Conner (1959), however, reports more than one Holocane shore

feature as far north as Loch Eriboll on the north coast of Sutherland.

Even if features equivalent to K»4 make up much of the formation

often described as the "15 foot beach", it would seem dangerous to assume that

the lowest marine features distinguishable above the present level always date

from the 1800 - 1400 B.P. period. Indeed, the relatively noticeable nature of

the lowermost features, commented on by Sissons, may in part be due to several

episodes contributing to them.
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Thus, it will be recalled that shorelines of PGr3 and PG4 ages, although

separated by some two millennia in time (ca 3600 - 1600) both appear to correspond

to eustatic high stands'of slight but approximately equal magnitude. Thus, as

zones of decreasing land uplift are approached, they may be expected to converge

at a common level, slightly above the present shoreline# Since PG2 (ca 5000 B.P.)

seems to have corresponded to a eustatic level that was lower (about present sea

level) it would appear likely to intersect the level adopted by PG3 and 4*

It would thus seem that whereas until Pul descends to about 20 feet

Q.D. (Figure 13.1), the lowest marked feature is likely to date essentially from

the period of ?G4 (1300 - HOG B.P.), beyond that point the PG3 (3800 - 3200) and

PG4 remnants are likely to coalesce, while further from the centre of uplift the

PG2 (ca 5*000 B#P.) shoreline is also likely to intersect with their level. As

indicated earlier, PG1 (ca 6000 B.P.) appears likely to maintain its topmost

position until it too intersects eventually with PG3 and 4» close above the

present shore.

This reconstruction is based essentially on the Forth-T&y data.

Elsewhere, which feature actually survives, and at what height at individual

localities, may clearly be expected to vary in tarns of such factors as tidal

range, material supply, exposure, vulnerability to later erosion, etc. For this

reason it would seam premature at the present state of knowledge to attempt too

detailed a provisional hypothesis concerning the distribution of different

shorelines in the country as a whole.

One further conclusion seems legitimate, however. It will be recalled

from Figures 13.1 and 14.1 that only a very small fraction of Scotland^ coastline

(perhaps from Dunbartonshire to the head of Loch Fyne) seems likely to have

experienced a greater amount of uplift during the Holocene than the point in the

upper Forth for which the relative sea level movement diagram (Figure 13«4) was
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constructed in Chapter 13. A comparison of this curve and the eustatic curve

derived in Chapter 12 (Figure 12.5) would appear to offer a basis for certain

deductions, provided it can be assumed that postglacial uplift has not followed

a markedly irregular pattern in Scotland in recent millennia.

As yet unpublished work by Sissons (pers.comm.) suggests that in

the western Forth valley some minor fluctuations may be distinguishable, but the

recent monograph by Andrews (1970), on the general nature of postglacial uplift,

suggests that overall regularity is likely. In Scotland there seems little to

indicate major hingelines (cf. Sauramo 1939), certainly not any active during the

last six millennia, the period of principal interest here.

The shapes and relationships of the two curves would seem to suggest

that, with Wie possible exception of the area of greater uplift mentioned above,

limited conclusions are possible as to which eustatic episodes may be represented

by visible shore features in Scotland as a whole. Thus, while as indicated above

predictions can not be made as to which shorelines actually survive in different

areas, it at least seems possible to define which among the eustatic events seem

most likely and which least likely to appear as visible shorelines. Until the

present dearth of direct dating evidence is gradually remedied in Scotland, such

considerations may at least help to narrow local problems of interpretation.

The curves, and toe earlier discussion in this chapter and Chapter 13,

suggest that it is unlikely that the Scottish coastlines of the first four millennia

of the Holocene are now generally exposed as visible features. The possibility

that features dating from around 6000 B.P. in Zone Vila form the Holoeene marine

limit over much of the country has already been discussed. After that, toe curves

suggest that it is likely that the shorelines of eustatic Phase $, of the minor

episode ca 4200 B.P., and of Phases £, L, M would tend to be buried by later

deposits in Scotland. Those of Phase 0 and Phase P would appear to coincide so



closely with the present shoreline as probably to be indistinguishable from it,

even in the areas of greatest isostatie uplift. Similarly, the close

coincidence in level and date between Phases X and £ suggests that, exceptional

circumstances aside, these are probably indistinguishable in the field. It would

thus seem that if the results from Chapters 5 to 12 and the conclusion in (i-b)

above, regarding synchronous Holocene shorelines in Scotland, are valid, the as

yet undated multiple shoreline remnants of Scotland in j-eneral, as in the Forth-
Tay area, may tend to relate to eustatic Phases F, £, £/£, and K, rather than

other periods in the Holocene.
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Figure 14..1 Map of the heights of the main
postglacial raised beaches of
Scotland - after Sissons 1967
Fig.87, p.212.



 



Chapter 15

The compatibility of the conclusions with the evidence of Scottish

archaeological material that is believed to be involved in marine changes.

The present chapter is in two sections. The results from the

previous chapters are first reviewed briefly in terms of their apparent

implications for Scottish archaeological material. Then the compatibility of

these conclusions with archaeological evidence currently available is examined.

For convenience in archaeological discussion, throughout this

chapter dates are quoted accordirg to the B.C./A.D, system, and not in years

before present, as elsewhere.

ill IitpUgfltjqng artgipg frqrq tfog Of thQ dates

In the context of Scottish archaeology, the most important result

from the study carried out in Chapters 5 to 14 is the confirmation that the

concept of a single "25 foot raised beach" is a gross oversimplification. Instead

of being restricted to "the Mesolithic", as has been widely assumed (viz. Chapter

2) it now seems clear that changes of sea level have affected Scotland throughout

the period for which archaeological evidence is available.

In Chapter 1, it was suggested that considerable uncertainty

existed as to how far shoreline changes recognised in any one area were likely

to correspond to those registered elsewhere. It was concluded that this question

was central to the future development of concepts relating marine change and

Scottish prehistory, in that if local factors tended to predominate, the value

of shoreline changes for developing chronological frameworks for archaeological

material would be minimal.

From the survey of western European radiocarbon dates (Chapters

5 to 11), it seems however that the influence of ocean level variations

synchronised the timing of transgressions and regressions throughout a range of
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of land movement regimes and coastal environments considerably wider than that

represented in Scotland. This result was confirmed in specific terms in

Chapters 13 and 14, where it was found that episodes in different parts of

Scotland did indeed appear compatible with the sequence recognised elsewhere

on the western seaboard of Europe. It would thus seem that throughout the

country Holocene changes of relative sea level are likely in general to have

dates that correspond to those of similar events elsewhere, all tending to reflect

the ubiquitous influence of eustatic control. As indicated in Chapter 14, it

seems unlikely that individual postglacial former shorelines in Scotland are

significantly time transgressive.

In that chapter, it was also concluded that although local

differences in the development and preservation of features clearly occurred, it

seemed that the former shoreline features that are now visible in Scotland are

more likely to belong to certain specific eustatic episodes than to others.

Thus, it will be recalled that it was suggested that the visible

formations seem most likely to relate to eustatic Phases F, G, i/J, and N. On

the A.D./B.C. system, these culminated at about 4000 B.C., 3000 B.C., 1650/1200 B.C.

and 300 A.D.

Of particular interest in archaeological terms is the probability

that the postglacial shores of Scotland from the period prior to 4000 B.C. are

in general either submerged or now buried beneath later deposits (marine,

sstuarine or, exceptionally, as at Aros and Nether Lochar, peat moss).

This makes the widely current assumption that visible Scottish

raised beaches are "Mesolithic" seem even less appropriate. As shown in Chapter

14, over most of the country the Holocena marine limit 3eema to date from around

4000 B.C., and thus only a few centuries can have intervened there between the

availability of the highest Holocene marine deposits for settlement and the
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arrival of the first Neolithic colonists (cf. Watts 19&Q, Scott 1964* Piggott

1965). From the results collated in that chapter, it would indeed seem that

towards the periphery of Scotland the oldest visible raised beaches are more likely

to date from the Bronze AgelEustatic Phases I and J, completed respectively ca.

1650 and ca. 1200 B.C.) or the period of the Soman occupation (Phase N, completed

ca. 300 A.D.) Thus the views of many of the early workers discussed in Chapter 2

are at least in part vindicated, even though the evidence that they originally

cited in support of their contentions remains unacceptable.

Not only shorelines dating from before 4000 B.C. seem likely to

be buried. In the earlier chapters it was established that ocean level variations

did not progress smoothly but appeared rather to consist of distinct positive and

negative movements (see particularly Chapter 12).

That these appear to have taken place throughout the Holocene

suggests that in future in excavating coastal or estuarine sites in Scotland it

would be advisable to avoid any preconceptions as to what kinds of archaeological

material might or might not have been buried or otherwise affected by sea level

change. The existence in the Forth-Tay area of traces of peat suggesting that a

very late prehistoric land surface was buried by PG4 (Chapter 13) reinforces this

in specifically local terms. In principle, the fluctuating nature of the ocean

level movements implies that in the case of every marine phase some part at least

of the deposits exposed during regression was likely to be resubmerged later and

perhaps burled. It will be recalled from Chapter 14 that it seems likely that

not only parts of the emerged sea bed but even the actual shorelines of certain

episodes may well be buried in Scotland. In addition to all those prior to

4000 B.C., these include the shorelines of the Phases which culminated about

2650 B.C., 2250 B.C., 750 B.C., 250 B.C., and 50 A.D.

Another implication of the fluctuating nature of the marine changes
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is that archaeological sites at present submerged or subject to occasional

inundation by the sea do not necessarily denote land subsidence even if they

are relatively late in date, since even in the later Holocene there seem to have

been periods when ocean level was lower than at present (viz. Chapter 12).

Finally, the results regarding the duration of the marine

fluctuations seem of particular importance here. In Chapter 3 it was suggested

that the possibility existed that alterations in Scotland's coastlines might have

occurred sufficiently rapidly to outstrip the type of chronological distinctions

that might be made from archaeological material on typological grounds. The

survey of radiocarbon dates has confirmed the large number and characteristically

short duration of the marine changes that have taken place in the Holocene. The

level of complexity indicated by the survey suggests that the misgivings expressed

in Chapter 3 are justified in respect of both the imprecision of typological

dating and the scantiness of published data on the relationships between

antiquities and the stratigraphic or geomorphological evidence of coastal change.

While containing some suggestions that the changes were more complicated than the

"25 foot raised beach" concept implied, the available archaeological evidence is

clearly inadequate in itself to resolve these complexities fully.

Indeed, the disparity between the complexity of the marine changes

and the weakness of the data surviving from many potentially relevant archaeological

sites is such as to suggest that in a large number of cases it will probably never

be possible to elucidate fully their original relationships to sea level. This

being so, it seems profitless to discuss these reports here. The discussion that

follows is accordingly restricted in the main to sites identified in Appendix 1 as

being of particular interest.
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(il) The compatibility of the conclusions with the principal
archaeological evidence

As in Appendix 1, sites at present within reach of the tides will

be discussed first, followed by those claimed to be directly influenced by past

marine changes. Finds offering only "terminus ante quem" information will not

be discussed further here, however, since it is considered that the additional

uncertainties that these involve (viz. Appendix 1) do not in general permit fine

enough chronological distinctions to resolve a sequence of marine change of the

order of complexity suggested by the results from Chapters 6 to 14.

Ho useful comment is possible on some of the sites now within

reach of the tides. Regrettably, this includes all the known crannogs in marine

or estuarine locations. As noted in Appendix1, the 18th and 19th century

modifications of the Clyde prevent conclusions from the examples there, while

the absence of any definite information on the date of the Eriska or Beauly Firth

mounds prevents valid comparisons between these sites and the proposed eustatic

curve.

In Chapter 3» doubt was also expressed about a site off Granton

now under consideration by Mr. Angus Graham. It will be recalled that he is

interested in the possibility that pieces of broken masonry scattered on the rock

platform might conceivably be remains of a Roman harbour. However, neither

stratified deposits nor small finds survive.

It now seems (Figure 12.16) that during the majority of the Roman

occupation of Scotland, ocean level was rising, while from Chapter 13 it is

apparent that the shoreline feature developed during this period is that referred

to as PG4. According to Sissons, D.E. Smith and Cullingford (1966), this is

about 4 metres above Ordnance Datum in the Granton area. The sea probably

started to retreat from this about 300 A.D., but comparison of Figures 12.16 and



13.1 suggests that at Granton the local shore level was probably above that

of the present day throughout the tiras that the Romans were in Scotland. From

the present writer's measurements, the area of interest to Mr. Graham is some

2\ metres below O.D. It would thus seem that even if the pieces of masonry are

Roman, which is in doubt, either they must have formed part of installations

below their contemporary low tide mark (they are only exposed now at

exceptionally low tides), or else they came to their present position in the

course of the coastal retreat that is known to have taken place recently (vis.

A. Geikie, 1901).

While considering late sea level fluctuations in the Forth-Tay

area, it is interesting to note that there are several sites which may possibly

reflect one of the periods of low relative sea level that the suatatic curve
a

suggests may have occurred after the time of PG 4* Some examples include/grave
slab marked with two crosses, covering what may have been a washed out grave

about a hundred yards below high water mark near Wemyss Castle (RCAHM 1933)J and

two fairly circumstantial traditions, one referring to the loss of a supposed

chapel on the site of the Lady Bank, a mud bank off Monifieth/Broughty Ferry in

the Toy (Ordnance Survey records) and the other concerning a Culdee call

supposedly located on a now tidal rock off St. Andrews (Martina 1683). Even if

the traditions and the interpretation of the Wemyss find can be accepted, it is

once more Impossible to eliminate the possibility that horizontal changes in

the position of the coartline might be the dominant factor in the evidence.

Certainly at St. Andrews there is documentary evidence of coastal erosion going

back to early medieval times (viz. Iyon 1843).

Although similarly inconclusive evidence regarding the possible

inundation of sites by the sea exists elsewhere on the mainland of Scotland,

the most convincing evidence of submergence appears to be that in the Shetlands



and Outer Isles, noted in (Appwhdix^. As indicated in Chapter 14, it seems not

unlikely that in both these areas some actual downward movement of the land has

taken place (a3 distinct from mere submergence relative to a rising ocean level).

The location of these sites there is certainly compatible with this. Even so,

however, the archaeological evidence does not appear to provide definite

confirmation of land movement.

Thus, it will be recalled from Appendix1! that the so called "boat

harbours" at the wheel house sites of Foshigarry and Garry lochdrach in themselves

implied either no change or only a slight relative rise of sea level between their

dates and the present day. Mr. Euan MacKie, who is engaged on a study of stone

structures in the western isles, considers that these buildings can hardly have

been constructed earlier than about 200 A.D., and that the occupation debris from

such sites frequently implies dates several centuries later than this (pers.comm.)
If these sites were built at the very beginning of the date range

suggested by Mr. MacKie, they would coincide with the high eustatic level of Phase

N (mentioned above in relation to Granton) and from the present circumstances of

the sites (Beveridge and Callendar, 1931) this would appear to imply a downward

movement of the land in Korth Uist of the order of one metre since about 300 A.D.

(providing that the tidal amplitudes and storm wave ranges at the sites were

approximately the same as at present).

However, after briefly exceeding the present level around 300 A.D.,

ocean level appears to have fallen quickly to about a metre lower than now,

before beginning to rise again about 700 A.D. (Figure 12.16). Thus if the earth

houses were built on the beach only slightly later than their earliest possible

date, they need not necessarily indicate any land movement.

In Appendix J, attention was drawn to three forts in the same area

that are subject to marine flooding in certain and weather conditions. These were
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Dun Thomaidh, and the Duns in Loch Qbisary and on Hudh an Duin. The dating of

these is somewhat problematic because of the deficiencies of the early

investigations of the structures and the dearth of small finds. Mr. McKie

suggested that certainly Dun Thomaidh, and presumably the others, might be as

early as the 1st century B.C., although again all might at least in part be

several centuries later than this.

This again leaves open the question of recent land movement in the

Outer Isles, It will be recalled that the base of the main wall at Dun Thomaidh

is at present high tide mark and that even its top is swept by rough seas, while

the sill of the entrance on Rudh an Duin is flooded half a metre at springs and

part of the interior of the Dun in Loch Obisary is always submerged at high tide.

Clearly if they were built at the time of the high ocean level at 300 A.D., a

subsequent downward movement of the land of certainly l£ to 2 metres would seem

likely. However if they were built two to four centuries earlier, as seems

possible, the lower ocean level than (perhaps almost 2 metres lower than at

present about 0 B.C./A.D.) leaves open the possibility that no movement of the

land has taken place. The stone construction, present ruined state and potential

past re-use of these duns prevents any conclusion as to whether they are likely

to have been subjected to deeper submergence in the past than at present.

Similar uncertainties surround the interpretation of the three

Shetland broch sites mentioned in Appendix 1 f ihich presumably date from around

the same period (cf. Hamilton 1962, McKie I969).

In Appendix 1 it was noted that both Shetland and the Outer Isles

have earlier structures within reach of high tides. These were the remains of

what appeared to be chambered cairns, at the Houb o1 Scatsta in Shetland, and at

Geirsclett ; and Sig Mor in North and South Uist, respectively. Although

presumably Neolithic, none of these have been excavated, and since they were all



badly damaged, no close dating i3 possible. This being so, although these sites

are clearly compatible with downward movements of the land they too provide no

independent proof that this has occurred, as reference to the proposed austatic

curve (Figure 12.16) shows. It will be seen that prior to about 1700 B.C.

(except for a brief episode about 3000 B.C. when the present level may have been

reached) in general ocean level appears to have been two or more metres lower than

at present throughout the Neolithic. Thus their present vulnerability to the

tides need not necessarily reflect more than the overall change in the level of

the oceans between their period and the present.

The archaeological sites at present within reach of the tides in

Scotland thus provide little positive information additional to that obtained

from nor>-archaeological data in earlier chapters. On the other hand, however,

the evidence they do supply on relative sea level change does not appear to

require any interpretations incompatible with the results obtained in the previous

phases of the present study.

Archaeological material claimed to be directly involved in the

deposits of past marine changes will now be discussed.

As indicated in (i) above, it now seems clear that artifacts much

later than the "Mesolithic" are likely to be buried in marine and estuarine

deposits in Scotland.

There are some indications that this is indeed the case. As shown

in Appendix1, in most cases the finds were of portable objects that might have

sunk in some depth of water. In general they thus do not provide a reliable

indication of their contemporary shore level. They do however serve to confirm

that marine changes were in progress in Scotland during later parts of the Holocene.

Examples from finds discussed in Appendix) include:

The two dugout canoes from the old deposits of the Clyde



that were found to contain polished stone axes (Buchanan, 1862, 1869)J

"toe polished stone implement found with a layer of shells buried in toe carse

at Errol (Jas. Geikie, 1881); toe polished and perforated greenstone axe head

found at Leito under a layer of shells, ten feet down (Irons 1897); and toe nearby

discovery of a bronze razor at a similar depth in gravel (PSAS V and IX).
The set of bronze axes reported from the rock cleft at Maidens in

Ayrshire may possibly also be of relevance (Munro 1883, 1899), although in Appendix

f it was concluded that it was impossible to be certain whether or not the gravel

sealing the cleft had in fact been thrown up by the sea.

It will also be recalled from that chapter that the flints

Incorporated within toe raised beach at Freswick in Caithness seemed essentially

similar to those of the overlying settlement, which certainly appeared to be Bronze

Age in date. Although Lacaille (195-4) assumed that they must be Mesolitoic because

they were in a raised beach, in terms of the results of the present study this seems

a non sequitur. According to arguments advanced in Chapter 14, it indeed seems not

unlikely that towards the periphery of the Scottish area of isostatic uplift, as

in Caithness, the main raised beach should relate to eustatic Phases I and J.

These were completed about 1650 and 1200 B.C., that is, during the first half of

toe Bronze Age.

Examples of later finds incorporated in marine or estuarine deposits

include the clinker built vessels at Clydehaugh (Buchanan 1862) and, apparently,

Stranraer (Sutherlands1870), bub as with toe majority of the dugout canoes, these

were destroyed and there seems little prospect of dating them precisely.

Some late material that can be dated closely and which may possibly

have been incorporated in estuarine deposits at toe time of their formation is

available. This includes, for example, a fibula found near Bannockburn In 1850

(PSAS Lll) in drain digging, and even perhaps the statuette of Mercury in bronze
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(PSAS IXX) found in 1885 near Throsk, also in the Forth carse. In these, as in

most similar cases, too little information has survived for the possibility to

be adequately evaluated.

Thus far, this section has been concerned primarily with

archaeological material that seems clearly to be of "post-Mesolithic" character.

Attention will now be given to finds that appear to be, or have been claimed to

be, Mesolithic.

Perhaps the Scottish discovery that has the clearest case for being

regarded as Mesolithic on the basis of its relationship to evidence of marine

change is the dugout canoe found at Friarton, near the Tay at Perth. This was

reported by James Oeikie (1879, 1881, 1894). Under 10 to 11 feet of carse clay,

it lay on its bottom among treetrunks on a peat bed overlying sand. That the bed

did in fact indicate a former land surface was proved by the fact that the old soil

upon vhich it rested was crowded with roots.

There can be little doubt (cf. Chapter 13) that this canoe lay on

one of the Early Holocene buried beaches of the Forth-Tay area. It will be recalled

that those most firmly dated seemed about eight and a half and nine and a half

millennia old, although the top of the peat overlying them was somewhat younger.

Until the final results of work by R.A. Cullingford on the Tay buried beaches

becomes available, it would be premature to suggest a specific date for the canoe.

It seems clear however that the Friarton dugout must be one of the oldest boats

yet found in western Europe (compare, for instance, J.V.S. Megaw, 1961, concerning

the canoe from Pesse, in Holland).

Although, as shown in Appendix 1, the stratigraphic data regarding

the majority of the canoe finds is inadequate, there seems some chance that others

too may be very early. Thus, for example, Sir John Clark wrote of a canoe found

in 1726, 13 to 14 foot deep in the Falkirk car3e, that "there were several strata
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above it, such as loam, clay, shells, moss, sand and gravel; these strata

demonstrate it to have been an antediluvian boat ... " (p.24-).

Most of the other'coastal archaeological material taken to be

Mesolithic has a less clear title than the Friarton canoe to an early date. In

Chapter 3 attention was drawn to the problematic nature of the typology of much

of the worked stone. Assemblages that have been claimed to be Mesolithic

certainly lack polished stone, pottery or metal artifacts, but it is not always

clear whether their absence (a) implies a date before the local introduction of

these types of artifacts, or (b) shows that only stone was robust enough to survive

at that site, or (c) indicates that the community concerned were impoverished

contemporaries of groups at higher technical levels.

In several cases the available geological and archaeological data

contain ambiguities that make it seem unprofitable to go beyond the comments made

in Appendix1„ These include the Stannergate, Camphill, Peterhead, Qronsay and

ftisga sites, together with "the mixed collection of flints from the Clyde and

Solway areas left over from the Glasgow Exhibition.

Although the sites at Terally, Wigtownshire, and Lealt Bay on Jura

were the subject of competent modern excavations (livens 1956,Mercer 1968 publ,

1970, respectively), these do not permit chronological checks to be made of the

shoreline model proposed in Chapter 14.

Thus, no definite data is available for the flints from Terally,

which were found in the uppermost part of the raised beach material. Only ten

were 3aid to have been tools, and according to Coles (1963) all have now been lost

Mercer did not propose a date for the Holocene washing limit site

on Jura on the basis of his extensive typological study there. As Indicated in

Appendix!, he accepted the date derived by Durno from pollen analysis. This was

discussed along with other pollen studies in Chapter 14-
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Of the potentially relevant cave sites, that at Duntroon (Mapleton

1873, Lacaille 1954) may or may not have been directly involved in sea level

change, but since the finds are undatable this can not be evaluated.

The problem of the MacArthur cave at Oban was stated in some detail

in Appendix"!, and it was concluded there that the survival of loose ash and charcoal

in the lower occupation deposit, enclosed between two layers of open textured permeable

gravel, suggested that the upper gravel layer probably had not been laid by storm

waves. Nevertheless as the excavator, Anderson (1895) indicated, this possibility

can not be altogether eliminated.

In the case of this site, some indication of the date is available.

Thus, both Clark (1956) and Coles (1963) consider that although some of the

flintwork suggests the influence of traditions rooted ultimately as far back as the

Creswellian, the mattock heads of antler found there have their closest analogues

in the Danish Ertebolle culture, and even later (Neolithic) cultures of adjoining

areas. They concluded that the Oban sites should not be dated any earlier than

Late Atlantic in terms of pollen chronology.

This would seem consistent with the conclusions reached in Chapter

14.. It will be recalled that it was suggested there that the Holocene marine limit

was probably attained in the part of Scotland that includes Oban during an earlier

part of the Atlantic pollen zone, most probably with the culmination of eustatic

transgression Phase F around 4000 B.C. According to Anderson (1895) the threshold

of the cave (which was not itself necessarily of postglacial origin, cf. McCann

1966) was at 34 feet Q.D., vhile the top of the lower gravel layer was about 4

feet higher. This would seem to place the level of the beach gravel in the cave

prior to inhabitation at the approximate shore level of the Holocene limit in that

area (Figure 14»1)« Thus it would seem possible to envisage the sea retreating

from the gravel choked cave about ^QQj B.C., and the Obanians moving in some
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centuries or even a millennium later.

The data from the earlier chapters suggests that if the gravel

overlying the lower occupation horizon was deposited during a subsequent trans¬

gression, this was only likely to have been that of eustatic Phase G, which

reached its maximum about 3000 B.C. Comparison of figures 12.16, 13,1 and 14.1

suggests that at the isobase on which Oban lies even Phase G did not reach a

level relative to the land as high as that of Phase F. It may have been six to

eight feet lower. Too many variables are however involved for much confidence to

be felt in this estimate.

No final decision can thus be reached as to whether the upper

gravel layer was thrown into the cave by the sea or was spread by the occupants

to provide a fresh living floor. The writer considers that, on balance, the latter

possibility is perhaps more probable in view of the ash evidence.

Whichever view is taken, there seems little in the evidence from

Gban to conflict with the model of sea level ohange derived in the earlier chapters.

At Campbeltown and Ballantrae this is hardly the case, if Lacaille

(1954) is correct.

He equates the stone industries from the Albyn Distillery, Dalaruan,

Millknowe and Ballantrae sites with the Early Larnian industries of Ireland. These

date from the Boreal in terms of pollen chronology, i.e. from before 5000 B.C.

Mitchell (1955) has not only confirmed this pollen attribution, but also showed

by radiocarbon dating at Toome Bay in County Londonderry that the Early Larnian

dated from about 5725 B.C. Thus by equating the Campbeltown and Ballantrae sites

with the Early Larnian, Lacaille implies that they were at least a thousand and

perhaps seventeen hundred or more years older than the oldest raised beaches that

the present writer expected to occur exposed as visible features in those parts

of Scotland.



There, as in the majority of the mainland, it was expected in

terms of the model evolved in Chapter 14. that all postglacial beach surfaces

dating from prior to 4000 B.C. would be buried. At Ballantrae and Albyn

Distillery, however, the finds came from the top of the raised beach, while even

at Dalaruan and Millknowe where the artifacts were incorporated in the beach

deposit they were nevertheless within only Wo feet (Millknowe) and four feet

(Dalaruan) of its surface (Chapter 3)» In coarse beach materials of the types

involved, these depths do not necessarily imply long periods of sedimentation.

Thus, certainly at Ballantrae and Albyn Distillery and perhaps also

at the other Wo sites, Lacaille's classification suggests a major discrepancy

between his an! the present writer's views. This is of some importance, because

as Coles (1963) has pointed out the Albyn Distillery site has for long been

considered the principal station of the Early Mesolithic in Scotland.

Lacallie drew his typological analogy from Irish material, and as

shown in Chapter 14 according to pollen analyses the Holocene marine limit in

much of north east Ireland seems to be of a similar age to that anticipated there

for south west Scotland. It therefore seems relevant to examine the relationship

of Early Lamian materiel to coastal stratigraphy at Irish sites.

There, there seems little doubt that the artifacts occur in

contexts consistent with the views evolved in Chapter 14 from the non-archaeological

evidence of sea level change. Thus at Island Magee and Cushendun (Movius 1940a)
there is no doubt that the Early Larnian was buried below the raised beach

sediments, while even some later versions of the Larnian occurred at the base of

the beach gravels, not only at Cushendun, but also at Currah Point, Larne itself

(Movius 1954) and at Glenarm, Antrim (Movius 1937). Material related to the

Larnian was found incorporated within the beach material at Rough Island, County

Down (Movius 1940b). Irish radiocarbon dates, already considered in Chapters



6, 8 arri 9, are also of relevance (particularly I 1198; U 903 and 904} Q 212,

373, 632), and support the view advanced in Chapter 14-.

At some Irish sites flints of Larnian aspect do occur on top of

the raised beach sediments, in contexts analogous to the Campbeltown sites.

Liversage (1961) has reported badly rolled flints from the plough soil on the

leinster coast, vhile Mitchell (1956) has described a midden at Sutton which was

in part overlain by a storm deposit but which subseo^ently continued to accumulate

on top of the raised beach. Earlier he had also investigated a midden at

Rockmarshall (1949) apparently dating from just after the maximum Holocene trans¬

gression, vhich also yielded Lamian flints, as did middens on the raised beach

at Dalkey Island (Watts i960).

In these cases, there seems little doubt that the artifacts dated

from after 4000 B.C. In addition to the Implications of pollen studies, the

finds at Sutton included at least one polished stone axe. Others occurred along

with the remains of domesticated animals at Dalkey Island. There two separate

middens on the raised beach both contained Larnian flint industries, but yielded

radiocarbon dates of 3350 B.C., and 2310 B.C. (D.38, 5300 + 170 B.P.; BM 78,

4260 + 150 B.P.)

Typologically, the Lamian elements from these late sites are not

dissimilar to the Early Larnian material. Unlike assemblages from intermediate

dates (which were characterised by rather larger flakes and tools) both are mad9

up of typically small artifacts (see the various works by Mitchell and Movius

already cited).

Coles, in his review of Scottish material of Mesolithic aspect

(I963) has drawn attention to this similarity in the appearance of the Early

and Ultimate Larnian. After re-examination of the Scottish material, he stresses

that "the basic variation between Irish Larnian and Scottish 'Larnian' should not



be under-emphasised" (p.80) and goes on "if it is insisted that the Albyn industry

b8 termed Larnian, this must be Ultimate Larnian" (p.90). His typological grounds

for this view include the occurrence at Albyn Distillery of a quartz "tranchet axe"

and two Larne picks, a form extremely rare in Early Larne contexts (only one reported

from Cushendun) but common in later assemblages (see also Koviuft 1953, p.63).

It would thus seem that there is a strong case for rejecting the

early date proposed by Lacaille for the Scottish material that he classified as

"Early Larnian". There thus appears to be little reason to believe that the

Albyn Distillery finds exceed the maximum age of <4000 B.C. suggested for the type

of location they occupy by the arguments advanced in Chapter Li. Indeed, the

Dalkey Island dates suggest that the finds may be considerably younger than

that.

In Appendix 1, it was shown that the evidence reported by Gray (189-4)

from Dalaruan and Millknowa could be interpreted as indicating either that the

flints had been incorporated in the beach as sea level rose towards its local

maximum, or that they had been buried subsequently, by a transgression during the

overall fall of relative sea level towards its present position. The artifacts

give no help in resolving this. Clearly, from the xd.de range of dates to which

they might be attributed on typological grounds, either interpretation remains

feasible.

In Appendixit was suggested that Lacaille was unconvincing in

arguing that his proposed "Early Larnian" component could be separated from the

Neolithic material with Which it was mixed in the plough soil on the raised beach

at Ballantrae. The evidence of direct association between Larnian flints and

Neolithic cultural traits at Dalkey Island and Sutton would seem to suggest that

at Ballantrae all the material may indeed belong to a single cultural, as well as

stratigraphic, unit. Whether this is so or not, it seems clear that as at
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Campbeltown, the archaeological material at Ballantrae oan also be reasonably

interpreted in a way compatible with the proposed model of the Scottish

shorelines.

Conclusion

In general, then, it seems possible to conclude that no

irreconcilable differences exist between the results obtained in the earlier

parts of the present work and information that is available on the Scottish

archaeological material believed to be involved in marine changes.

The limitations of this information have however been emphasised,

both in the present section and in Chapter 3. In that ch pter, the uncertainties

regarding both the archaeological dates of finds and their precise relationship

to the natural stratigraphy led to the conclusion that it would be preferable to

base the investigation of 3ea level change primarily on non-archaeological data.

These same shortcomings prevent the review carried out here from being regarded

as providing a rigorous test for the validity, in archaeological terms, of the

results obtained in Chapters 5 to 14-. It would seem that a full evaluation must

await the excavation of fre3h archaeological sites, carried out in direct

conjunction with detailed studies of the geomorphology, palaeoecology and

stratigraphy of related marine deposits.

For the moment, however, it is suggested that the proposed model of

marine change is sufficiently firmly based to offer a more profitable hypothesis

for further investigation than that provided by the concept of a "25 foot raised

beach".
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CHAPTER 16

Summary and General Conclusions

In the opening chapters, different problems characteristic of

archaeological and non-archaeological approaches to the study of Holocene marine

changes were indicated. It was suggested that a new type of approach, based on

a detailed study of the timing of transgressions and regressions at a wide

variety of localities might avoid many of these difficulties.

That such an approach had become feasible was suggested by the

considerable increase during the last decade in the number of radiocarbon dates

directly related to coastal change. As indicated in Chapters 4 and. 5, although

the calibration of the C^ time scale in terms of earth years is still incomplete,

data now available allow determinations from different laboratories to be reduced

to a common standard, and various considerations (Chapter 5) suggested that

radiocarbon offered a system of relative dating sufficiently reliable for the

purpose in hand.
1 1

It was found that almost a thousand relevant C dates were avail¬

able for the western seaboard of Europe. It was decided to base the enquiry on

this area, which is characterised by a wide range of Holocene land movement regimes

and coastal environment types, It thus offered a good basis for an evaluation

of the relative roles of ocean level variations and more local factors in the

timing of coastal changes.

This area was particularly appropriate because the range of cond¬

itions embraces and extends beyond those represented in Scotland duriing the post¬

glacial period. It thus provided control for an assessment of the relative imp¬

ortance of local and eustatic factors in Scotland, where, as indicated in Chapter

1, the uneven distribution of detailed studies does not permit a reliable indep¬

endent conclusion.



In the European study, so that as far as possible the initial

hypothesis might be objective, use was made of a new application of a form of

descriptive statistic developed by Professor Alexander Thorn (Chapter 6). This

hypothesis was then examined in detail (Chapters 7 to 11).

The principal result of this study was the discovery that during

the Holocene relative sea level changes showed a very strong tendency to occur

synchronously throughout the western European seaboard, despite the great diver¬

sity of the coastal conditions and land movements represented there. This sug¬

gested strongly that the ubiquitous influence of ocean level was the controlling

factor, and indicated also that change in the level of the ocean's surface during

the Holocene was not a smooth process, but was characterised by distinct

fluctuations.

This latter conclusion is directly contradictory to the views of

Jelgersma (1961, 1966), but as shown in Chapter 12 an explanation is available

and other workers in many parts of the world (including some in her own field

study area) agree on the irregularity of Holocene eustatic change.

Of those who have previously sought to define the timing of the

fluctuations in ocean level, most have relied on relatively small numbers of

dates, and few of these have been corrected to allow for the discrepancies

revealed by the recent cross-calibration of radiocarbon laboratories. Thus, by

far the most widely quoted attempt is that of Fairbridge (1961), but it will be

recalled that he used only about seventy dates to cover the Holocene, and some

thirty of these were subsequently changed or cancelled on rescrutiny by the

laboratories.

It would seem that in terms of the number of dates used and their

up-rating to the current international standard, the results of the present

survey probably give the most reliable indication yet available of the dates of
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the Holocene eustatic fluctuations. These results are sumnurised in the table

that concludes Chapter 11.

Because of the uncertainties outlined in Chapter attempts to

establish the altitude pattern of ocean level variations are necessarily prob¬

lematic. It is considered that the tailed information from Chapters 5 to 11

on the timing of the short-term oscillations allowed a more rational correlation

of height/depth data than in some past investigations. Nevertheless, the pro¬

posed eustatic curve (Figure 12.16) can still only be regarded as tentative.

The height component in the curve is clearly not as relable as the time element.

Before reviewing the application of the results to Scottish prob¬

lems, three by-products of the survey of C^ dates may be mentioned, since these

each suggest possible lines for further research.

One, described in Chapter 7, was the use of graphs derived from

the radiocarbon dates from outside and inside the Baltic to identify the time

limits of periods such as the Ancylus Lake stage, when that waterbody was cut

off from the direct influence of ocean level.

The second example arises from observations discussed in Chapter

8, concerning shell beds and thin peats sandwiched between marine deposits.

Often in the field it is difficult to decide with any confidence how such dep¬

osits were related to marine changes. The thin peat bed, for example, might

date from the beginning, middle or end of a regression, while the shells might

have lived during either transgression or regression, or during both. In par¬

ticular, however, the survey of radiocarbon dates indicated tfcat deposits of

these kinds showed considerable consistency in their relationships to sea level

changes. Characteristically, thin intermarine peats dated from the onset of

transgression, while in general the shells in shell beds tended to date from

regressions. Findings of this kind are of potential value to palaeoecologists
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(Dr C.S. Johnson, pers. comm.).

The third example lies in the discovery (Chapter 11) that during

the later Holocene at least the custatic oscillations exhibited a strongly

marked periodicity, with transgressions tending to occur approximately every

545 earth years. It will be recalled that Sherman's statistic "Omega" indicated

that the likelihood of a periodicity as regular as that observed arising by

chance was less than oneper cent. Data from the survey would appear to offer

a basis for future quantitative assessments of the relationships between eustatic

variations and meteorological and/or astronomical processes that may influence

them. The apparent relationship with Holocene glacier variations was indicated

in Chapter 12.

The implications of the survey in relation to Scotland will now be

considered. As noted above, the western European data showed that ocean level

fluctuations dominated the timing of relative sea level changes over a consider¬

ably wider range of conditions than that represented in Scotland. From this it

seemed likely that transgressions and regressions registered in Scotland during

the Holocene should tend to conform to events represented elsewhere.

Both the detailed geomorphological evidence from the Forth-Tay area

and the radiocarbon and pollen evidence from the country as a whole appeared com-

FEtible with this conclusion (Chapters 13 $nd 14, including Appendix). An attempt

was accordingly made to identify which eustatic events might most probably be

represented by visible features and, in particular, which seemed most likely to

form the Holocene marine limit in different parts of Scotland.

As Chapter 15 suggested, in so far as it allows any definite con¬

clusions, the available Scottish archaeological evidence appears to be not incon¬

sistent with the tentative model of the shorelines derived in the previous

chapters.
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It is clear that the shortcomings of much of the investigation

and reporting of archaeological material found in the past are so great that

whatever information on marine change, per so, comes to light in the future, in

many cases it will remain impossible to reconstruct the original relationships

of the old finds to sea level. As shown in Chapters 3 and IS, even at the best

known raised beach sites like Oban and Campbeltown, there are major uncertainties

in the basic data.

With reference to both known and future discoveries of artifacts

associated with marine deposits, it is now clear that the simplicity of dating

merely "by inspection", that api eared to be offered by the concept of the "25

foot raised beach", is illusory. The level of complexity now seen to be charac¬

teristic of Holocene marine changes is such that it would, appear that detailed

investigations of the geomorphology, stratigraphy and palaeoecology of the

neighbourhood will often have to be integrated with the archaeological excavation

of a site in order to reach a reliable conclusion as to which specific marine

event the occupation was most closely related.

In some cases at least, this should be worthwhile. The "25 foot

raised beach" concept, offering only a single dating horizon for the postglacial

period, could at best have been of only limited value in archaeological chronology.

The very complexity of the sequence of short term changes, spread throughout the

postglacial period, offers considerable potential for establishing much finer

chronological distinctions. Thus, at suitable sites, it should in the future be

possible to place archaeological material relative to divisions only a few cen¬

turies long, even in those cases where typology is problematic, and the artifacts

themselves are not of materials suitable for direct radiocarbon or thermolumin¬

escent dating. The possibility of exploiting the complexities of the Holocene

marine changes in this way h z already been demonstrated elsewhere in western



Europe, for example by Altena et al. (1962), Bakker (1956), Jakobsen (1964),

Kwaad (1961), Waterbolk (1961) and Werth (1954)# among others.

Irrespective of the deficiencies of the archaeological reports

discussed in Chapters 2,3 and 15, Chapters 5 to 14 appear to give grounds for

the following provisional conclusions regarding the prehistoric shorelines of

Scotland;

i) Shorelines more than six thousand years old are likely to have been submerged

by later marine transgressions. A small area near the centre of postglacial up¬

lift may possibly prove to be an exception, but otherwise even in areas of

marked uplift, these shorelines appear in general to be buried beneath later

marine and estuarine deposits, elsewhere, the early Holocene coastlines are sub¬

merged below present sea level.

ii) In ouch of the country (but see v, below) the postglacial marine limit

appears to be marked by a major shore line dating from about 4000 B.C.. i.e.

from only a few centuries before the introduction of Neolithic techniques.

iii) In some areas, an ea "ly Neolithic shoreline of about 3000 B.C. seems also

to be present, below the ca 4000 B.C. feature. However, even in areas where con¬

sider Ble uplift has taken place, shorelines dating from the later parts of the

Neolithic appear likely to be buried beneath later marine deposits, while in

peripheral areas such as Shetland and the Outer Hebrides, both these and the

other shorelines so far mentioned seem to be submerged at present.

iv) A farther visible raised beach appears to cute from 1600/1200 B.C.. in the

early Bronae Age, buc it seems that Scottish shorelines of th j middle and late

Bronae age and the pre-Roaan Iron Age are again likely to be buried by later

deposits in the main areas of uplift, and are probably submerged elsewhere.

V; widely recognised raised beach just above present high tide mark probably

dates principally from the period of the Roman occupation. However, the early
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Bronze Age shoreline seems likely to merge with this towards the periphery of

the country. There the 3000 and 4000 B.C. waterplanes appear to pass successively

beneath the level of this composite low feature, which thus becomes the Holocene

marine limit. This may be so as far to the west as the Outer Hebrides, but to

the north the absence of any trace of raised beaches in the Shetlands suggests

that the present sea level is the transgression limit there.

The archaeological sections of the research reported here have been

concerned specifically with the geological relationships between artifacts and

marine changes. As indicated in the Preface, however, the overall aim of the

present work is to contribute towards the creation of a basis for future studies

of the broader implications of the changes in the environment of the prehistoric

inhabitants of the coastlands.

The results concerning Scotland listed here are necessarily prov¬

isional, but it is hoped that these and the more general conclusions regarding

the nature of Holocene marine change may go some way towards providing the

necessary foundation.
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Appqfldta %o Chapter

Types of Scottish archaeological evidence of potential relevance to shoreline

change

In this Appendix, the available archaeological evidence will be

considered according to its reported mode of occurrence.

Sites at present within reach of the sea will be considered first

(A), then other siteB possibly directly involved in past marine changes will be

discussed (B). After that, in (C) attention will be given to finds apparently

overlying marine deposits (either in some non-marine overburden or directly op

an exposed beach surface), and those artificially inserted into deposits some

time after their abandonment by the sea.

Major references will be given in full in the bibliography, as

in other chapters, but, to avoid congestion there, minor references to the

Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland will be given directly

in concise form here.

Al Sites at present within reach of the sea

In the past, as at the present day, one may assume that arti¬

facts were both lost overboard and dumped deliberately into the sea. Finds

of isolated objects, however incongruous, below high water mark thus of them¬

selves prove very little. Indeed, even graves found within the tidemark are

not necessarily a reliable indication of marine change. As the Hay-Fleming

collection at St Andrews makes clear, from time to time lepers, plague victims

and witches were interred between the tidelines around Scotland (see also

Murray 1922),

Even sites which were originally occupied on land but which are

now within the influence of the sea may not necessarily identify a change of level,

Thus while parts of Scotland's coast are at present being extended seawards, others
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are simultaneously being eroded back. In his classic work on "The Scenery of

Scotland", published 1865 to 1901, Archibald Geikie describes some forty stretches

of coastline where important loss of land has occurred in recent times. The

Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland contain large numbers of

reports where burial sites, prehistoric habitation sites and individual finds

have come to light as they were laid bare or undermined by wave attack, and top¬

pled onto the beach. In the great majority of these cases, the horizontal progress

of erosion is clearly the dominant factofc, and very little may be concluded regard¬

ing any changes in the vertical relationship of land and sea. They will accord¬

ingly not be discussed further here.

Ancient carvings in the surface of bedrock would appear to offer

a useful datum for estimating level changes. Unfortunately, however, all the

alleged carvings that have been reported from below present high water mark are

"cupioarks*: e.g. Tiree, Risga, Arran (Mann, 1922)J North Uist (Beveridge, 1911,

Lyford-Pike, 1941 )i and on the east, Gobwick Sands (Walton, 1962). In view of

the common occurrence along many Scottish shores of natural hollows of similar

size and fona due to weathering, it would seem undesirable to place much reliance

on these cases, particularly after reference to the published photographs (Beveridge

p30Q, Walton p58, op.cit.).

Two bedrock carvings above present high water mark are of some

interest, although their interpretation in terms of sea level change must await

more precise archaeological dating. One of these is cross carved close to high

water mark on Ra&say (Richardson, 1907), the other is the alleged "Roman S&gle"

at Cramond. According to Professor Charles Thomas (pers. comm.) this is not

Roman, though neither must it "take rank among the h. n !iworks of idle peasants

or truant schoolboys" (A. Geikie 1$61 p110). Both Professor Thomas and D.K. Steer

believe it may be Bark Age but no more precise date is available. Measurements



suggest it lies not only above present high water but slightly above the local

level of the lowest raised shoreline generally recognisable in the Forth-Tay area.

If it is indeed so late, it contributes little to the dating of that feature

(cf Chapter 13, where the Forth-Tay area is discussed in detail).

Several workers have demonstrated that ancient harbour installations

can be sensitive indicators of changes in level e.g. Flamming, (1962), du Flat

Taylor (Ed.) (1965). A search was accordingly made for Scottish examples.

Despite sporadic speculation on alleged Roman harbours from Sibbald

(1711) onwards, no reliable information seems available. The writer examined the

proposed site at low water mark off Granton currently under consideration by

Mr /Angus Graham (pers. comm.), but regretably there seems little prospect of pos¬

itive results from that area. Little can be concluded from occasional pieces of

broken masonry on the rocks of the abrasion platform, at a place where in recent

times, during gales from the north-east, stones weighing a ton or more have been

torn out of a coastal defence wall and relied to a distance of 30 feet during a

single storm. (Thomas Stevenson, quoted by Archibald Geikie, 1901 p56).

What have been referred to as boat harbours have been found in

association with coastal habitation sites and forts in the Outer Isles. Charac¬

teristic examples occurred in excavations by Erskine Beveridge at Foshigarry,

Garry lochdrach and Dun Thomaidh (Beveridge & Callendar 1931, Childe 1935).
These structures tend to be very small, however, (often about 20 feet long) and

are perhaps better regarded as boat shelters analogous to the dry "noosts" of

more recent times than as harbours in the usual sense. If this is correct, their

position is likely to reflect a local compromise between convenience in hauling

and security from storm damage, rather than any precise relationship to their

contemporary sea level. The lower of these structures (for example those named

here) occur close to or at present high water mark. None lies at or below



present low water. They would thus seem compatible either with no change in

relative sea level since their conAruction, or perhaps with a slight submergence.

On the mainland at bumbuck, a mile and a half east of Dumbarton,

a site has been reported with what Callendar (1929) has described as a "canoe

dock". All the remains there were covered by 4 feet of water at high water,

ordinary spring tides, and Callendar concluded that "a dock would never be built

in a position where it was liable to be frequently submerged", (p32Q). It would

seem, however, that the evidence is not so clear as he implies. He had not

visited the site, but Munro (1899 P437 et seq.) gives a detailed description

based on first hand observation while the site was being excavated. A large

canoe found just under the surface of the mud near the outer margin of the site

appears to have been the basis for the dofc conclusion. Munro' s view was that,

principally, the remains comprised the wooden basement of a stone and pile

structure of unknown height. He pointed out that similar wooden bases are com¬

mon among the stone-crannogs of Scotland and Ireland, and drew attention to the

likelihood that a nearby 19th century canal causeway had in part been built from

stones robbed from the pile covering the centre of the site. From his account,

there would seem to be no clear implication of the amount of ary water level

change.

When certain spurious antiquities (rightly dismissed by Munro) are

disregarded, the date of the Dumbuck crannog and that of another pile structure

on the opposite bank of the Clyde at Langbank, would appear to be about 150 A.D.
\

on the basis of small finds (Rivet, 1961).

The Langbank crannog was poorly reported originally (viz Callendar

op.cit; P.S.A.S. xxxiv), but the site was certainly also submerged when the tide

was high, and the sume was probably true of another crannog-like structure where

the Erskine Ferry crossed the Clyde (Scott 1966).
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If these crannogs were refuges, it might be supposed that they would

not originally have dried out at low tide. Even if this view is correct, however,

it does not necessarily follow that any change in mean sea level or the level of

the land is implied, because of the artificial modification of the Clyde from the

time of Golborne and Rennie in the 18th century onwards (particularly the straight¬

ening and narrowing of the channel, Kinaear & Wright 1956).

Other sites that are believed to bo marine crannogs are also known

in Scotland, but unfortunately none have been excavated by modern techniques,

and they have not been closely dated. Examples include: one off Lriska at the

mouth of Loch Crerar (Munro 1899; P.S.A.S. xix); and several in the Beauly Firth

area, some up to 400 yeards off shore. Reports include Blundell (P.C.A.S. xliv)
and McLagan in Munro (1899) P 437, while Sir Daniel Wilson's account of "sepulchral

cairns" ingulfed by the sea (1851, v.1 p19) seams to refer to the same features.

All of these are exposed at low water, and some at least seem to have been dry

at high water also until plundered relatively recently for wood or stone. For

example, Miss McLagan describes contemporary partial demolition of the Black

Cairn but reports that it was apparently used as a refuge after Culloden in 1745.

Wilson's cairns may have been crannogs, but elsewhere there appears

to be evidence of the actual submergence of chambered burial cairns. For example,

in 1914 the field surveyors of the Ancient Monuments Commission (Scotland) found

that two denuded chambered cairns, one at Geirsclett, North IJist, and the other

at Sig More, South Uist, were so positioned that part of the kerb of the former

was often covered at high water, while seaweed washed up by high tides is found

against the wall of the chamber of the latter. Since both are reported as being

founded on rock, there seems little scope for doubt that when they were built

their sites stood higher relative to the sea than at present. Unfortunately,

because of their damaged and empty state they cannot be dated precisely.



The same is regretably true of what seems a similar site in

Shetland. At the Houb of Scatsta on Sullom Voe, what appears to be the remains

of a cairn lies below high water mark. There are boulders suggesting a kerb,

and passage leading into a chamber. However, the site was used as a quarry for

a road bridge, and no definite conclusion is now possible (Henshall, 1963).

Both Shetland and the Outer Isles have other sites that may suggest

submergence. In Shetland, O'Dell (1939) drew attention to a broch with stepping

stones underwater and suggested tentatively that this might indicate a relative

rise of sea level in Kuckle Roe and Busta. As he suggests, however, this feature may

have been an original constru tion for defence, and certainly Srskine Beveridge

(1911 pi32-6) notes many cases of defensive sites (in freshwater lochs) where

this appears to be the case. Stewart (1956) suggests that what he believes to

be submerged sites at Orbister in Northmarine and Uyeasound were brochs.

Cluness (1951) mentions "traces of buildings now permanently below the level

even of the greatest ebb of spiring tides" (p25l), but these are unknown to the

staff of Lerwick Museum (Mr Tom Henderson, pers. comm.) and could not be traced.

The data from the Outer Isles are more specific, largely due to

the work of iSrskine Beveridge on North Uist, where the majority of the reported

sites lie. In addition to Foshigarry, Garry Iochdrach and Geirsclett mentioned

above, three duns in the North Uist area seem relevant. Loch Qbisary (Beveridge

1911 pl67) is a sea loch with a narrow (25 yard#) entrance, and the dun sited

on it has part of its enclosing stone wall and a considerable portion of the int¬

erior always submerged. Facing North Uist, on the shore of the tidal islet of

Vallay is a dun on Rudh an Duin (op.cit. p215). Luring spring tides this has

1$ foot of water above the sill of the outer entrance, and about 1 foot in the

inner area. Nearby in Vallay Sound is Dun Thomaidh (of which the boat shelter

has already been mentioned). This is on a rocky islet "the base of its
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encircling main wall stands at almost exactly the level of the high water mark

at spring tides, while even the top of this wall is completely swept by excep¬

tional tides, more especially in rough weather" (Beveridge & Callendar, 1931,

P317).

As Beveridge points out (1911, PP4&, 71, inter alia), there is a

considerable amount of evidence for erosion of farmland and even loss of villages

in recent centuries. Nevertheless, the rock based nature of the forts and cairns

would certainly seem to suggest a relative rise of sea level since their res¬

pective periods in that area, rather than mere horizontal erosion.

It is of interest that by 1716, Martin Martin hc.d presented con¬

vincing reports of stone built structures submerged off Bemera and Harris, while

the validity of local oral traditions of submerged buildings off Baleshair,

North Uist, has recently been confirmed by Mr Iain Crawford of the School of

Scottish Studies (pers. comm.). Nothing is known of the dates of these features,

however.

B ) Archaeological material possibly directly involved in past marine changes

In the previous section it was noted that finds of isolated artifacts

of a portable type below present sea level clearly offered a much less reliable

basis for conclusions about sea level change than, say, submerged habitation sites.

It is evident that the same holds t:nte of finds incorporated in ancient marine

deposits. No house or grave structures that have definitely been buried lay deposits

of marine transgressions have yet come to light in Scotland, however, so it is

necessary to give soae attention to less satisfactory types of evidence here.

Some of the artifacts reported to be buried in marine or estuarine

deposits in Scotland appear so anomalous that it seems reasonable to assume that

they came to the position in which they were found by processes other than those

involved in sea level change. The iron boat hook from the Carse of Gowrie has
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already been discussed in Chapter 2. Other examples include the two iron horse¬

shoes found 4 to 5 foot down in the corse, twenty yards apart and within fifty

yards of the skeleton of the Cornton Whale (reported anonymously in the

Transactions of the Alloa Society of Natural Science and Archaeology, 1863-4

P32-5); and the dagger, apparently of Sudanese origin, found "at a great depth"

in the mud of Aberlady Day and reported to Mr Cyril Aldred of the Royal Scottish

Museum (pers. comm.)

In some other cases, it is difficult to be sure that objects rep¬

orted in the past as archaeological evidence of marine change were even of

humun manufacture. This is particularly difficult to evaluate when the objects

themselves have not survived. Examples from particularly int resting strati-

graphic contexts include: a "rude ornament" of cannel coal (Lyell 1873) and

what was apparently a hollow scraper (J. Smith 1895) under beach deposits at

different sites in Dundonald parish, Ayrshire; seemingly worked timbers from

under the carse clay at Perth (Coatea 1912) and Falkirk (D. Hunter, pers. comm.);
and possibly worked antlers found at Kinnerl where the Avon enters the Forth

(Callendar 1929).

Several of the pieces of antler found with whale skeletons in the

Forth carse clay have been lost (the early literature is reviewed comprehensively

by Morris 1892, Turner 1912, Clark 1947 & 1952, Lacaille 1954)* I" some of

these cases it seems reasonably certain that the objects now missing were artifacts.

For example, one from Airthrey and another from Burribank were perforated, and

may have been similar to the surviving antler axe from Meiklewood. The Srtebtflle

culture of Denmark is now generally accepted as offering the nearest parallels

for this (e.g. Clark 1956, RCAHM 1963, Coles 1964). However, "no precise date

can be assigned to the antler implements in the total absence of any associated

finds ..." (RCAHM 1963, p19). Indeed, even in the cases of some of the



surviving objects (particularly an isolated find from Stirling Bridge, illustrated

by Lacaille 1954 p172) it is difficult to be confident that all the antlers had

in fact been used by man.

Even when it is clear that finds are true artifacts and that they

come from marine or estuarine deposits, no useful conclusion pay be possible

because no detailed information is available on the nature of their relationship

to those deposits. Thus during the last century and a half the dredging of the

Tay and dredging and docit excavations in the Clyde have yielded a wealth of

archaeological material. In the Tay in particular this includes a great deal of

Bronze Age material, vh'rh is closely datable on typological grounds, but it is

profitless to discuss this here since the process by which it came to light

yielded no stratigraphic data.

Among the commonest objects found buried in the deposits of Tay,

Clyde and other Scottish estuaries are dug-out canoes and other types of boat

remains, (over twenty craft came to light in the Clyde area alone in the earlier

part of the 19th century: viz J. Smith 1862, Chambers 1848, Wilson 1863, das.

Oeikie 1881, Munro 1899, 1904).

Unfortunately, however, very little useful information may be

obtained from finds of this kind, for three reasons.

firstly, even in the case of finds made in the course of dock

excavations or other civil engineering works, as opposed to dredging, usually

only the most general of accounts of the stratigraphic context of the vessel has

survived. This in turn frequently makes it impossible to assess whether the find

rested on a land sufface or had merely foundered in an unknown depth of water.

This latter possibility represents the second difficulty. As

indicated in the opening paragraph, it is one shared by any type of object that

might have been lost or damped in an estuary or the sea, and it limits the deductions



that are possible from, for example: a line-sinker found buried 5 feet down

at Invergordon (PSAS xlii); an axe-hammer dredged from Wick harbour (F3A5 lxiii);

a "polished stone implement" said to have been found at Errol with a layer of

shells in the carse clay (Jas. Geikie 1881); a perforated polished greenstone

hammer, 10 inches in length, found at Leith in sand under a layer of shells, about

ten feet under the surface (Irons, 1897); a bifid bronze razor with a ring on the

tang, found nearby eleven feet down in a bed of gravel (PSAS v & ix); or indeed

the human skull discovered 21 feet down near the canal at Grangemouth (Geikie,

op.cit.).

The third problem is that of dating the boats for wlach some strati-

graphic data are available. Thos of more complicated construction which might

have yielded a relatively precise date have not survived for modern assessment.

Two at least were clinker burlt. One was from Clydehaugh (Buchanan, 1862). The

other, from Stranraer, was "pretty large" and was nailed with "bronze pins"

(Sutherland 1870 p52J. The great majority of the finds were dug-out canoes,

however, and as Clark has pointed out (1952) these offer rather limited scope for

typological dating. Although two found in the deposits of the Clyde near Blasgow

contained polished stone axes (Buchanan 1862; Buchanan 1869), associated finds

are rare, and in most cases one can go no further than Pennant, who remarked in

his account of his Tour (vol.2 p1Q7) that dug-out canoes like the one he inspected

at Kilblain in 1772 were used by 'the primeval inhabitants of the country, when it

was probably in the same state of nature as Virginia whan first discovered by

Captain Philip Amidas".

Certainly in Scotland simple dug-outs appear to have been in use

throughout the greater part of the Holocene. In the Highlands they appear to

have been employed at least until the end of the 17th century (Gregeen, pers. comm.)

while the apparent direct association between the buried forest peat layer under
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11 feet of carse clay at Friarton by Perth and the canoe discovered there

(Jas. Geikie, 1881), suggests that that dug-out may be one of the oldest boats

in Europe (compare Megav, 1961, on the dug-out from Drenthe in Holland), although

it appears to have had no characteristics to distinguish it typologically from

examples that are certainly much later in date.

Thus far, the discussion has been concerred for the most part with

finds enclosed by deposits that were undoubtedly marine or estuarine. At msny

other sites, some doubt exists as to whether the processes that buried or dis¬

turbed the cultural remains wore infect related to sea level change. Unfortunately,

this would seem to be so at the majority of sites where the possibility of cor¬

relating archaeological material stratigraphies11y with sea level change has

been most favoured in the literature. The remainder of this section of the chapter

will be given over to a discussion of twelve examples of this type of site.

Of four located on the east coast, two are near Droughty Ferry on
¥

the Tay, at Stannergate and Camphill (Mathewson, 1879, and Hutcheson, 1886,
9

respectively). Lacaille (1954 p175) considred that both were directly associated

with what he describes as the raised beach of the Early Post-Glacial sea, despfce

a height difference of 20 feet between sites some three miles apart. Since the

higher site is the farthest east (Camphill), his conclusion would seem to imply

a raised beach tilted steeply against the trend of all other known former shore¬

lines in south aast Scotland (cf Figure 13.1)«

Comparison of the available chta on the sites (from the references

cited above, and Ordnance Survey records) with information from R.A. Cullingford

(pars, comm.) suggests that the Camphill site was probably between 20 and 30 feet

above the local Holocene marine limit. It would therefore seem that the sand

bed, capped by hill wash, which overlies the occupation layer was not the result

of an exceptional tide as Lacaille supposed. The original report does not give
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sufficient detail to ascertain whether it may be blown sand or find surface

washings from the hill.

The Stannergate site comprises a shell midden with split bones

and a hearth, overling 1 to 2 feet of what appears to be beach and and gravel,

resting on rock. Where the midden material thinned out, it was seen to be mixed

with the top of the sand and gravel. To Lacaille (p176), this suggested "the

action of waves on a shore encampment". Unfortunately, the possibility that the

debris had merely been trampled into the loose surface of a beach abandoned some

time previously by the sea would seem difficult to eliminate as an alternative.

The midden is overlain by earth which gives no indication of any transgression

of the sea there after the midden accumulated.

In the case of the Stannergate site "the few paltry surviving flints"

are "not typical enough to be assigned to any one culture", while "all trace of

the flints has been lost" from the Camphill site (Lacaille, op.cit. p177). It

would therefore seem that these sites have little to offer the present study.

In Peterhead Museum, Lacaille (op.cit. p!84) located stone artifacts

"said to have been washed out of the Early Post-Glacial raised beach not far from

the town". No further information is available regarding their provenance. He

described them as "rolled", but it is not clear whether this implies that they

were underwave attack in antiquity since they consist of sartfatone grit which might

well weather to a rounded contour. The flakes and thick parallel sided blades

repre; ented again seem characteristic of no particular period.

Further north, at Freswick Bay in Caithness, Lacaille also reports

implements that he considers to have been rolled (op.cit. p185 & 266). He states

that "they were found in an argillaceous deposit in the upper part of the Early

Post-Glacial rJsed beach, the top standing at a low elevation ... The containing

bed was revealed beneath an overburden upon which rested shell refuse with



potsherds, bone tools, and unaltered flint implements" (pl85). He offers

no local proof of the date of the raised beach, and ideed it appears to be

largely on the assumption that it is "Early Post-Glacial" that on p266 he

describes the lower set of flints as "of Mesolithic facies".

In the absence of any details of the thickness and nature of the

overburden, and in the light of the criticisms by Coles (1963) of Lacaille's

interpretation of flints as being "rolled" at several other sites, it would

seem difficult to be confident either that the lower flints are necessarily

contemporary with the formation of the beach or that any great period separates

them from the material in the habitation layer above. C The sherds in that layer

suggested parallels to Lscaille and Childe (pers, comm. to Lacaille) with pottery

of Bronze Age date at Skara Brae and Kinye) This view would appear to be sup¬

ported by the similarity of the flintwork in the two layers. Lacaille, for

instance, describes the contents of the lower layer as "similar to a Late Larnian"

(pl85), and that of the upper as "not unlike a Late Larnian" (p266).

Three of the west coast sites are on islands. These are Oronsay
0

and Risga (rapectively off Colonsay and in the narrows of Loch Sunart), and Jura.

Mercer's recent work on Jura will be discussed at a later stage in this chapter.

Three mounds, largely made up of sand and midden remains, have been

excavated on Oronsay. Two of these are not of interest here. Casteal-nan-Gillean

rests on an old land surface directly over rock head (Grieve 1885), while no

stratigraphic records were kept of the excavation of Cnoc Riach, Cnoc Sligeach,

however, rests on a raised beach and the blown sand and occupation debri3 making

up the mound is interrupted by sporadic intercalations of shingle. Bishop (1914)

has argued that these may indicate that the site was occupied while the sea could

still wash the mound and compel the temporary withdrawal of the inhabitants. The

photographs in his report do not altogether support this, however, while
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Symington Grieve (1923 P41 et seq.) has shown from observations on Golonsay and

Oronsay that similar layers are not water laid, but are being produced today by

the accumulation of shingle in hollows as the dunes move during gales. Thus

once again it would seem preferable to avoid assuming that the archaeological

material was directly involved in marine change.

No full report of the excavation on Risga appears to have been

published. From an unpublished manuscript of Sir George Macdonald, quoted by

Lacaille (1954 p229) it would seem however that a one foot thick midden of shells

and bones, with bone and stone artifacts, was spread over a shelf of rock about

thirty feet above present sea level. Lacaille goes oh to state that the ma terials

from Risga show "no signs whatsoever of disvurbance by waves". Coles (1963) takes

note of this but states "It must however be emphasised that out knowledge of the

excavations on Risga is very incomplete ... the examination of the thousands of

flint flakes demonstrates that there is in fact considerable variation, from fresh

and unrolled to very well-rolled specimens. The latter are not at all uncommon.

From this, and some pencilled numbers and letters on some of the flints, one sus¬

pects that more than one occupation layer, if not site, is involved"(p76). It

would thus seem that the possibility that part at least of the Bisga material was

affected by the sea either during or after it accumulated can neither be eliminated

nor established.

Three of the remaining west coast sites involve caves. These are

at Oban, at Luntroon by Loch Crinan, and at Maidens in Ayrshire.

Six caves with domestic rofhse have been reported from the Oban area,

but only at the Macarthur Cave does there appear to be a possibility that occup¬

ation may have been intempted by an incursion of the sea. The principal accounts

of the investigation of the site are by Anderson (1895) and Turner (1895).

The cave opened onto a raised beach, with its threshold at 34 feet O.D.



It was filled almost to the roof, by some fifteen feet of deposits. The top six

feet of these were a talus of stones and black earth, apparently washed in by

rainwater draining through a shaft from the ground above. In view of the

frequency with which references to this site have figured in the literature con¬

cerned with the archaeology of sea level change in Scotland, it is worth quoting

Anderson's original account of the stratigraphy in full: "It was found that

underneath the layer of black earth there was a bed of shells, varying from 27

inches to about 3 feet S& thickness, extending over the whole floor of the cave,

and showing little or no intermixture of black earth or gravel, but here and

there patches of ashes mixed with wood-charcoal, and charrel splinters of bone.

Under this shell-bed was a bed of fine clean gravel, composed entirely of small

water rolled stones. In this gravel, at a depth of about 18 inches, (where the

section was first made), there was intercalated a deposit of shells, which we at

first spoke of as the lower shell bed, but which proved to be of partial extent

and unequal thickness, thinning towards the sides and the mouth of the cave, and

in several places presenting an irregular or patch appearance in the section, as

if the shells had been deposited in heaps or pockets in the gravel. Under this

intercalated layer of shells the gravel extended for about four feet or more to

the cave bottom, where it was mixed with lafge and small fragments of loose rock.

The whole thickness of the gravel-bed tinder the upper deposit of shells was thus

about six feet, including the intercalated lower deposit of shells" (Anderson

op,cit. p213-4).

Both the shell beds contained not only the characteristic bone and

flint implements after which the Obanian culture has been named, but large

quantities of food bones, often apparently split to extract the marrow. Besides

bones of deer, both the refuse beds contained bones of ox (Turner, op.cit.).

Anderson discusses in detail how these upper and lower beds became



separated by a layer of the sea gravel, and considers whether the gravel was

deposited by the action of the waves after man had taken up his abode in the

cave, or, as he suggests, was due to that of man himself treading down the gravel

previously heaped up in it. He concludes "there is absolutely no decisive evidence

for either of these suppositions."

Hunro (1899) considered that the clean gravel layer so completely

separating the refuse layers was unlikely to have been the result of casual tramp¬

ling, but points out that "the facts would be quite consistent with the idea that

the Troglodytes ... purposely spread this layer of gravel over the former refuse

heap, so as to start, as it were, with a clean floor and hearth" (p54)»

This possibility very seldom seems to have been acknowledged in

later literature referring to sea level change at Oban. It is not mentioned, for

example, by Callendar 1929, Wright 1928 & 1939, Childe 1935 & 1946, Movius 1942,

Atkinson in Piggott (ed) 1962, Lacaille 1954, Mercer 1968 publ. 1970, among others.

No argumeno ever seems to have been advanced against it, however, and it would

seem that human agency cannot be safely disregarded.

Indeed, there would seem to be some evidence in favour of human

action, despite Anderson's caution. To the present writer it seems unlikely that

the upper gravel can have been waters-laid, because in the body of this report

Anderson notes specifically that in the lower refuse layer "patehes of shells

intercalated in the gravel still retained among them the smaller and lighter

shells as well as the heavier, and occasional deposits of charcoal and ashes".

The report makes it clear that characteristically the gravel both above and

below was clean, and that its interstices were clear. This being so, it is

difficult to envisage how any waves capable of depositing the superjacent gravel

layer could have failed to have washed out at least the fine ashes and charcoal,

since they would have surged and drained through the gravel already in the cave.
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It would thus seam that it cannot be reliably concluded that the

occupation of the Macarthur cave was interrupted by ingress of the sea.

Further south in Argyll at Duntroon by Loch Crinan, Mapleton (1873)

reported finding the remains of a collapsed rock shelter, containing the skeletons

of nine people apparently killed in the rockfall. A hearth, food refuse and three

piedes of worked flint were recovered from the refuse. Shingle was found inside

the cave, and formed the floor of an embayraent of raised beach outside, where

further flint chips were found. These were mixed in the shingle, but since the

area has been a ploughed field it would seem that little can be concluded from

this.

Mapleton'8 report is very short (2| pages). It seems that his

excavation technique was rudimentary. No illustrations are provided. Lacaille,

however, (1954 p198 Figure 77) offers a detailed stratigraphic section of the

cave, which he states (p199) is "based on the published report". He suggests

that the site waB settled "not long after the recovery of the land ... but while

the sea could still carry gravel far inland" (p197). The available evidence

would seem neither to prove nor eliminate this possibility, but his diagram seems

very difficult to justify, if it was indeed based only on Mapleton. Virtually

nothing is known of the typology of the artifacts, so no date can be attributed

to the site on archaeological grounds.

flris is not so at the third Scottish cave site, where the view has

been held that the artifacts might have been sealed in by the action of the sea.

Five flat bronze axe heads of graded sizes, all of the early type cas* in a single

valve mould were found in 1883 during excavations for the Haquia of Ailsa's yacht

building yard at Maidens near Culzean Castle, Ayrshire.

Munro (1883, 1899) visited the site immediately after the discovery,

and interviewed the workmen concerned. In slicing away a portion of bedrock, at



the lowest point of the trench they came upon a cleft containing the celts and

bronze ring that had apparently bound them together. The cleft had faced the

sea, and it had been covered by 2 feet of sea gravel, apparently thrown up

against the rock by the waves. Over this was a deposit of surface earth, also

two feet thick. The spot was 100 yards from present high water mark, and 25 feet

higher, and coincided with the inner margin of a well defined raised beach.

Munro and the Marquis speculated that the axes had been hidden in

the cleft while it was open towards the shore, but that the waves had still been

able subsequently to cover the opening with the gravel (1883). In 1899# after

quoting this view he added that "the interpretation of raised beaches is, however,

so liable to error ... that great caution is necessary in accepting such conc¬

lusions as evidence of alteration in the relative level of sea and land" (p78).

)bl .his case clearly an alternative possibility is that, if the

tools were indeed deliberately hidden, the depositor might himself have scooped

up the 2 foot of beach material covering the cleft. It appears to have been

Munro's impression that this was banked up against the face of the rock, and did

not form the general level of the beach. It is however difficult to be sure

because of the disturbance of the site before he arrived there.

case, too, it would thus seem that it is difficult to justify

a definite conclusion on the relationship between the artifacts and the level of

the sea.

Nearby, at a flint site at Ballantrae, Lacaille has sought to dis¬

tinguish between a "Mesolithic" component which he considers to show the effect

of the waves on the raised beach there, and a "Neolithic" component not so affected

(Lacaille 1945, 1954)* The present writer is not alone in finding this distinction

unconvincing. Coles (1963 p73) writes as follows (his quotations refer to Lacaille

1945)i "... it is clear from the original report that the flint industry came
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'from ... soil upturned by the plough on top of the early Post-Glacial deposits,'

a different stratigraphical position from 'the beach formation of sand and gravel

containing Mesolithic artifacts' mentioned later in the same report. Yet the

surface collection contained Neolithic and later flints, partially separated only

by patination, and it seems therefore more than probablf that the entire industry

is from cha soil overlying the beach. The flints are hardly rolled at all, and

those considered to be Mesolithic include round scrapers, two burins and two

plunging flakes. Not separated by patination but considered to be Neolithic are

side scrapers and straight or concave scrapers which could equally well be included

in the earlier group} In this case it seems not unlikely that some at least of

the "rolling" could have occurred in the frequent ploughing of the site.

The Kelvingrove Museum contains a mixed collection of flints from

sites around the Firths of Clyde and Solway, left over from the 1911 Scottish

Bxhibiton in Glasgow. Lacaille (1954 p154) suggests "from the rolled and injured

condition of most" that these were subjected to wave action of the Early Post-

Glacial sea. Again, this seems a slim basis for such a conclusion.

At Terally, Wigtownshire, during the excavation of a long-cist

cemetary a few flints of Mesolithic aspect were obtained from the humus ( 9 to 12

inches) and the "topmost zone of the raised beach material" (Livens 1956 p90).

It would seem that none were deeply incorporated in the marine deposit or were

suspected of showing wave damage and the conclusion is merely that the sea had

regressed some time before the flints were left there (Coles 1963). The finds

have regrettably been lost. Although some wore illustrated by Livens, this

inevitably renders it difficult to date them typologically.

About a quarter mile from the present head of Campbeltown Loch, four

sites have been recorded in association with a raised beach.

At the Albyn Distillery, McCallien and Lacaille (1941) reported a
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dark layer rich in worked flints under five feet of soil (apparently re-sorted

boulder clay, deposited as elope wash). The implementiferous layer overlay the

gravel and sand of the beach. Most of the flints (almost a thousand in number)

were undamaged, their edges being sharp and angular. Only a very few were

rolled. There was no typological difference between these and the undamaged

specimens. Most of the archaeological remains were from the dark layer and the

topmost part of the underlying gravels, though a few were found in the overlying

soil. It would seem that at least the majority of the occupation took place

after the beach had been abandoned by the sea.

Observations made nearby when the Galton Housing Scheme was being

erected (Webb 1946) bear some suggestion that flints may have been buried within

the beach deposits there, but no controlled excavation was carried out.

At Salaruan and Killknowe, however, if the nineteenth century

accounts of the stratigraphy can be accepted, there would seem to be a substantial

probability that inclement horizons were buried by marine deposition.

The excavator (Gray, 1894) reported that at Killknowe the sequence

was:

4. Black loam (Surface) 3 ft 0 ins

3. Shingle, very little sand 2 0

2. Thin dark coloured band, running out on both sides 0 3-6

1. Shingle. 2 0

7 6

Flints were found in great abundance from the lower part of the black loam down¬

wards to about 7 feet below the surface. The thin dark layer (2) also contained

comminuted fragi nts of bone, a grey seal*s tooth, twigs and branches and quartz

fragments us well as flints.

At Dalaruan, Gray noted:
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4. Dark loamy soil (Surface) 2 ft 6 ins

3. Sandy gravel with a few large rolled stones 2 0

2. Fine sand with occasional small rolled stones 2 2

1. Fine gritty shingle and sand. 1 2

7 10

Gray reported that the section showed considerable false bedding, but that the

artifacts were definitely restricted to the lowest stratum, (1).

At each of these sites, it would seeia reasonable to envisage the

artifacts being left on the beach surface before that level (estimated by Gray

to be approximately 30 feet above present high water mark) was finally abandoned

by the sea. Both of these sites, and that at Albyn distillery (where the surface

was measured as 32 feet Q.D., McCallien & Lacaille op.cit.) were located to sea¬

ward of the visible limit of postglacial raised beach material, and appear to

have been some feet lower than it (Lacaille 1954)* fhua although the Albyn

Distillery site would seem most likely to post-date the maximum transgression at

Campbeltown, it is not clear whether the Dalaruan and Hillknowe artifacts were

buried as the sea advanced towards that maximum. Xhey may alternatively have

been deposited on the surface of the maximum transgression beach, and subsequently

buried by a minor transgression episode during the overall fall of relative sea

level that followed.

a site at Dealt Bay in Jura also appears to offer archaeological

material from about the period of the local maximum Holocene transgressions, and

in this case the investigation took place much more recently (hercer 1968, publ.

1970), in conjunction with pollen analyses by Durno.

Mercer was concerned not with the visible shoreline notch of the

raised strandline but rather with its contemporary washing limit, that is the

limit to which the effects of storm wave attack may be traced above it IB day-to-day



or notch cutting stand. In Lealt Bay he measured the shoreline notch of the

maximum Holocene transgression at 34^ feet G.D., but after careful investigation

considered that he could trace the washing limit as high as 51 feet O.D. The

archaeological excavations and pollen sampling were conducted between these levels.

The horizon containing the majority of the artifacts was overlain

only by thin peat and cobbles, and nc implement-free unambiguously marine material

appeared to have been deposited over the implements. Nevertheless, after a met¬

iculous examination of the site and finds. Mercer considered that it could reason¬

ably be concluded that "the transgressing sea engulfed tools of some of the

earliest men to reach Jura; one cannot say for how long these had already lain

in the bay, nbr at what height the sea found them. These tools, heavily rolled,

came to rest as part of the washing limit beach. During the transgression peiiod

of maximum stand more people appeared on the then active beach; the sea worked

their discarded artifacts down into its washing limit deposit too" (op.cit. p43).

Mercer carried out a detailed typological analysis of the finds,

but his chronological conclusions from this were limited. He considered that

Bronze Age work was not represented at Lealt Bay, but that the artifacts exhibited

forms that could be found parallels amongst material ranging from Neolithic to

Upper Palaeolif ic in aspect. He clearly relied not on archaeological arguments

but rather on Duma's pollen study to date the site. The pollen results are

discussed in Chapter 14# along with other non-archaeological indications of the

dates of Holocene transgression maxima in Scotland.

£j Archaeological material apparently presenting a "terminus ante ouem" dating

foy trifle

Evidence in this category includes archaeological material arti¬

ficially dug into marine deposits some time after their abaauonment by the sea,

together with finds overlying marine features, either directly on an exposed



beach surface or in some overburden such as peat or blown sand.

The Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland and

local publications contain several hundred accounts of finds of these types from

widely scattered localities.

In view of the complexity now recognised in Scottish coastal changes

(Chapter l), it is clearly now no longer sufficient to know merely that a find

came from an unspecified raised beach. Yet usually this is all that may be known

or suspected from published report*. Outside the Forth-T&y area, detailed large-

scale field maps of the positions of the Holocene shorelines are not available

to assist the evaluation of this kind of information. It will be recalled from

(i) above, that even within the Forth-Tay area it proved impracticable in the

majority of cases to establish retrospectively to wiiich specific shorelines finds

ought to be related.

This being so, despite the theoretical relevance of the large

number of sites of the types with which this section is concerned, in practical

terms it would seem profitless to discuss them in detail here.

This view is reinforced by an additional limitation of this categoiy

of evidence. It will be recalled from section (i) that it now seems possible that

some episodes of sea level change represented in Scotland may have succeeded each

other relativelyrapidly, and that the rate of change may have exceeded the

chronological resolution of some artifact typologies. This problem of obtaining

adequately fine distinctions in dating is exacerbated in the case of the kind of

evidence offering "terminus ante quem" dates by an additional major uncertainty.

This arises out of the difficulty of judging the length of the interval that

elapsed between the local regression of the sea and the subsequent emplacement

of the artifacts.

Usually no estimate at all is possible if the archaeological
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material had been dug into the marine deposit by its depositors, or if it

occurred merely as surface finds. Sometimes a conclusion may be drawn if the

artifacts are enclosed in an overburden, on top of the raised beach or estuarine

deposit, but even this presents problems.

Too many climatic and ecological variables would appear to influence

the rate at which hill-wash accumulates for accurate estimates to be made from

the thickness of any accumulation of this separating a find from an underlying

marine deposit.

Blown sand seems even less trustworthy, particularly because of the

way in which its movement often appears to being together quite arbitrary assem¬

blages of artifacts of different dates at the temporary floors of hollows in

the dunes.

A peat cover might appear to offer the best opportunities for

reliable estimates, even when the reports of the finds pre-date the development

of palynolegy. Thus, for example, when the peat was being stripped off the top

of the Forth carse clay in Kippen parish, a corduroy trackway of sticks and trees

was found "laid crossways upon the clay at the bottom of the moss", according to

the manuscript of the original Ordnance Survey Name Book for that parish, p26.

This would seem to suggest sfc least that a smaller interval of time separated

that trackway from theemergence of the carse surface there than was the case with

finds made higher within the thickness of the Moss. Even so, some time may have

elapsed between the exposure of the clay and the start of peat growth.

In that case, speculation on the interval is academic, since the

trackway itself cannot be dated, at all closely on the basis of the surviving

information. This is characteristic of the problems encountered when attempting

to exploit the available archaeological data. Very seldom did cases of strati-

graphic and chronological adequacy coincide. In almost till cases from the peat



bogs overlying marine deposits in Scotland, the sources of closely datable

objects were unfortunately almost invariably described only in the most general

terms (e.g. "from Flanders Moss" or "from Lochar Moss", etc.).

In the few cases where this was not so, other considerations inter¬

vened to prevent a positive conclusion. For example, the bronze cauldron ftom

Kincardine Moss on the Forth carseland can be closely dated on typological

grounds, and although it was found as long ago as 1768 it is clear (e.g. National

Museum of Antiquities List of 1782j Wilson 1851) that it was located upon the

surface of the clay, buried under the moss. It would seem highly unlikely how¬

ever that it survived on the bare surface of the carse until the peat grew up

around it, and much more probable that it was inserted into a pre-existing moss.

No other finds are reported that might suggest a domestic site, and it would

seem not unlikely that the cauldron was buried in the peat, either to hide it

or as a votive deposit. The writer has dug holes in the surviving Perth Mosses

in the course of research work, and the contrast between the ease of penetrating

the peat and the glutinous resistance of the carse clay is most marked. The

interface between them is a natural place to atop diggiiig, and it would seem

unwise jo assume that the finding of the cauldron there necessarily implies any

more than that.
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Principal references consulted in the interpretation of the

radiocarbon dates.

Alimen 1967} Altena et alii 1962} Andersen I960, 1965} Bennema 1954}

Berglund 1964, 1966} De Jong 1967} Dormer 1966, 1966} Faegri, 1944}

Feyling-Hanssen 1964} Florin, M-B. 1946} Florin, S. 1948} Florschutz 1954}

Freden 1967} Fromm 1938, 1963} Granlund 1943} Graul 1959} Hafsten 1956}

Hageman 1969} Hansen, 1965} Hessland 1946} Holtedahl 1953} Hornsten 1964}

Hyppa 1963} Jakobsen 1964} Jelgersma 1961, 1966} Kessel and Raukas 1967}

Kolp 1964, et al. 1965} Kcnigsson 1967} Koster 1968} Krog i960, 1965}

Kwasd 1961} Leontyev and Nikiforov 1965} Lundqvist 1957, 1965} Marthinussen

I96I, 1961, 1962} Morner 1969} Mailer 1962} Munthe 1955} Nilsson 1948,

1964} Pons et alii 1963} Rankama 1965, 1967} Sandgren 1952} Sandgren

ark! Johansson 1931} Sauramo 1954} Sehneekloth and Wendt 1962} van Giffen

1954} Virkkala 1966} von Post 1947} Werth 1954} Zagwijn 1961} Zonneveld 1959*
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Sources of radiocarbon determinations used in the- present survey*

Bin; Berlin: Deutsche Akademie der Wissensebaften

BH: British Museum Research Laboratory

D: Dublin: Trinity College

Gif: Gif-sur-Yvette: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique

Gif-sur-Yvette: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique

CrN: Groninren: Natuurl undig Laboratorium der Rijke-Universiteit

Gro: Groningen: Natuurkundig Laboratorium der Rijks-Universiteit

Hv: Hannover: Niedersachsisches Landesamt fur Bodenforschung

i. : isotopes inc. : Westwood New Jersey

K : Copenhagen: Department of Natural Sciences, National luseet

Ki: Kiel: Institut fur Heine und Angewaudte Kernphysik, Universitat Kiel

LJ: La Joila: Scripps institution of Oceanography

Lu: Lund: Had ocarbon Dating Laboratory, Univers-ty of Lund.

Ly: Louvain: Centre de Physique Nucleaire

Mo: Mosccw: Vernadski institute of Geochemistry

NPL : National Physical Laboratory: Teddington

Jaj : Subdepartment of quaternary Research, Cambridge

Sa: Saclay: Centre des Faibles Radioactivites

St: Stockholm: Radioactive Dating Laboratory

Su: Suomi: Geological Survey of Finland

T : Trcndheim: Norwegian institute of Technology

TA : Tartu : Geochemistry Laboratory, Estonian S.S.R.

jj : uppsala: University Institute of Physics

£, : Washington : U.S. Geological Survey

: Yale : University Radiocarbon Laboratory
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For ease of reference, the determinations are listed in terms

of the ideatif cation letters and numbers allocated to them by the laboratories.

The laboratories are listed in the alphabetical order of their identificat' on

codes, and then the dates from each laboratory are set out in the order of their

serial numbers. It should be noted that this does not always correspond to the

order in which the dates are published.

The date lists are made up of five vertical columns, with each

horizontal line referring to one determination. Reading from left to right, the

subject matter of the columns is as follows:-

Column ONE gives the laboratory number of the determination.

Column T-i"? sets out the best available values (standardised as defined

in Chapter 5) for the date and its standard deviation.

Column TUilCE indicates the standard reference for the determination, in

terms of a three category code.

i) An Arabic number indicates that the determination figures in

the checklist publ:shed by the American Journal of Science (Radio¬

carbon Measurements: Comprehensive Index 1950 - 1965). The number

itself refers to the standard reference code published there ( a key

to the relevant entries Is given at the head of the lists).

ii) A Roman number identifies determinations conforming to the

standards of that retrospective checklist, but made and/or published

after cross-calibration was complete. The number in this case

indicates the volume of Radiocarbon in which the entry appears. (Page

references aro unnecessary here and in the case of the Arabic code

because the entries in the standard references are set out under the

serial numbers of the determinations.)



iii) A letter (instead of a Roman or Arabic number) indicates

that the determinations do not appear in either Radiocarbon or

the Comprehensive Index but that they nonetheless conform to

the standards set out there. Two letters are used.

"m" is used to identify very recent determinations which have

been published comprehensively by Morner (1969). These have

yet to appear in Radiocarbon, but they certainly conform to the

latest standards.

"j" indicates determinations obtained by Jelgersma and published

comprehensively by her in 1961. These have been uprated from

"Gro" to "GrN" standard, as noted below.

Column F3011 gives the original values published for those dates that

have subsequently had to be modified in the course of the

standardisation procedure described in Chapter 5.

Column FIVA indicates the authority on which the modification was made.

Three codes are used.

i) An Arabic number shows that the changes is specified in the

Comprehensive Index to Radiocarbon Measurements 1950 - 1965, and

indicates the page in that publication where the reasons for the

change are set out.

ii) The letter "g"(for Groningen) refers to dates published in

Jelgersma (1961) but not in Radiocarbon. These "Gro" determinations

are o -littad from the Index because full instructions for uprating

their varying standards to the current internationally acceptable

"GrN" standard are given in Radiocarbon volume 5 1963 (pp.163-4-)

by Vogel and Waterbolk.
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iii) The letter "s" (for "sea" Identifies changes made as

specified in Chapter 5 to allow for the higher apparent age

of seawater.

In all pages of the following lists, the entries thus conform to the following

form;-

as MS THREE FOUR F1V»

Lab.No. Best Val^e Ref. Old Value Correction

T 292 6495 + 195 43 6800 +170 s

T 293 1250 + 250 43

T 2 4 9800 + 200 43 9900 +200 168



lab.No. Best Value ♦ Old Value Correction

BERLIN

Bin 214 1265 + 100 viii

BRiTISH MUSLIM

BM 29 3656 + 150 54

BM 53 2700 + 150 55

BM 73 4260 + 150 56

BM 30 8700 + 180 56

BM 31 8630 ♦ 180 56

BM 83 3110 +. 1S0 56

BM 90 8100 + 180 56

DUBLIN

D 31 3730 + 130 77

D 38 5300 + 170 77

GIF-S UR-YVETTE

Gif 159 3175 + 160 viii

Gif 160 2750 + 150 viii

Gif 169 2100 i. 140 viii

Gif 171 2130 + 150 viii

Gif 172 2130 + 150 viii

Gif 193a 3175 + 200 viii

Gif 193b 2775 i 200 viii

Gif 193c 2465 + 200 viii

Gif 194 2720 + 200 viii



Lab.Ho. Best Valae Ref, Old Value Correet; on

Glf 227 6575 +, 350 viii

Gif 238 275 + 145 viii 530 + 120 s

Gif 278 3310 + 200 viii

Gif 282 4250 + 250 viii

Gif 342 8720 + 300 viii

Gif 348 2680 + 200 xi:ii

Gif 371 5630 + 250 xis ii

Gif 337 1470 + 120 xi:ii

Gif 338 1250 + 120 xisii

Gif 339 1430 + 120 xis ii

Gif 390 3945 + 275 xisii 4250 + 250 s

Gif 391 1680 + 120 xitii

Gif 396 7150 + 300 xisii

Gif 397 3720 + 200 xis ii

Gif 393 6200 - 300 xisii

Gif 399 3750 + 200 xisii

Gif 728 8320 + 200 xisii

Gif 762 560 ♦ 95 xisii

Gif 763bis 7980 + 190 xisii

Gif 764 9750 + 200 xis ii

Gsy 47a 4600 + 200 viii

Gsy 47b 5980 + 150 viii

Gsy 47c 3220 + 110 viii



Iflb • Ho» Best Value Ref. Old Value Correction

Gsy 59 1435 1 200 viii

Gsy 75 4980 +. 120 viii

Gsy 133 6950 + 170 viii

GRON1 SEEN

GrN 159 3145 + 150 J

GrN 186 7240 + 210 j

GrN 187 5100 + 80 j

GrN 189 5665 t 200 j

GrN 191 4590 + 150 j

GrN 192 2830 + 135 j

GrN 201 7540 * 170 i

GrN 202 3985 + 170 j

GrN 203 6050 1 200 j

GrN 220 1865 ± 180 3

GrN 222 5200 + 120 j

GrN 228 6040 + 130 3

GrN 238 4765 + 130 j

GrN 240 6525 ♦ 250 j

GrN 256 4250 ♦ 150 3

GrN 286 3820 + 180 j

GrN 292 4360 + 130 j

GrN 294 4225 + 190 j

GrN 296 3325 + 120 j

GrN 308 1830 + 110 j
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Lab. No. Best Value Old Value Correction

GrN 313 4085 + 150 J

GrN 315 4130 + 130 j

GrN 329 4595 1 150 i

GrN 332 4340 + 170 j

GrN 346 1415 + 120 j

GrN 343 4620 + 130 j

GrN 377 3315 1 90 35

GrN 37S 3505 + 120 35

GrN 385 4500 * 120 $

GrN 405 5720 + 120 j

GrN 414 4555 1 130 j

GrN 417 2200 + 135 J

GrN 421 4070 + 120 j

GrN 455 6320 + 135 j

GrN 460 3965 +110 j

GrN 463 2525 +110 j

GrN 476 4925 + 190 j

GrN 499 4300 + 130 j

GrN 601 4975 + 170 j

GrN 602 2875 + 110 j

GrN 605 4690 + 140 35

GrN 606 6295 + 140 j

GrN 609 3750 + 120 35

GrN 610 4090 + 120 35

GrN 617 2935 + 165 35 3240 + 140 s



Lab.No. Best Value Ref • Old Value Correction

GrN 619 24.33 + 130 J

GrN 621 6460 + 145 J

GrN 631 1460 + 100 J

GrN 633 4350 + 130 J

GrN 637 5250 + 120 j

GrN 639 6330 + 150 j

GrN 655 4995 * 90 j

GrN 656 4260 + 90 j

GrN 657 44.30 + 120 j

GrN 792 7970 + 60 J

GrN 1035 4280 + 55 j 4340 + 55 g

GrN 1036 4295 + 55 j 4355 + 55 g

GrN r39 4280 + 55 j 4040 + 55 g

GrN 1041 4370 + 63 j 4130 + 60 g

GrN 1042 5770 + 100 j 5533 + 100 g

GrN 1045 6240 + 70 j 6000 + 70 g

GrN 104S 5695 i 55 j 5455 + 55 g

GrN 1049 5040 + 60 j 4303 + 60 g

GrN 1054. 9555 + 70 j 9315 + 70 g

GrN 1057 7780 + 75 j 7540 + 75 g

GrN 1063 4960 + 80 j 4720 + 33 g

GrN 1083 4350 + 75 j 4113+ 75 g

GrN 1089 2950 + 70 j 2710 + 70 g

GrN 1090 3350 + 60 j 3110 + 60 g

GrN 1091 5050 + 65 j 4813 + 65 g



Lab.No. Best Value OM. Valus Correction

GrN 1093 1705 + 65 3 1465 1 65 g

GrN 1094 2645 1 65 3 2405 + 65 g

GrN 1095 2900 + 60 3 2660 1 60 g

GrN 1096 3840 + 75 3 3600 + 75 g

GrN 1098 4380 + 75 3 4140 + 75 g

GrN 1112 6370 + 85 3

GrN 1113 4920+ 55 3 4680 + 55 g

GrN 1123 7550 + 65 3 7310 + 65 g

GrN 1131 5550 + 65 3 5310 + 65 g

GrN 1135 4320 + 65 3 4080 + 65 g

GrN 1136 4195 + 55 3 3955 + 55 g

GrN 1139 4780 + 80 3 4540 + 80 g

GrN 1140 5030 + 70 3 4790 + 70 g

GrN 1142 4400 + 130 3 4160 + 130 g

GrN 1143 5420 + 60 3 5180 + 60 g

GrN 1144 4650+ 70 3 4410 + 70 g

GrN 1146 4270 + 55 3 4030 + 55 g

GrN 114.7 3900 + 70 3

GrN 1143 3480 + 50 3 3240 + 50 g

GrN 1150 3000 + 65 3 2760 + 65 g

GrN 1151 5580 + 60 3 5340 + 60 g

GrN 1160 5945 * 90 3 5705 1 90 g

GrN 1566 4620 + 30 3 4330 l 80 g

GrN 1569 3470 + 60 3 3230 + 60 g

GrN 1571 5820 + 70 3
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ian »Nc« Best Value 01d ^ Correction

GrN 15BO 7210 + 90 3 6970 + 90 g

GrN 1617 6475 1 70 J 6235 + 70 E

GrN 1618 8700 +110 3 8460 + 110 g

GrN 1620 6320 + 70 3 6080 + 70 g

GrN 1621 6390 + 85 3 6150+ 85 g

GrN 1622 4380 + 80 3 4640 + 80 g

GrN 1623 4240 + 50 3 4000 + 50 g

GrN 1626 6765 + 60 3 6525 + 60 e

GrN 1627 6380 + 85 3 6140 + 85 g

GrN 1633 6200 ♦ 100 3 5960 + 100 g

GrN 164-9 4140 + 70 3 3900 + 70 g

GrN 1650 4580 + 60 3 4340 + 60 g

GrN 1662 7370 + 100 3 7130 + 100 g

GrN 1951 2320+ 70 0

GrN 1966 5340 + 60 3

GrN 2177 8130 + 70 3 7790 + 70 g

GrN 2180 7940 + 75 3 7600 + 75 g

GrN 2274 8170 + 100 3 8070 + 100 g

GrN 2283 7850 * 100 3 7750 + 100 g

GrN 2619 7070 + 100 3 6850 + 100 g

GrN 4110 2180 + 65 ix

GrN 4151 2560 + 80 ix

GrN 4221 845 + 105 ix 1150+ 80 s

GrN 4222 2510 + 83 ix



lab.No. Best Value Old Value Correction

HANNOVER

Hv 26 2680 £ 90 85

Hv 27 4200 £ 90 85

Hv 28 3060 £ 90 85 3036 £ 90 48

Hv 30 4840 £ 100 85

IIv 37 1650 £ 100 85

Hv 38 1700 + 100 85

Hv 39 2930 £ 70 85

Hv 40 3075 £ 100 85

Hv 41 5280 £ 100 85

Hv 52 1800 £ 80 85

Hv 53 2750 £ 30 85

Hv 53a 2430 £ 100 85

Hv 54 3500 £ 110 85

Hv 97 2720 £ 130 85 2730 £ 10-0 48

Hv 93 2870 £ 100 85

Hv 99 3900 £ 120 85

Hv 100 4380 £ 120 85

Hv 101 5150 £ 120 85

Hv 102 5350 £ 130 85

Hv 103 6200 £ 175 iv

Hv 104 6660 £ 120 85

Hv 105 2890 £ 110 85

Hv 106 3200 £ 140 85

Hv 107 3710 £ 140 85
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Best Value Hef. Old Value Correction

Hv 108 3940 + 110 85

Hv 109 4680 + 150 85

Hv 110 4870 + 130 85

Hv 111 6050 + 140 85

Hv 153 3710 + 140 142 3640 + 125 49

Hv 163 2440 + 173 142 2580 + 200 49

Hv 164. 3960 + 200 142 4090 + 220 49

Hv 176 2690 + 105 ix

Kv 179 4160 + 125 ix

Hv 181 5430 + 135 ix

Hv 183 7825 + 100 ix

Hv 134 9230 + 100 ix

Hv 196 4200 i 180 142 4340 +230 49

Hv 213 5435 + 105 ix 5740 + 80 3

Hv 215 3670 + 103 ix

Hv 217 7100 ± 125 ix

Hv 218 7500 + 170 ix

Hv 219 4450 +, 80 ix

Hv 220 3500 + 80 ix

Hv 222 6500 + 140 ix

Hv 224 6350 i 60 ix

Hv 225 8400 + 100 ix

Hv 226 5930 + 90 ix

Hv 223 4730 ♦. 100 ix

Hv 229 4000 + 80 ix

119



lab.No. Best Value Ref. Old Value Correction

Hv 231 1090 + 90 ix

Ev 232 6050 + 170 ix

Hv 237 2520 + 90 ix

Hv 233 5740 +110 ix

Hv 241 3620 +115 lx

Hv 242 3110 + 80 ix

Hv 243 1825 + 50 ix

Hv 245 3220 + 60 142 3250 + 75 50

Hv 246 3935 + 75 142 3660 + 60 50

Hv 247 4375 + 90 142 4149 + 65 50

Hv 248 4530 + 80 142 4230 + 65 50

Hv 281 3870 + 30 142 3490 + 80 50

Hv 283 2390 + 90 142 2590 + 90 50

Hv 284 4030 + 80 142 4230 + 80 50

Hv 285 4050 + 120 142 4190 +. 80 50

Hv 286 3050 1 75 142 3290 + 60 50

Hv 237 4170 + 75 142 4230 + 60 50

Hv 288 4910 + 80 142 5120 + 70 50

Hv 239 3880 + 85 142 4080 + 70 50

Hv 290 3190 + 85 142 3390 + 70 50

Hv 291 2430 + 70 142 2360 + 70 50

Hv 292 4710 + 90 142 4910 + 90 50

Hv 390 1005 + 105 142 1450 + 80 50, s

Hv 308 2130 + 70 ix

Hv 309 4990 + 70 ix



XfcXM • • Hef.

Hv 343 2090 + 70 142 1920 + 70 50

Hv 341 3850 + 80 142 3670 + 80 50

Kv 342 4140 1 90 142 3965 ♦ 90 50

Hv 542 3160 +, 70 ix

Hv 543 2710 + 50 ix

Hv 544- 4010 + 90 ix

Hv 545 4070 + 120 ix

Hv 558 1310 + 60 XX

Hv 559 1480 + 50 ix

Hv 560 1020 i 50 ix

Hv 561 2430 + 60 3.x

Hv 56la 6420 4 CO ix

Hv 622 9750 l 115 ix

Hv 628 6945 + 90 Joe

Hv 629 6130 + 85 ix

Hv 631 & 1+ OO ix

Hv 662 4060 + 100 ix

Hv 764 3640 + 85 ix

Hv 766 2405 + so ix

Hv 889 2015 i 75 ix

Hv 893 3805 + 80 ix

Hv 891 1680 i 70 ix



lab.No. V^lue. Old Value Correction

IS T: PES INC.

I 1198 7229 + 175 viii

I 1199 3125 + 150 viii

I 2556 550 + 95 xi:i

I 2688 7060 * 160 xisi

I 2689 6890 + 120 xi:i

I 2699 7360 + 140 xisi

I 3429 4980 + 120 xi:i

I 3439 7010 + 130 xiti

I 3431 5410 1 115 xisi

COPENHAGEN

K 592 8590 +210 93

K 593 8510 + 150 93

K 594 8660 + 150 93

K 595 8460 +210 93

K 795 3400 + 120 viii

K 796 3650 + 120 viii

K 797 1180 + 100 viii

K 852 9550 + 140 viii

K 857 8910 ♦ 140 viii

K 864 3845 + 165 viii 4150 + 140 s

K 865 3705 + 145 viii 4010 + 120 s

K 866 5275 1 175 viii 5580 + 150 s

K 867
255 £ 125 viii 560 + 130 s



T '
•> * Yi **, liect Value rjef. Old Value Correction

K 888 5315 £ 165 viii 5620 £ 140 3

K 889 5255 £ 165 viii 5560 £ 140 3

K 890;1 5745 £ 165 viii 6093 £ 120 S

K 890;2 5825 £ 165 viii 6130 £ 140 S

K 895 7975 £ 165 viii 8230 £ 140 s

K 900 4165 £ 165 viii 4470 £ 140 s

K 902 5245 £ 175 viii 5550 £ 140 s

K 906;1 5795 £ lo5 viii 6100 £ 140 s

K 906;2 5815 £ 165 viii 6120 £ 140 s

K 907 5635 £ 165 viii 5940 £ 140 3

K 922 9060 £ 120 viii

K 926 9300 £ 150 viii

K 942 9730 + 130 viii

K 1023 3990 £ HO viii

K 1190 5355 £ 155 x;ii 5660 £ 130 s

K 1222 6035 £ 155 x:ii 6340 £ 130 s

KIEL

XI 95 4620 £ 50 xilii

XI 96 430 £ 45 xi;ii

XI 97 3300 £ 50 xi;ii

XI 98 3255 £ 40 xi; ii

KI 99 2000 £ 85 xi;ii

XI 100 3320 £ 60 xi;ii

KI 200 3690 £ 50 xi:ii



Lab.Ih. Best Value mo&lae Correction

KI 201 3510 * 55 xi I ii

KI 202 3070 + 60 xi:ii

KI 2 03 3650 + 40 Xilii

KI 204 1710 + 60 xisii

KI 207 9430 + 85 xisii

KI 208 9780 + 100 xi:ii

KI 209 8150 1 80 xi:ii

KI 210 8250 +130 xl:ii

KI 211 7810 +. 120 xiiii

KI 214 7550 + 140 xisii

KI 215 7300 + 100 xi: ii

KI 216 4840 +110 xltii

KI 217 5940 + 75 xi: ii

KI 231 4100 + 60 xisii

KI 232 4240 * 60 xisii

KI 233 4230 + 75 xisii

KI 234 4150 + 60 xi s ii

I* JQW,

LJ 903 6550 + 300 155

LT 904 7650 + 400 155

LJ 905 270 + 150 155

LJ 906 290 + 150 155

LJ 907 2710 + 150 155

LJ' 908 3380 + 180 155
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T > Beet, Vnlue ?r. Old Value Is 1 0. n

LUIS

Lu 16 9420 4. 100 Xi ii

La 19 8100 +, 100 x:ii

Lu 20 8530 4, 100 x:ii

La 21 9060 2. 105 x; ii

Lu 22 8360 2. 100 Xlii

Lu 136 6810 +, 120 Xiiii

Lu 137 6870 2. 125 Xiiii

Lu 139 8710 + 145 xisii

Lu 140 8400 2. 105 xi:ii

Lu 141 8330 + 115 xi:ii

Lu 147 3370 2.100 xi: ii

Lu 157 6725 2. 125 xi: ii 9030 + 100 8

La 136 8735 2. 135 xi:ii 9040 + 110 S

Lu 187 4110 2. 100 xi:ii

Lu 216 8020 2. 1O0 xi:li

Lu 217 8590 2. 153 xi:ii

Lu 218 8930 2: 146 xi:ii

Lu 219 9750 1 103 xi:ii

Lu 220 9700 + 111 xi:ii

LOUVAIN

Lv 85 2060 + 130 viii

Lv 86 2490 + 130 viii

Lv 90 2330 + 110 viii



Lab« Ho. JBfist..Yalas B.9-C • Old Value Correction

Lv 91 3000 + 110 viii

Lv 130 4430 + 140 viii

Lv 131 4510 i 150 viii

Lv 133 4430 + 130 viii

Lv 134- 5010 + 130 viii

MOSCCW

Mo 222 8400 + 190 xi ii

Mo 223 7180 + 270 x: ii

Mo 224 7110 ♦ 170 x: ii

Mo 225 8970 + 180 x: ii

MTiOML PHYS1 CaL LABORATORY

NPL 23 3020 + 94 122

NPL 24 3340 + 92 122

NPL 25 1715 1 145 122 1550 ♦ 120 s

NPL 86 8580 i 830/755 viii

NPL 91 2050 + 90 viii

NPL 92 2740 + 400 viii

NPL 101 9920 ♦ 120 viii

NPL 113 5970 + 90 x: li

NPL 146 3460 + 90 x:ii

NPL 147 5380 + 95 xi ii

NPL 148 6230 + 95 x: ii



Best Value Rrf. Old Value Correction

n A TTYT15

Q 31 4690 + 120 46

Q 35 6460 + 140 46

Q 77 2552 + 120 45

Q 73 2734 i 100 46

Q 79 2796 4 100 46

Q 81 2455 4 110 46

Q 85 5277 4 120 46

Q 83 4616 4 112 46

Q 105 8422 4 170 44

Q 120 5412 4 130 44

Q 126 5620 4 120 46

Q 129 4380 4 140 46

Q 130 4605 4 110 46

Q 134 6262 4 130 44

Q 181 9298 4 100 44

Q 214 8120 4 135 45

Q 256 5734 4 129 46

Q 260 6590 4 144 46

0. 261 5865 4 1<5 46

Q 263 4390 4 120 46

Q 264 4085 4 110 46

Q 265 3402 4 103 46

Q 274 5605 4 126 46

4 275 6184 4 143 46

157



iab.:io. V\ r- m r3 Vo i >*0 Correction

Q 373 4740 4 110 46

Q 380 6026 1 135 46

Q 382 5898 4 135 46

Q 431 6681 + 130 46

Q 423 5510 1 120 46

Q 474 4345 4 110 46

Q 4S9 3905 4 120 46

Q 490 3915 4 120 46

Q 499 4695 4 120 46

Q 530 5960 4 120 130

Q 531 3065 4 110 46

Q 532 4055 4 110 46

Q 544 4195 4 110 46

Q 545 3415 4 110 46

Q 546 3260 4 110 46

Q 547 3305 4 120 46

Q 549 1875 4 110 46

W 530 2070 4 110 46

Q 580 4800 4 120 46

Q 581 5130 4 120 46

Q 589 4495 4 120 46

Q 620:1 3695 4 110 130

Q 620:2 3680 4 110 130

Q 632:1 7345 4 150 48

Q 632:2 7500 4 150 48



Best Value Old Value

Q 633 3680 + 120 48

Q 635 2355 £ 135 48 2660 + 110 s

Q 660 10350 + 170 130

Q 661 9920 + 170 130

Q 662 8990 £ 170 130

Q 663 8970 + l60 130

Q 672 6585 £ 130 130

Q 685 39-43 £ 100 viil

Q 686 3340 +110 130

Q 687 2325 1 135 130 2630 + 110 s

Q 688 2325 £ 135 130 2630 + 110 s

Q 690 2620 + 110 130

Q 691 2660 + 110 130

Q 712 2900 +110 130

Q 713 1464i 154 vi.li

Q 715 2120 + 105 166

Q 736 3180 + 110 130

Q 770 5380 + 120 130

Q 790:1 7120 + 120 166

Q 790»2 6940 ± 120 166

Q 791 5790 + 120 166

Q 792:1 3940 + 110 166

Q 792s2 3916 +110 166

Q 793:1 2467 +110 166

Q 793:2 2390 + 110 166



Lfih „ No. Best Value MU, Old Value Correct' on

Q 805 2495 ±110 166

Q 806 2275 ± 100 166

ft 807 2377 + 100 166

Q 810 4920 + 100 166

Q 811 5530 ± 100 166

Q 819 1370 ± 100 v.U.i

ft 820 1940 ± 130 viii

Q 823 1212 ± 154 viii

ft 829 2227 ± 90 viii

ft 831 3689 ± 120 viii

ft 832 3563 ± 96 viii

ft 834 6366 ♦ 124 viii

ft 835 6318 ♦ 134 viii

ft 844 2315 ± 100 viii

SAC LAY

Sa 35 4040 + 400 141

Sa 39 4630 + 300 141

Sa 40 3880 + 300 141

Sa 41 4480 ± 300 141

Sa -42 4100 ± 300 141

Sa 43 2770 + 300 141

Sa 46 4260 + 300 141

Sa 60 1800 ± 160 141

Sa 68 1740 ± 150 141
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Best, Y&lW Re£* 2M Va^s Correction

Sa 69 7630 + 350 141

Sa 70 7 '"0 + 350 141

Sa 71 7100 + 350 141

Sa 190 2350 + 150 141

Sa 232 3460 + 200 170

Sa 223 3220 ♦ 200 170

Sa 224. 475 ± 125 170 730 + 100 s

STOCKHOLM

St 120 9*045 + 120 37 9100 + 120 148

St 174 9135 + 130 37 9190 + 130 148

St 179 9275 + 120 37 9330 + 120 148

St 185 9455 1 140 37 9510 + 140 148

St 190 4300 + 90 37 4355 + 90 149

St 191 6975 + 110 37 7030 +110 149

St 333 8945 £ 140 38 9000 + 140 149

St 379 8145 + 140 38 8200 + 140 150

St 462 7665 + 120 39 7720 + 120 151

st 466 5935 + 110 39 5990 + tio 151

St 496 4325 + 110 39 4380 + 110 152

St 616 4600 + 120 40

st 642 2070 ♦ 80 40

St 708 2535 + 110 40

st 709 1400 ♦ 90 40

St 710 6260 + 100 40
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Best 2.1]Q p ^*>5* ^
fTM 0 r> v"» V* d *"* "1"* ' • 11

—- • ■-

St 711 4585 t 90 40

St 712 5590 + 90 40

St 713 4050 + 65 40

St 714 3480 + 80 40

St 715 6375 + 90 40

St 716 3970 + 103 40

St 717 2140 + 80 40

St 718 5495 * 115 40

St 719 6000 + 140 40

St 720 7695 ± 115 40

St 742 7990 + 160 40

St 747 3270 1 105 40

St 753 6295 + 185 40

St 754 6780 + 155 40

St 755 5745 + 150 40

St 769 5810 + 140 40

St 770 4315 ± 145 40

St 771 1310 + 140 40

St 772 2310 + 140 40

St 773 5415 + 130 40

St 774 6530 + 150 40

St 775 3670 ♦ 130 40

St 776 945 i 130 40

St 779 ?J?0 ♦ 200 40

St 781 5890 1 160 43



f >. " T 'fit -•-••-O
, » . ;■»

VIULiUUU: ~U

St 782 6940 4 160 40

St 788 6170 4 110 113

St 789 5200 4 130 113

St 806 9300 4 130 113
.

St 807 4235 4 HO 113

St 808 1940 4 100 113

St 809 5020 4 80
■

113

St 810 445 4 80 113

St 811 815 4 70 113

St 876 7360 4 100 113

St 879 6990 4 80 113

St 926 2730 4 65 vi

St 945 2750 4 150 113

St 968 4800 4 110 113

St 969 3750 4 100 113

St 970 5160 4 100 113

St 1003 2010 4 90 113

St 1068 9255 4 115 172

St 1091 9180 4 160 172

St 1119 21bO 4 30 172

St 1167 3380 4 100 m 3685 + 75 s

St 1184 2660 + 110 172

St 1194 7490 + 125 172 7795 4 100 8

St 1195 7125 4 90 172

St 1196 8.075 4 100 172



Lab.No. Best Value Reft Old Value Correction

St 1201 9540 £ 120 172

St 1206 7750 ♦ 110 172

St 1207 9305 £ 110 172

St 1208 7795 i 150 172

St 1215 7645 £ 110 172

St 1216 7545 £ 100 172

St 1233 7730 £ 100 172

St 1255 1380 £ 70 172

St 1279 3995 £ 120 172

St 1280 7795 £ 90 172

St 1290 9280 £ 110 172

St 1291 4890 £ 90 172

St 1292 7605 £ 90 172

St 1463 7775 £ 100 172

St 1464 7800 + 330 172

St 1475 670 + 90 172

St 1492 7650 + 100 172

St 1496 9510 + 135 172

St 1497 9155 £ 110 172

St 1498 9810 ♦ 100 172

St 1500 6970 + 90 172

St 1505 7065 ♦ 145 172

St 1510 9330 + 200 172

St 1511 10*400 + 170 172

St 1528 7985 + 155 172



Lab»uo. Bent Value ML*. Old Value Correction

St 1529 8930 ♦ 170 172

St 1530 8620 + 170 172

St 1531 7730 ♦ 165 172

St 1532 7545 i. 150 172

St 1533 7585 + 190 172

St 1553 8480 * 100 ix

St 1556 8760 + 100 ix

St 1560 7835 + 95 ix

St 1563 8410 + 145 ix

St 1564 8410 + 115 ix

St 1582 6630 + 80 ix

St 15o3 7750 + 90 ix

St 1584 5995 i 85 ix

St 1585 5240 + 85 ix

St 1583 7220 + 95 ix

St 1539 6470 + 120 ix

St 1590 7770 + 190 ix

St 1591 4335 + 80 ix

st 1609 7025 + 180 ix

st 1610 7400 + 155 ix

st 1611 9155 ♦ 175 ix

st 1612 6415 + 80 ix

st 1613 7260 + 100 ix

st 1616 7815 * 90 ix

St 1617 5895 + 80 ix
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lab.No. Best Value Ref. m VaIuQ Correction

St 1613 7125 + 95 ix

st 1619 6450 + 190 ix

St 1629 6615 + 100 ix

st 1621 7380 + 90 ix

St 1622 70051 uo ix

st 1624 645 .+ 120 ix

St 1623 7315 + 110 ix

st 1634 9460 + 110 ix

st 1635 8690 + 100 ix

st 1638 9205 + 100 ix

st 164.1 8905 +100 ix

St 1698 9155 ± 120 ix

St 1797 9400 + 450 Ix

St 1708 5780 + 85 ix

St 1710 9790 + 123 ix

St 1711 6529 + 105 ix

St 1722 3930 + 195 ix

St 174-9 2990 + 120 ix

St 1813 9230 + 500 ix

St 1814 9280 + 300 ix

St 1815 3005 + 80 ix

St 1816 9435 ± 180 ix

St 1817 9130 ♦ 120 ix

St 1818 7220 + 150 ix

St 1819 643O + 140 ix



.Lab .No. Best Value ftef. Old Value Correction

St 1820 7565 +110 ix

St 1892 8365 + 260 ix

St 1893 7045 + 100 ix

St 1894 8905 + 170 ix

St 1295 6275 + 100 ix

St 1899 9330 + 110 ix

St 2003 10400 + 220 ix

St 2004 9280 + 130 ix

St 2005 10285 + 120 ix

St 2006 8120 + 210 ix

St 2007 7400 + 100 ix

St 2010 10000 +330 ix

St 2011 7565 + 160 ix

St 2012 8595 + 100 ix

St 2021 10400 + 120 ix

St 2038 9915 + 130 ix

St 2158 1985 + 70 ix

St 2164 10225 + 120 ix

St 2165 9970 + 160 ix

St 2166 4210 + 130 ix

St 2167 7525 + 180 ix

St 2169 9280 + 125 ix

St 2170 9780 + 200 ix

St 2172 8010 + 100 ix

St 2173 2100 + 75 ix
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Lab.No. Best Value Old Value Correction

St 2174 9725 + 200 ix

St 2175 9725 + 115 ix

St 2176 1985 + 115 ix

St 2177 6855 + 90 ix

St 2203 6895 1 155 ix 7200 +130 s

St 2206 8430 + 130 ix 8735 + 105 s

St 2211 2950 + 105 ix 3255 + so s

St 2214 5780 + 95 ix

St 2285 1195 + 100 m

St 2286 4890 + 100 m

St 2287 9280 + 140 ra

St 2288 8930 + 160 m

St 2239 10195 + 135 m

St 2331 5242 + 125 ra 5550 + 100 s

St 2335 3860 + 105 ra

St 2336 5025 + 100 m

St 2337 9355 + 135 m

St 2340 <250 m

St 2344 9945 + 120 m

St 2345 5880 + 100 m

St 2347 525 + 125 m 330 + 100 s

St 2375 9230 + 260 ra

St 2433 1535 + 100 ra

St 2483 4530 + 100 'i

St 2510 6450 + 100 ra



Lab.No. Best Value Ref. Old Value Correction

st 2527 6275 1 100 m

St 2728:1 1115 1 125 m 1420 + 100 s

St 2728:2 1055 1 125 m 1360 + 100 s

St 2753 9700 + 120 m

St 276A 2225 + 100 m

St 2893 5315 + 100 m

St 2894:1 7400 + 120 m

St 2894:2 7065 + 135 m

St 2895 8075 + 125 31

SUOMI

Su 8 9850 + 300 82

Su 11 5620 + 140 82

Su 13 9600 + 350 82

Su 16 7000 + 180 118

Su 28 7110 + 170 128

Su 31 6170 + 160 128

Su 32 7080 + 140 128

Su 36 8250 + 150 xi:i

Su 37 7835 + 170 xi:i

Su 41 6870 + 165 xi: i

Su 43 8660 + 240 xi:i

Su 52 4940 + 140 xi:i

Su 53 5560 + 140 xi:i

Su 57 5860 + 200 xi:i

Su 58 5570 + 200 xi: i
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lab.No. Best Value Ref. Old Value Correction

Su 59 6010 + 105 xi: i

Su 60 7950 + 190 xixi

Su 61 8200 + 270 xisi

Su 62 6810 + 165 xisi

Su 63 7100 + 170 xisi

Su 64. 5110 + 115 xisi

Su 65 6310 + 130 xisi

TRONDHEIM

T SO 8770 + 100 41

1 81 9410 + 220 41

T 88 8710 + 280 41

T 89a 2100 + 130 42

T 89b 2400 + 150 42

T 90 4980 + 160 41

1 91a 3700 + 120 42

T 91b 3100 + 120 42

I 98 7200 + 270 41

T 107 7475 + 215 42 7780 + 190 s

X 117 9645 ± 325 42 9950 + 330 s

T 118 9745 + 375 42 9850 1 350 166,s

T 119a 8945 + 275 42 9250 + 250 s

X 119b 6995 + 225 42 7300 + 200 a

T 119c 9395 + 275 42 9450 + 250 166,s

X 120 8795 + 205 42 9100 + 180 s

I 121 6265 i 175 42 6570 +150 3



Lab.Nq. Best Value Ref. Old Value Correction

T 122 675 + 125 42 660 + 100 166,S

T 123 6545 + 195 42 6850 + 170 s

T 125 9575 + 265 42 9330 + 240 s

T 126 4820 + 160 42

T 156 6115 + 35 42 6420 + 160 3

T 17? bis 9895 + 245 43 10200 +220 S

T 179 9445 + 275 43 9750 +250 s

T 130 bis 8945 +325 43 9250 + 300 s

T 181 bis 1745 + 175 43 2050 + 150 3

T 132 7750 + 150 43

T 183 5500 +150 43

T 184 5700 + 150 43

T 135 6350 + 150 43

T 136 4100 + 100 43

T 208 7950 + 170 43

T 209 7900 + 250 43

T 231 8595 + 225 43 3700 + 200 167, s
.

T 241a 7900 + 250 43
■

T 241b 8000 + 300 43

T 243 2450 + 100 43

T 244 4100 +150 43

T 245 850 + 30 43

T 266 4500 + 150 43

T 267 6250 + 200 43

T 270 7400 + 150 43
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Iab»No» Best Value Ref. Old Value Correction

T 272 8600 + 150 144

T 273 8300 + 250 43

T 281 3050 + 100 43

T 286 9195 + 225 43 9500 + 200 s

T 287 874-5 ♦ 225 43 9050 + 200 s

T 290 7895 1 225 43 8200 + 200 s

T 291 694-5 + 225 43 7250 + 200 s

T 292 6-495 + 195 43 6800 + 170 s

T 293 8250 + 250 43

T 294 9800 + 200 43 9900 + 200 s

T 295 94-50 + 250 43

T 296 6100 + 150 43

T 302 994-5 1 465 144 10250 + 440 s

T 350 2200 + 100 144

T 351 3070 + 100 144

T 353 3165 + 125 144 0
1+ OO s

T 380 9660 +210 144

T 381 9890 + 240 144

T 385 2710 + 90 144

TART J

TA 54 7860 + 190 vixi

TA 55 6710 + 170 vlii

TA 59 8595 + 75 viii

TA 75 8460 + 180 x:i

3.7:?
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Ittb • 0 • Best Value Ref. Old Value Correction

TA 77 9100 + 90 x: i

TA 78 8995 + 125 x: i

TA 122 9240 + 85 x: i

TA 123 9100 + 85 x: i

TA 157 7375 £ 170 XJ 5.i

TA 181 7085 i 80 x: ii

TA 183 5950 + 60 x: ii

UPPSALA

U 41 6960 + 130 65 6830 + 120 175

U 42 7070 + 140 65 6950 + 130 175

u 43 7110 + 130 65 6980 + 120 175

U 44- 2630 + 100 65 2500 + 100 175

U 48 5450 + 210 65 5320 +210 175

U 75 6230 + 110 66 6110 + 110 176

U 98 5990 +110 66 5860 + 100 176

U 99 3570 + 90 66 3440 + 90 176

U 160 5740 + 160 66 5610 + 150 177

U 218 8320 + 140 145

U 221 3400 + 90 175

U 225 4030 + 90 175

U 226 4300 + 90 175

U 269 8770 + 190 145

U 428 9830 + 140 145

U 430 3300 + 90 175

n Pf4 i"



lab.No. Best Value Ref. Old. Value Correction

U 431 7090 + 220 175

U 432 oo*—+loo4 175

U 433 3610 + 120 175

U 434 4000 + 100 175

U 435 3100 ♦ 160 175

J 436 3330 + 120 175

U 437 7080 J. 350 175

U 438 4820 + 150 175

"J 439 4990 + 260 175

U 440 3310 + 60 175

0 445 10060 + 140 145

U 451 4990 + 90 175

U 452 4230 + 90 175

U 454 4100 + 60 175

U 455 4000 + 60 175

a 466 7500 + 300 175

a 471 3990 + 90 171

U 472 3760 + 90 175

o 485 6570 + 180 ix

U 486 7480 + 90 175

U 488 7650 i 120 175

U 439 7570 + 120 175

N 494 9670 + 140 ix

U 495 6510 + 110 ix

U 513 4550 + 140 ix

j n </ ■. <? 'j



Lab.No. Best Value Bef. Old Value CorrectlQa

U 514 6910 + 120 ix

U 522 5790 + 320 ix

0 537 2350 + 220 xi: ii

J 565 7810 + 120 ix

U 566 7830 + 120 ix

J 571 6410 + 110 ix

U 574 2610+70 xisii

U 582 9750 + 140 ix

U 589 9750 + 240 ix

U 606 5610 + 100 ix

U 607 225 + 105 xi: ii 530 + 80 s

U 639 4350 + 80 xisii

u 642 3660 + 80 xisii

u 64s 6640 + 80 xisii

CJ 663 4660 4. 90 xisii

U 664 3910 + 100 xisii

U 700 2750 + 70 xisii •

U 702 2080 + 60 xi: ii
"

u 704 3020 + 220 xi: ii

u 1000 2870 + 60 175

u 1004 4830 + 90 175

u 1005 3520 + 50 175

u 1016 7750 + 70 175

II 2012 5680 + 130 ix

U 2021 3800 + 600 ix



lab.No. Best Value Ref. Old Value Correction

a 2022 7370 + 140 ix

u 2024. 2950 + 170 xi: ii

u 2025 3690 + 100 xi 1 ii

u 2029 10160 + 330 xi: ii

u 2030 10230 + 240 xi: ii

u 2046 4850 + 140 xi:ii

a 2047 4580 + 130 xi: ii

u 2055 5990 + 140 xi: ii

U 2071 8920 + 190 xiili

U 2073 4590 + 80 xi:ii

U 2089 4650 ♦ 130 xi:ii

U 2101 9450 +210 xi:ii

a 2109 4470 + 110 xiiii

U.S. GEOLOGICJAL SURVEY

w 705 7580 + 250 21

YALE

Y 2387 3630 + 160 xi:ii

Y 2388 245 + 125 xi:ii 550 +100 s

Y 2427 7790 + 160 xi: ii
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 1A

Mtogarton 4ates rsfgrrtas to ralatiya m level

changes In Scotland: List and discussion.

In all, 40 radiocarbon determinations of potential relevance to sea

level change are available from Scotland. 12 of these, from the Forth-Tay area,

have already been discussed in Chapter 13. These are distinguished in the

following list by the letters WFTM. Other codes are identified at the end of the

list.

Lab.No. Accented Value Ml Old Value Qp^QQtiOh Claps FT

Q 815 10300 85 166 M

Birm 121 10255 + 205 B 10560 £180 S S

9640 + 140 JBS R FT

Q 398 9640 + 180 46 M

Q 642a 9620 + 150 48 M

Birm 120 9585 + 185 B 9890 + 185 S S

Q 642b 9530 + 150 48 M

Q 641 9362 + 150 48 V

Birm 3 9231 96 IX M

Q 640 9020 + 150 48 M

I 1839 8690 ♦ 140 S66 R FT

Q 280 8421 _+ 157 46 X FT

Q 421 8421 + 157 46 P FT

Q 422 8354 143 46 P FT

I 1838 8270 + 160 S66 T FT

Q 637 8135 + 150 48 T

Birm 4 8039 + 128 IX M

U 2007 7700 + 600 IX X



Lab.No. Accepted Value BajU Old Value Cprreptipn C.lgygp FT

GU 65 7426 + 136 XI:i T

U 576 7600 + 600 IX X

GU 64 7254 _t 101 XI i i T

St 1809 6970 + 100 VII P

St 1925 6670 + 100 VII P

Q 638 6645 + 120 48 R

U 616 6300 * ^ Hxi X
Q 818 6244 + 140 166 P

Q 639 6159 + 120 48 M

St 1552 6030 + 80 VII P

St 1812 5945 + 230 VII P

5935 + 145 JBS 6240 + 120 S S FT

U 2067 5800 * XIIi X

I 1543 5700 + 170 X:ii M

Q 533 5492 + 130 48 P FT

St 1811 5455 + 170 VII M

4710 + 235 EM 5015 +210 S M

U 2041 4500 * Xlsi X

4120 + 105 JBS M FT

Q 666 3656 + 150 VIII M FT

Birm 2 3572 + 64 IX R

Q 667 3249 1 160 VIII M FT

The majority of the codes used in this list are identical with those employed in

the Appendix listing the radiocarbon determinations from elsewhere in Europe.

They are explained there and in Chapter 5. Four additions have been made, however:

B 1 indicates publication in Bishop and Dickson, 1970.
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366: indicates publication in Sissons 1966.
EM and JBS indicate determinations communicated personally to the writer by Mr.

Euan McKie and Dr. J.B. Sissons respectively.

Each of these determinations conforms to the technical standards set out in Chapter 5.

The geographical distribution of the determinations is an uneven

one. The twelve from the Forth-Tay area have already been identified and dieoussed.

Eight others cane from separate sites on the coast of the Solway (Q 815} Q 398}

Q 637} QtJ 65} GU 64} Q 638} Q 818} Q 639) • Nine are from seven sites in the Clyde

area (Birm 2, Birm 3» Blrm 4> Q 640 and Q 641 are all from separate sites. Birm

120 and Birm 121 are from different parts of one monolith at Greenock, and Q 642a

and Q 642b are from a single sample at Irvine). The date supplied by Mr. McKie

is from Oronsay in the Inner Hebrides and I 1543 is from Benbecula in the Outer

Hebrides. The remaining ten determinations are all from Shetland.

(a) The Shetland dates will be discussed first. Five of these (U 576,

U 616, U 2007, U 2041, U 2067) are from the tidal Lower Loch of Brouster. These

were considered relevant to sea level change (Radiocarbon IX, p.460), but as the

statistical errors show, attempts to eliminate contamination by special laboratory

techniques must be considered unsuccessful. They will accordingly not be

considered further here. The remainder are from Whalsay.

Hoppe (1965) has described the samples from which the Whalsay dates

were obtained. The five determinations come from three cores, and all refer to a

thin peat bed based on bedrock, and overlain by approximately 2 metres of shellsand

which contains boulders immediately above the peat. Where sampled the peat bed

lay in all cases between 8.8 and 9 metres below the present high watermark of

ordinary spring tides. Since the tidal range there is 1.8 metres, it would seem

that the samples are from about 8 metres below Ordnance Datum. Hoppe's paper

incorporated a diatom report by Nils Quennerstedt, which gives valuable aid in
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interpreting the dates.

The majority of the samples are of material representing freshwater

fen conditions. The dates involved ares

Bore N 14: St 1809 6970 + 100, St 1925 6670 + 100

Bore N 10s St 1552 6030 + 80

Bore N 13s St 1812 5945 + 230

St 1811, 5455 + 170 is also from N 13. It dates the uppermost part

of the peat surviving in that bore. Quennerstedt notes that this topmost section

of the peat was sandy, and yielded a diatom flora including species living in

brackish and definitely salt water, among the representatives of fresh water

conditions, but concludes that it "was not possible to decide whether the original

top layer of the peat was eroded or not when the brackish and marine sediments

were deposited" (in Hoppe, op.cit. p.200).

Hoppe concluded that sea level at Whalsay stood at least 9 metres

lower relative to the land in the period 6000 to 5500 years ago. This conclusion

is based on the view that the peat sampled is autochthonous. He notes that it can

be observed in many places in the dhetlands that peat from cliffs slumps into the

sea and is redeposited qn the sea floor, but considers that the diatom evidence

excludes this possibility. This view is not however wholly consistent with

Quennerstedt's diatom report,

Quennerstedt notes that the H 13 samples may suggest submergence

of that peat in situ (although making the qualification quoted above) but he states

specifically (regarding all the Whalsay samples, including N 13) that "the diatom

succession in the peat does not yield conclusive evidence of the original locality

i.e. whether the peat is autochthonous or has been redeposited" (op.cit. p.199).

In 1966, in the course of work on an 18th century shipwreck off the

Shetlands, while diving during a period of winter gales, the present writer
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observed that some terrestrial peat eroded in storms reached the sea bed in

intact slabs. Samples from the greater part of such masses would presumably

show no admixture of marine diatoms.

The Whalsay samples were all obtained from within a 30 metre long

stretch of seabed along Symbister Pier. That samples from such nearby positions

in a "thin (generally 0.2 m.) peat accumulation should yield dates covering a

range of over 1500 years would seem to suggest that the possibility that the

material has been redeposited can not be eliminated with confidence.

However, a3 Finlay (1930), Cluness (1951), Flinn (1964) ^

Chapelhow (19&5)> among others, have shown, in situ peat deposits are widely

distributed around Shetland. Furthermore, the apparent absence of any raised shore¬

lines in the islands, the current erosion of peat even in sheltered localities, and

the continuity of autochthonous peat from above to below present sea level at some

localities, all appear to suggest that Shetland has indeed undergone rather more

submergence in recent times than the rest of Scotland.

Thus, although the local evidence at Hoppe's site is inconclusive,

on a wider view the possibility that it may be valid must be considered.

If St 1811 in fact represented a transgression contact (as the

mixture of fresh, brackish and salt diatoms might suggest^ this would correspond to

within less than one standard deviation of the date with the onset of eustatic

transgression Phase Gj. Since ocean level was then (according to the curve derived

in Chapter 12) about 4 metres below the present level, land subsidence of the

order of 5 metres since circa 5400 B.P. is implied.

If however the freshwater fen material of St 1552 or St 1812 is in

situ, the eustatic curve would suggest a minimum subsidence of 8 metres since

6000 B.P.

Until further work is done in the Shetlands, however, any estimates
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must remain speculative.

The radiocarbon dates available from other Scottish islands are

also of only limited value for elucidating the pattern of relative land and sea

movements. As indicated above, those are from Beribecula and Oronssy.

(b) I 1543, 5700 + 170 refers to coniferous wood, obtained by Ritchie

(1966) at Borve Beach on Benbecula. The sample came from one of a series of

layers of fresh water marsh vegetation, interstratified with sand containing

fresh water shells. It was located half a metre below Ordnance Datum, or just

less than three metres below the local high water mark of spring tides (the

fresh water sequence was followed to A metres below present high water).

Ritchie (op.cit.) examined the con"" tions in which similar fresh

water marsh deposits are accumulating behind dune and machair barriers at the

present day, and concluded that while the Barve Beach site might imply a relative

sea level rise of the order of A or 5 metres, a figure of approximately 0.6 metres

since 5700 B.P. seemed to him to be more realistic. He notes that the inter¬

pretation of the evidence is further complicated by the compaction of the organic

material by an unknown amount "by the passage over the area of the great weight

of sand which now forms the machair coastal plain" (op.cit. p.86). He considers

that the deposits may indeed have come to their present position not as a result

of sea level change, but as a result of local changes in the coastline.

Ritchie's radiocarbon dated site thus indicates only that the

level of the sea relative to the land in Benbecula 5700 years ago is unlikely to

have been higher than at the present day. In terms of the proposed eustatic

curve, this suggests that little land uplift can have taken place there since that

date, but gives no indication of the amount of any subsidence. Wider aspects of

this problem are discussed in Chapter 14-, section (i-c).

(c) The Oronsay date (4710 + 235 after correction) refers to a single
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large shell from the prehistoric midden Gnoc Sligeach. This is from the 1913

excavations (Bishop 1914)» but its exact provenance within the site is unknown

to the Hunterian Museum staff who obtained the date.

It will be recalled that this site was discussed in Chapter 3.

Relevant data will however be restated here.

The top of the midden was about 16 metres above Ordnance Datum,

but the mound was of considerable size (its main axes measured approximately

90 metres by 48 metres), and the raised beach upon which it apparently rested

was several metres below the 16 m. level. The definition of the relationship

between the midden and possible beach deposits is a matter of some difficulty.

Blown sand resting on bedrock is interrupted by beds of shingle and occupation

refuse, with considerable masses of shells. Bishop suggested that the inter¬

calations prove that the occupation of the site was interrupted from time to time

by the sea. Symington Grieve (1923), however, argued cogently on the basis of

observations of present day processes on Colonsay and Oronsay that the shingle

was not water-laid but rather accumulated in hollows as the dunes moved during

gales. It would therefore seem that the only sure conclusion that may be drawn

is that about 4700 the local level of the sea relative to the land was certainly

no higher than 16 metres O.D., and was perhaps considerably lower.

With a few exceptions, the majority of the radiocarbon dates

available from the mainland of Scotland tend to be more informative than these

island determinations.

All the mainland dates, besides the ten from the Forth-Tay area

(discussed in Chapter 13), refer to western Scotland, from Glasgow south to the

Border.

(d) Three come from separate sites approximately a mile apart in

Renfrewshire. These are Linwood Moss, Birm 2, 3572 ± 64i Clippens Farm, Birm3,



9231 ± 96; and Wester Fulwood, Birm 4, 8039 .+ 128. All were reported in

Radiocarbon IX by W.W. Bishop.

Birm X refers to drifted wood from a bed of black unsorted sand

with gravel, sub-angular boulders and abundant organis material. Some 15 to 45

cm. thick, the bed overlies a clay with stones and cold marine micro fauna (the

Late Glacial date of which is confirmed there by Birm 122 a and b, shell dates

in the 12000/13000 range). The sample is in turn overlain by sand and gravel

with iron pan.

The date of 8039 * 120 coincides with the eustatic transgression

of Phase £, identified elsewhere in western Europe (Chapters 6, 8, 11) and the

nature of the deposit from which the sample was drawn would appear to be consistent

with that of a transgression sediment laid down over the older Late-Glacial marine

material.

Birm 2 refers to wood fragments in peat from the basal layer of

Linwood Moss, vHLch there overlies grey silt. Bishop comments in Radiocarbon IX

that the peat grades down into the silt, which he associates with the "25 foot

beach", i.e. a considerably later period than the shelly Late-Glacial marine clay

that underlies it.

The sample appears to represent a regression contact, and its date

of 3572 ,+ 64 certainly coincides with the eustatic regression that followed the

transgression of Phase I, identified in western Europe (Chapters 6, 10, 11) and

correlated with PG3 in the Forth area (Chapter 13).

In contrast, the interpretation of Birm 3 (Clippens Farm, also in

Linwood Moss) is problematic. The sample, dated 9231 ± 96, is of wood from the

peat where this overlies a Late-Glacial marine deposit. No detailed description

of the site has been published, and the nature of the relationship between the

peat and the contemporary level of the sea is unclear. The uncertainty is increased
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by an inconsistency in the two brief accounts that have appeared. In Radiocarbon

IX, Bishop states that the sample height was "4 ft. O.D.", but Bishop and Dickson

(1970) give it as"12 m. above O.D."

{«) Further down the Clyde estuary, at Greenock, Bishop and Dickson (1970)

collected shells dated after correction Birai 121, 10255 + 205 and Birm 120

9585 +, 185. These came from marina sediments in dock excavations, from positions

at - 3*5 and - 1.5 metres O.D., respectively. Mo clear conclusion was reached as

to tie relationship between these shell deposits and their contemporary sea level,

so they will not be discussed further here.

(f) Q 642 a and b are duplicate samples of wood, dated 9620 + 150 and 9530 + 150,

from a bed of woody peat 30 to 60 cm. thick, from a site 2.5 miles south east cf

Irvine, Ayrshire. The report is again from Bishop, in Radiocarbon. The peat is

at + 6.1 m. O.D., under beach sands and gravels with a flat top about 13 m. O.D.

It rests on boulder clay.

Bishop comments that since the peat rests on boulder clay it can

only provide a linking date for the age of the beach that rests on it.

Unfortunately he does not report from what position in the thickness of the peat

bed he took the samples, and it will be recalled that little evidence was

available from western Europe for the period between 9750 and 9406 B.P. The only

conclusion possible is therefore that relative sea level at Irvine was not higher

than + 6 metres O.D. at the time of the dates.

(g) Two dates are available from separate sites near Girvan, further south on

the .Ayrshire coast. The so are Q 641# 9362 .+ 150 from Enoch, a mile and a half

north east of the town, and Q 640, 9020 +, 150 from a point on the Water of Girvan

half a mile north of Hie railway station. The stratigraphic context of these

dates has been interpreted in differing ways (e.g. Jardine and Bishop, 1962

in Radiocarbon IV; Jardinel962, 1964# I966; Synga and Stephens 19661 Jardine's
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own views have changed through time. Furthermore he considers that Synge and

Stephens' interpretation of his data involves an unwarranted assumption (Jardine,

1966, plS2) concerning the relationship between the buried sediments and a

visible shoreline notch in the area. As noted in Chapter 14, section (i-b),

Synge and Stephens' assumption also appears unreliable in terms of data included

in the present study.

At Girvan, the postglacial deposits consist of two units {Jardine

1962, 1964.) • In the seaward tract, where the site of Q 64.O is located, the

deposits are sands and gravels which appear to be true beach sediments. In the

inland tract where Enoch (Q 64I) lies, however, the silts represent "the organic

and mineral matter that accumulated in the estuary of the Water of Girvan, or,

more likely, in a lagoonal embayment cut off intermittently from the Postglacial

sea by a sand or gravel bar in the vicinity of Girvan railway station" (p.9,

Jardine, I964)*

The date from Enoch refers to a thin peat (0,27 m. thick) overlain

by ca. 1,5 metres of lagoonal silts, topped by a metre of apparently marine sand.

The peat rests on a quarter of a metre of storey clay, which lies on at least

three quarters of a metre of laminated clay containing foraminifera. At first

(1962) Jardine thought these sub-peat beds might be postglacial, but in I964 he

amended this view, suggesting on the basis of further work that they were Late-

Glacial, and that the peat probably represented not a temporary interruption in

estuarine sedimentation, but rather growth on a pre-existing land surface, some

time before its invasion by the waters from the Firth of Clyde.

This latter view would seem more likely in terms of the present

study, in that from 9400 - 8750 B.P. the western European evidence (Chapters 6,

8, 11, 12) suggests that a major eustatic transgression was in progress (Phase B).

The way that the date (9362 + 150) coincides with the onset of the transgression,
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in the fashion characteristic of the Class W dates, would indeed be consistent

with the accumulation of peat as the local freshwater table rose under the

influence of the rising sea level, before that area was itself transgressed.

The Water of Girvan date, from near the railway station, refers

to allochthonous wood fragments from a 0.30 m. layer of carbonaceous silty fine

sand with organic detritus. This is overlain by ca. 4.6 m. of sands and sandy

gravel, and rests upon similar material, which "may represent resorted glacial

till" (p. 182, Jardin 1966). As Jardine admits there, however, there is no clear

indication of whether this underlying sand and gravel is Late- or Postglacial

in age. Indeed, although he appears to favour the view that the deposit dated

represents an accumulation on a land surface, from its nature it would appear

equally possible that it was laid down underwater.

The date (Q 640, 9020 * 150) falls within the period of eustatic

transgression Phase B (9400 - 8750 B.P.), at the time when the rate of the initial

major rise (ca. 9400 to 9100 B.P.) appears to have slackened off considerably. It

will be recalled from the western European evidence (Chapters 6, 8, 11, 12) that

the rate of rise was apparently much reduced from 9100 until the full eustatic

regression at 8750 B,Pf The wood dated was drawn from the lower part of the layer

rich in organic material. It would thus seem that the start of the accumulation

of this layer might correspond to the onset of calm water conditions in the

protection of the sand and gr'vel bars envisaged by Jardine (1962, pp. 274 - 7)

in the railway station area, as the rate of eustatic rise was reduced at 9100 B.P.

to a rate more comparable with the contemporary local rate of land uplift at

Girvan. Indeed, if the uplift there was great enough, the organic layer may

represent an actual regression of the sea from that area. In either case, if

Jardine's (1964, 1966) interpretation of the Lnoch date or the Class W

suggestion put forward here for that sample are accepted, the relative heights
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of the two Girvan samples (Q 6^0, + 1.9 m.$ Q 6^1, + 5.2 m.O.D.) raise no problems.

The remaining radiocarbon dates are all from the Solway Firth/Irish
Sea coast of Scotland.

(h) Farthest east, there are two Holocene dates from Redkirk Point, Dumfries-shire.

These refer to samples collected by Bishop, reported by him in Radiocarbon 17, and

also described by Jardine (1964.). There, about 4| metres of Holocene marine

sediment consist mainly of grey estuarine clays. These rest on red glacial till.

Near the base of the grey clays, below present High Water Mark, occur several thin

bands of peat. The lowest rest on grey to pink sands over the bouldsr clay, the

top of which is irregular.

One of these layers on the sonds at - 0.1 m. O.D. is dated Q 315,

10300 +; 185. Nearby, at a point about 1.5 m. higher, a similar basal layer

immediately over the boulderclay sand cover yielded a date older than 12000 B.P.

(Q 816). It would thus seem that Q 815 indicates only that the level of sea

relative to the lard at Redkirk was below Ordnance Datum at the beginning of the

Holocene.

The thickest and most persistent peat horizon appears in contrast

to be directly associated with sea level (Bishop in Radiocarbon IVf Jardine, I964,).

This lies at + 2.6 m. O.D., ca. 0.5 m. above the local till surface, on ca. 0.3 m.

of sand, which in turn overlies 0.2 m. of ferruginous sand. The peat itself is

only 0.2 m. thick, and the date refers to wood out from a tree stump in situ

upon the top of the bed, in the base of ca. 3*7 m. of carse type grey clay.

It would seem from this that this determination is likely to give

a limit for the onset of carse clay deposition at that level at Redkirk. If this

is so, the date may be expected to correspond to an eustatic rise, and indeed it

falls during the major rise of transgression Phase C (8300 - 7750 B.P.j Chapters

6, 8, 11, 12). Its value is Q 637, 8135 + 150.
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(i) Three dates are available from separate sites in the Lochar Moss area of

Dumfries-shire. Two of these, from Sandyknowe and Newbie, are similar in date

(respectively: GU 65, 7426 + 136; GU 64, 7254 + 101). Both are described by

Jardine in Radiocarbon Xli, with additional notes on the latter site in Jardine (1964)#

The S^ndyknowe date refers to wood fragments from immediately above

the junction of silty fine sand (identified by Jardine as the local representative

of the Solway carse deposits) with underlying fluvioglacial sands and gravels.

He considers that the sample indicates the beginning of Holocene marine transgression .

at the site.

The Newbie date is of the top of a thin peat bed in contact with

carse deposits. The base again overlies fluvioglacial sands and gravels. Again,

the date appears to represent a transgression contact, and since the Newbie site

is on the present shore of the Solway, while that at Sandyknowe is now 11 km.

inland, Jardine concludes that the close agreement of the dates suggests that

transgression was approximately contemporaneous along the present north shore line

of the Solway and within the large embayment now covered by Lochar Moss.

This seems very probable in terms of the results of the present

survey, because as Chapters 6, 8, 11 and 12 showed, a substantial eustatic trans¬

gression (Phase D) was registered along the seaboard of western Europe between

7500 and 7000 B.P.

The third date from the Lochar Moss area is Q 638, 6645 * 120,

reported by Bishop in Radiocarbon IV. This refers to peat collected by 3 inch

auger from the basal part of the Moss which overlies micaceous fine sands (the

local equivalent to the carse clays) at Nether Lochar.

Jardine (1964, p.9) described this data as "very anomalous", in

that it was over a millennium older than other dates for the top of carse type

deposits elsewhere in Scotland and Ireland, and did not fit evidence from Newton
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Stewart, relatively nearby (see below), where 3 of clays and sands

accumulated after the Nether Lochar date. He concluded that if the Lochar age

is correct "clearly very special local conditions must have obtained in that area...

so that peat accumulated and ultimately gave rise to Lochar Moss whilst, in

areas still open to marine waters, clastic sedimentary material continued to be

deposited for some time."

Since he wrote, two developments would appear to support the probable

validity of the date and of his view. Firstly, Sissons and D.K. Smith (1965)

demonstrated by detailed boring programmes in the Forth area that in the carse

environment large peat bogs could maintain themselves even as islands amid the

mid-Holocene sea level rises. Secondly, the present study (Chapters 6, 9# 11# 12)

shows that an eustatic regression took place between Phases D and E, i.e. between

about 7000 and 6650 B.P. The Newbie and bandyknowe dates showed that carse

deposition throughout the Lochar area was in progress during the transgression of

Phase D. The Nether Lochar date is consistent with the drying out of that area

during the subsequent regression, and peat growth gaining a hold which it was able

to maintain there in face of the rising watertables causes by the eustatic rise of

Phase E, when the deposition of marine sediments was resumed elsewhere.

(j) The radiocarbon date next to the west is from Brighouse Bay, Kirkcudbrightshire.

This was reported by Jope in Radiocarbon II, and refers to wood lying horizontally

in the upper surface of a 0.05 m. peat bed over what appears to be boulderclay,

exposed on the foreshore. Pollen analysis showed no marine characteristics.

However, even the conclusion that at that time the level of the sea relative to

the land at Brighouse was below that of the present day can not. be based safely

on the evidence of this site alone. The peat deposit appears to be the early

infilling of an interdrumlin hollow now being eroded, and insufficient evidence

is available on the original topography of the site to assess whether past sea
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levels at or even above that of the present day would have had horizontal access

to the site.

(k) Proceeding further west, a further date reported by Bishop (Radiocarbon VII)

is available from Gatehouse of Fleet in Kirkcudbrightshire. This refers to oak

wood from a lens of peat 0.6 m. thick and 25 metres in diameter, overlain by 1.5 m.

of dark grey silts, forming a flat at about 9 m. O.D. The peat lies on a variable

thickness of gravel (0.45 to 1.5 ) over some 9 m. of grey Holocene marina clay.

Like tiie date from Newton Stewart mentioned by Jardine and described

below, the Gatehouse of Fleet date (Q 818, 6244 1 140) suggests strongly that on

tile Solway coast the relative level of sea on land continued to rise after

temporary regressions prior to 6000 B.P,

In terms of the western European evidence examined in Chapters 6,

8, 11 and 12, Q 818 does indeed coincide with a period in which eustatic sea level

was falling, and regression is accordingly to be expected. Transgression Phase E

had ended about 64OO B.P,, and Phase F did not begin until 6050 B.P.

(1) At Newton Stewart, Jardine (Radiocarbon IV, 1964) obtained a date for

allochthonous wood embedded in sediments exposed by the River Cree. Banded clays

and silts ca. 2.4 m. thick overlay the sample, which rested on ca. 0.7 m. of

sandy gravel with lenses of laminated silt. Under this was a further two metres

of Holocene clay, resting on clayey gravel.

The date of the wood, Q 639> 6159 1 120, and its position resting

on the gravel, embedded in the base of the upper clay, would seem to suggest that

It grew at the end of the regression period between Phases E and F, and was then

drifted into position and preserved by the onset of the eustatic rise of Phase

E (6050 - 5950 B.P.)

The results of the survey of individual Scottish radiocarbon dates

undertaken here and in Chapter 13 are considered in a broader context in Chapter 14.
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